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Resumen

Para poder satisfacer la demanda de mayores anchos de banda y los requisitos de los nuevos servicios, se espera que se produzca una evolución de las redes ópticas hacia arquitecturas reconfigurables dinámicamente. Esta evolución subraya la importancia de ofrecer soluciones en las que la escalabilidad y la flexibilidad sean las principales directrices. De acuerdo a estas características, las redes ópticas de conmutación de paquetes (OPS) proporcionan altas capacidades de transmisión, eficiencia en ancho de banda y excelente flexibilidad, además de permitir el procesado de los paquetes directamente en la capa óptica. En este escenario, la solución all-optical label switching (AOLS) resuelve el cuello de botella impuesto por los nodos que realizan el procesado en el dominio eléctrico. A pesar de los progresos en el campo del networking óptico, las redes totalmente ópticas todavía se consideran una solución lejana. Por tanto, es importante desarrollar un escenario de migración factible y gradual desde las actuales redes ópticas basadas en la conmutación de circuitos (OCS). Uno de los objetivos de esta Tesis se centra en la propuesta de escenarios de migración basados en redes híbridas que combinan diferentes tecnologías de conmutación. Además, se analiza la arquitectura de una red OPS compuesta de nodos que incorporan nuevas funcionalidades relacionadas con labores de monitorización y esquemas de recuperación.

Las redes que realizan el procesado en el dominio óptico permiten mejorar la transparencia de la red, pero a costa de aumentar la complejidad de las tareas de gestión. En este escenario, la monitorización óptica de prestaciones (OPM) surge como una tecnología capaz de facilitar la administración de las redes OPS, en las que cada paquete sigue su propia ruta en la red y sufre un nivel diferente de degradación al llegar a su destino. Aquí reside la importancia de OPM para garantizar los requisitos de calidad de cada paquete. El segundo y principal objetivo de esta Tesis se centra en proponer nuevas técnicas de monitorización para las redes OPS, cuyas principales características serán la realización de la monitorización a nivel de paquete y trabajar directamente en el dominio óptico. Para ello, se hará uso de un campo específico de monitorización en la cabecera óptica.

Adicionalmente, también se investiga la utilización de técnicas de monitorización basadas en la combinación de la señal óptica con señales de RF para su aplicación en redes ópticas de paquetes, dando lugar a la propuesta de dos técnicas de bajo coste para la monitorización de PMD a alta velocidad.
Resum

A fi de satisfer les demandes de majors amples de banda i els requisits dels nous serveis, s'espera que es produeixca una evolució de les xarxes òptiques cap a arquitectures reconfigurables dinàmicament. Aquesta evolució subratlla la importància d’oferir solucions en les quals l’eficiència i la flexibilitat sigan les principals directrius. D’acord a aquestes característiques, les xarxes òptiques de conmutació de paquets (OPS) ofereixen altíssim capacitat de transmissió, eficiència en ample de banda i excel·lent flexibilitat, a més de permetre el processament dels paquets directament en la capa òptica. En aquest escenari, la solució *all-optical label switching* (AOLS) resol el coll d'ampolla imposat pels nodes que realitzen el processat en el domini elèctric. Tot i els progressos en el camp del *networking* òptic, les xarxes totalment òptiques encara es consideren una solució llunyana. Per tant, és important desenvolupar un escenari de migració factible i gradual des de les actuals xarxes òptiques basades en la commutació de circuits (OCS). Un dels objectius d'aquesta Tesi se centra en la proposta d'escenaris de migració basats en xarxes híbrides que combinen diferents tecnologies de commutació. A més, s’analitza l’arquitectura d’una xarxa OPS composta de nodes que incorporen noves funcionalitats relacionades amb labors de monitoratge i esquemes de recuperació.

Les xarxes que realitzen el processat en el domini òptic permeten millorar la transparència de la xarxa, però a costa d’augmentar la complexitat de les tasques de gestió. En aquest escenari, el monitoratge òptic de prestacions (OPM) es presenta com una tecnologia capaç de facilitar l'administració de les xarxes OPS, en les que cada paquet segueix el seu propi camí en la xarxa i sofreix un diferent nivell de degradació en arribar al seu destí. Ací resideix la importància d’OPM per garantir els requisits de qualitat de cada paquet. El segon i principal objectiu d’aquesta Tesi es centra en proposar noves tècniques de monitoratge per a les xarxes OPS, on les principals característiques seran la realització del monitoratge a nivell de paquet i treballar directament en el domini òptic. Per a això, es farà us d’un camp específic de monitoratge en la capçalera òptica.

Addicionalment, també s'investiga la utilització de tècniques de monitoratge basades en la combinació de la senyal òptica amb senyals de RF per a la seua aplicació en xarxes òptiques de paquets, donant lloc a la proposta de dues tècniques de baix cost per al monitoratge de PMD a alta velocitat.
Abstract

To meet the increasing requirements for higher bandwidth and novel services, an evolution from static optical networks to dynamically reconfigurable architectures is expected. This evolution highlights the importance of providing network solutions putting forward scalability and flexibility as most critical specifications. According to these requirements, optical packet switching (OPS) networks provide high throughput, bandwidth efficiency, and excellent flexibility, as well as offering new capabilities to process packets directly at the optical layer. At this scenario, all-optical label switching (AOLS) appears to be a solution to avoid the bottleneck imposed by the nodes based on electronic processing. Notwithstanding the progress done in the field of all-optical networking, truly all-optical networks are still considered to be a long term solution. Hence, it is of crucial importance to develop a realistic and gradual migration scenario starting from current optical circuit-switched (OCS) networks. One of the topics addressed in this Thesis focuses on the proposal of migration scenarios based on hybrid networks which combine different types of switching technologies. Moreover, the design of an all-optical packet-switched network composed of optical nodes including new functionalities directly correlated with performance monitoring and recovery schemes is investigated.

All-optical networks allow the network transparency to be improved but at the expense of increasing the complexity of the network management. In this scenario, optical performance monitoring (OPM) appears as an enabling technology for managing future OPS networks, where each packet follows its own path and will suffer a different degradation level at the destiny. So that, OPM is especially important to ensure that packets receive an appropriate treatment. The second and main topic of this Thesis focuses on the proposal of new monitoring techniques for OPS networks, where the main features will be performing the monitoring on a packet basis and directly working in the optical domain. To this end, a specific monitoring field will be inserted into the packet header.

Additionally, the use of monitoring techniques for their applicability to OPS networks based on the combination of the optical signal with RF signals is also studied, giving place to the proposal of two cost-effective PMD monitoring techniques for high data rate transmission.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Rationale

In the last few years, emerging services such as voice-over-IP, video streaming, high definition TV and peer-to-peer file transfer are becoming increasingly popular on top of the traditional Internet services. As a result, telecommunication networks are experiencing a dramatic increase in the demand for such real-time and dynamic bandwidth-intensive applications which is pushing the limits of existing network structure [Mor07]. To satisfy this new demand two main factors have emerged. The first factor has been the use of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) which has dramatically increased the network capacity. The second factor has been to increase the data channel bitrate. Nowadays, 10-Gbit/s WDM networks have been deployed and systems operating at 40 Gbit/s or beyond have been experimentally demonstrated in research labs [Hof05]. However, WDM networks are relatively statics and the conventional electronic routers have not been capable of offering a cost-effective solution to the increasing bandwidth demand [Nei05].

To support this demand economically, transport networks are evolving to provide a reconfigurable optical layer, putting forward scalability and flexibility as most critical specifications. According to these new requirements, optical packet switching (OPS) provides high throughput, bandwidth efficiency, rich routing functionalities, and excellent flexibility [Jou01, Mah01, Yao01]. These characteristics make it an excellent candidate for next-generation optical networks, which will be much more dynamic and demanding than today’s networks.
On the other hand, OPS technology offers a new capability to process packets directly at the optical layer. At this point, all-optical label switching (AOLS), which is a type of packet switching, appears to be a solution to avoid the bottleneck imposed by the nodes based on electronic processing [Blu00]. In such an AOLS scenario, all packet-by-packet routing and forwarding functions of multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) are implemented directly in the optical domain. By using optical labels, the IP packets are directed through the core optical networks without requiring O/E/O concessions whenever a routing decision is necessary. The main advantage of this approach is the ability to route packets/bursts independently of bitrate, packet format, and packet length.

The design of a network architecture based on the AOLS scenario with all-optical packet switching nodes opens new opportunities from an operator’s viewpoint since the all-optical solution optimizes the network technologies, allowing for a generalized introduction of broadband services at affordable price. Hence, to bring AOLS to market, network operators must be convinced of the opportunities it creates to better serve their clients. At this point, all-optical networks fulfil the new requirements that different applications impose in terms of capacity, functionality, and quality of service (QoS) available to end users [Cae07].

Apart from the benefits that AOLS brings to the implementation of next-generation networks, high throughput packet nodes can play an interesting role as single multi-service and multi-client platforms, because they would enable the realization of a transport network capable of routing data belonging to different services employing different technologies in the access/metro area [Pap033].

To propose a low cost feasible scenario for optical packet-switching, it is of crucial importance to develop a realistic and gradual migration scenario starting from current optical circuit-switched (OCS) networks. Mixed circuit-packet scenarios seem to be a feasible solution to facilitate the migration towards the final OPS solution. The study of the migration scenarios from OCS networks to an AOLS network considering both networking and economical aspects as well as the implications on the node architecture are crucial to provide scalable, flexible, and user-centric future networks. In this migration, the optical networks are also moving from point-to-point networks to more efficient and flexible data-oriented solutions that, in the longer run, will lead to intelligent optical networks. The introduction of intelligence in such networks should allow to meet emerging requirements such as: dynamic and rapid provisioning of connections, automatic topology discovery and network inventory, traffic engineering, and faster optical restoration.

In addition, all-optical networks allow the network transparency to be improved but at the expense of increasing the complexity of the network management. Indeed, the quality of signals becomes more vulnerable to the optical layer impairments. For the proper operation and management of such networks, it is essential to have the capability to monitor the parameters affecting networks performances directly in the optical layer. Furthermore, the new optical layer
functionality including dynamic reconfiguration and optical path restoration add new challenges in the implementation of monitoring functions in the optical domain. All of these issues bring focus to optical performance monitoring (OPM) as an enabling technology for future OPS networks [Kil04]. Indeed, OPM will be helpful for carriers to provide guaranteed quality of signal transmission to their users. Specially in OPS networks, optical paths transport different types of traffic with different quality requirements so that OPM is especially important to ensure that packets receive appropriate treatment as they travel through the network. Therefore, the following questions related to performance monitoring are the special interest:

- How to perform OPM on a packet basis?
- How to develop a monitoring module with fast response time and wide dynamic range?
- How to associate the monitored parameters with the switch controls and header information?
- How to integrate the monitoring information with the control and management planes to provide some kind of network intelligence?

In this Thesis, these questions are addressed and new ways to monitor signal quality in OPS networks with the right balance between cost and performance are investigated.

In next sections, the objectives of this Thesis are presented and a quick reference to the Thesis contents is also provided.

1.2. Framework of this Thesis

This Thesis has been carried out at the Valencia Nanophotonics Technology Center from the Universidad Politecnica de Valencia inside the “Optical Networks and Systems” research area.

The work related to the design of an all-optical network architecture and the definition of migration scenarios towards OPS networks has been performed in the framework of the European Commission funded FP6 IST-LASAGNE (“All-optical label swapping employing optical logic gates in network nodes”) project, whose main goal was the design and implementation of the first, modular, scalable and truly all-optical photonic router capable of operating at 40 Gbit/s [Ram05]. LASAGNE objectives included studying, proposing, and validating the use of all-optical logic gates based on commercially available technologies to implement network functionalities at the metro/core network nodes in AOLS networks.
The work related to optical performance monitoring has been partially performed inside the European Commission funded Network of Excellence BONE ("Building the future optical network in Europe") in the work package devoted to the identification of all-optical techniques which can be applied to the packets in order to help routing at router level (e.g. discard, regeneration, etc).

Furthermore, during the course of this Thesis, the author has made several internships in different research institutes listed below:

- "Centre d'Optique, Photonique, et Laser (COPL)", Université Laval, Québec, Canada in 2008. The work was supervised by Prof. Sophie LaRochelle. The aim of the internship was focused on the design, writing, and characterization of fiber Bragg gratings for quality monitoring of optical packets.

- "NICTA Victoria Research Laboratory", University of Melbourne, Australia in 2009. The work was supervised by Prof. Ampalavanapillai Nimalathas and by Dr. Nishaan Nadarajah. The objective of this internship was focused on analysing and proposing quality signal monitoring techniques by using RF tones for photonic packet-switched networks.

- "Instituto de Telecomunicações", Universidade de Aveiro, Portugal in 2010. The work was supervised by Prof. António Teixeira. During the stay, some objectives defined in the framework of the Network of Excellence BONE were addressed.

1.3. Research objectives

The main objectives addressed in this Thesis can be divided into two main blocks:

1. Design of all-optical network architecture and definition of migration path from current optical networks towards OPS networks.

Current network topologies and architectures are not sufficient to support the newly deployed services and applications. All-optical solutions for switching and routing packet-based traffic are crucial for realizing a truly intelligent and transparent network. The objectives of this research block are as follows:

- Design of network architectures with all-optical packet switching nodes.

- Study of the node functionalities: core and edge functionalities.

- Definition of migration scenarios towards OPS networks focused on hybrid OCS/OBS/OPS solutions.
• Design of an all-optical packet switching node including new functions intimately correlated with signal quality monitoring and recovery schemes.


The development of all-optical packet switching networks brings about new challenges in the topic of optical performance monitoring. The objectives of this research block are addressed to the proposal of new monitoring techniques which cope with the new requirements and are the following:

• The proposal of new monitoring techniques capable of packet-by-packet monitoring and implemented in the optical domain to preserve packet transparency.

• The integration of the monitoring module with the control and management plane in order to initiate real-time recovery schemes and to establish optical paths based on quality requirements.

• The study and experimental validation of a novel OSNR monitoring technique that offers better speed requirements compared with typical monitoring techniques in order to have a time response appropriate for OPS networks.

• The analysis of using optical logic gates for monitoring purposes due to their potential to be integrated. Also, the development and experimental validation of novel monitoring techniques based on optical logic gates.

• The extension and study of the applicability of the RF-spectrum-based monitoring techniques in OPS networks.

1.4. Outline of this work

The content of this Thesis is structured in 8 chapters. In Chapter 2, the evolution of the optical networks towards OPS networks is stated. Typical OPS networks perform the header processing in the electrical domain, which leads to a bottleneck in the operation of high-bitrates networks. To overcome this limitation, all-optical networks are a very promising solution to improve the network solution. However, the deployment of a truly all-optical network is considered to be a long term solution so that some strategies should be defined to facilitate the migration towards the final OPS solution. In this Chapter, some migration solutions are proposed. Furthermore, the importance of including new functionalities such as signal quality monitoring within the OPS nodes is highlighted.
Chapter 3 overviews the concept of optical performance monitoring and the main optical impairments imposed by the fiber. Furthermore, this Chapter presents a deep revision of the state of the art of the existing techniques in the literature, explaining their principles of operation as well as their main advantages and disadvantages. This revision is a first step towards the implementation of OPM applications in all-optical packet-switched networks. The motivations and basis of the monitoring on a packet basis are addressed as an introduction of the OPM techniques proposed in this Thesis.

In Chapter 4, a novel technique based on the use of optical correlation for OSNR monitoring is presented. A specific data word (i.e., monitoring field) is inserted into the packet header and is processed by means of an optical correlator based on fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs). This Chapter explains the principle of operation of the monitoring system and the theory of the FBG-based correlator. Simulation studies and experimental results are discussed followed by an overview of the main applications of such a monitoring system.

In Chapter 5, a XOR logic gate implemented in an integrated SOA-MZI structure is discussed for DGD monitoring on a packet-by-packet basis. The output of the XOR gate acts as the control signal for an all-optical 1x2 packet switch which allows the node taking real-time decisions about packet routing according to the estimated DGD values. The principle of operation of the whole system is described in this Chapter. Simulation results and experimental validation of the XOR-based DGD monitor on a packet basis are addressed.

Chapter 6 shows a novel monitoring technique based on the concept of TTL-field decrementing. An all-optical 1-bit subtractor is demonstrated by employing a cascade of two SOA-MZIs in a XOR configuration. The Chapter describes the optical implementation of a binary subtraction algorithm based on decrementation-via-inversion, and explains the principle of operation of the whole architecture. Simulation results are given, and a proposal for next practical realization is discussed.

In Chapter 7, a study about the applicability of the monitoring techniques based on RF spectrum in OPS networks is carried out. This Chapter also shows two novel PMD monitoring techniques based on adding an additional optical carrier shifted with respect to the data optical carrier. The principle of operation of both techniques is described, emphasizing their feature of monitoring high-speed data with low-speed detectors. The first PMD monitoring technique is validated by means of simulations whereas the second one is experimentally demonstrated.

Finally, conclusions and future work are addressed in Chapter 8. Additionally, to complete the contents presented in this Thesis, three appendices are included. In the first appendix, the theory behind the FBG and the modelling method for obtaining the transfer matrix of a uniform FBG are explained. The second appendix summarizes the parameters used in the VPI simulations and presents the VPI
schematics. Finally, in the third appendix a list of the research publications derived from this work is given.

1.5. Contributions of this Thesis

The research described in this Thesis was initiated by the IST-LASAGNE European project, one of the first attempts to develop and demonstrate a truly all-optical packet switching system. The main contributions of this Thesis in this subject are the design of network architectures with all-optical packet switching nodes, and the definition of migration scenarios to facilitate the network evolution towards OPS networks. At this point, the following migration scenarios are proposed:

- Introduction of packet nodes inside OCS networks: node per node migration or migration based on the definition of OPS islands.
- Mixed packet-circuit network where an OCS layer and OPS layer exist.
- Integration of different network technologies.

Furthermore, an analysis of the network requirements that new applications impose are carried out. From the conclusion drawn in this analysis, the importance of including new functionalities such as signal quality monitoring is stated. Hence, an implementation of an all-optical packet switching node with such functionalities is proposed.

Apart from the contributions to the field of all-optical networks design, the Thesis is focused on optical performance monitoring in OPS networks. The main contributions on this topic are presented as follows.

- The insertion of a specific monitoring field inside the packet header for monitoring tasks is proposed. The definition of this monitoring field and the implementation of a circuit responsible of extracting this field from the header are also addressed.
- A novel OSNR monitoring technique using optical correlation is proposed and experimentally demonstrated in a system operating at 40 Gbit/s.
- A novel monitoring system for PMD monitoring is proposed. The system consists of a XOR-based DGD monitor and an all-optical 1x2 packet switch which allows the node taking real-time decisions about packet routing according to the estimated DGD values. The principle of
operation of the whole system is tested by simulations and the DGD monitor on a packet basis is experimentally demonstrated at 10 Gbit/s.

- A monitoring technique based on all-optical TTL decrementing is proposed and validated by simulations. A 1-bit binary subtractor algorithm is also defined.

- Two PMD monitoring techniques based on the addition of an optical carrier to provide cost-effective solutions are proposed. The first approach is based on the addition of a fixed DGD in the monitoring module to increase the sensitivity. The modelling of the cascade of two DGD elements is described. This technique is validated by means of simulations. The second approach is experimentally validated in a system operating at 40 Gbit/s with low-speed detectors (2.5 GHz).

All the contributions presented in this section have given rise to several publications in international journals and in international conferences, which are listed in the Appendix C.
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2.1. Introduction

The tremendous growth of the Internet and the World Wide Web over the last decades, both in terms of numbers of users and the bandwidth per user, has increased the traffic in telecommunication networks. In addition, a significant change in the dominant type of traffic from voice to data and other new services such as video on demand, video teleconference, and multimedia services will further increase the traffic in broadband networks. Together with the increasing bandwidth demand, the nature of this new type of traffic requires the modification of the current network architecture.

To meet this bandwidth requirement it is necessary to modify the transport layer in order to support this explosive traffic growth. Optical fiber technologies offer high-capacity for transmitting the enormous bandwidth required by this new scenario. Indeed, the optical fiber technology and in particular Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM) systems have been deeply introduced to increase the bandwidth-carrying capacity of a single optical fiber by effectively multiplexing many signals at different wavelength within a single fiber; in other words, WDM enables parallels transmission of high-bit-rate channels onto the same fiber at a very attractive cost per bit. These initial optical networks, which are referred as the first-generation optical networks, was focused on utilizing the optical fiber as the transmission medium while all the node functionalities (processing, routing, etc) were performed in the electrical domain.
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However, although such networks were a great step forward, they were relatively static and presented some limitations due to the opto-electronic (O/E) conversions done in the network nodes.

To increase the network efficiency it is necessary to reduce the amount of complex electronics by migrating to an all-optical network, where data is switched and routed transparently in optical form, with a minimum amount of electronic processing. Furthermore, the migration of other functionalities related to the network control, management and protection to the optical domain is expected to improve the network operation. The true benefit of this trend towards the optical networking may rise from the reconfigurability of vast bandwidth directly in the optical layer, and from the capability to react to dynamic network changes in real time. This network evolution highlights the importance of the introduction of the optical fiber technology in the next-generation networks.

The future networks need to provide a large variety of service qualities in a highly dynamic environment. The traditional approaches such as optical circuit-switched networks do not offer sufficient flexibility. Therefore, in the last term it is expected that optical packet switching (OPS) offer the flexibility and bandwidth-efficient architecture that is called for future high-performance networks.

In this Chapter, the design of an all-optical packet switching network and the definition of migration scenarios are addressed. The Chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2 the evolution from the current networks towards OPS networks is described. After remarking the importance of the introduction of OPS networks, the basis of such networks is presented in Section 3. Traditionally, OPS networks perform the header processing in the electrical domain. However, the O/E conversion leads to a bottleneck in the operation of high-bitrates networks. To overcome this limitation, all-optical solutions have been proposed. In Section 4 the all-optical approach proposed in the IST-LASAGNE European project is described. As a truly all-optical network is considered to be achieved in the long term, some strategies should be defined to facilitate the migration towards the final OPS solution. Section 5 and 6 address this topic. Furthermore, to perform high-capacity and high-performance networks, it is desirable to integrate optical performance monitors with switching nodes in order to provide network intelligence and to rapidly mitigate transmission impairments. Section 7 shows the modification of the all-optical packet switching node proposed in LASAGNE including this monitoring functionality. Finally, Section 8 summarizes the main conclusions derived from the work presented in this Chapter.

2.2. Optical network evolution

Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology has been deployed to accommodate the increasing bandwidth demand. This initial phase of optical
networking is focused on the link capacity increase. Beyond this capacity growth, the true benefit of the optical networking rises from the possibility of optical bandwidth reconfiguration without involving electronics in the data plane while offering a certain level of traffic engineering and supporting quality of service applications. The key goal of the implementation of network intelligence in the optical domain is the deployment of dynamic reconfigurable optical networks. At this point, an intense debate is ongoing about which is the optical network model to adopt, the optimum degree of transparency to be achieved, and the proper flexibility of optical interconnections. Fig. 2.1 depicts such network evolution from today point-to-point transmissions towards more flexible network implementations [Hill01].

![Fig. 2.1. Trend of the optical networking technology.](image)

From Fig. 2.1, the first step in this evolution corresponds to the introduction of flexible mechanisms which enable the establishment, maintenance and management of optical paths for efficiently transmitting user data to the destination [Gha00]. An optical path is defined as an optical point-to-point connection where the data transmission is performed by using optical wavelengths. In fact, each path is identified by a different optical wavelength [Cap06, Flo95]. Fig. 2.2 shows an example of an optical circuit-switched (OCS) network.
In OCS networks, when a node requires to establish a new optical path, it sends a signalling request along a route. If the request can be completely accommodated, each intermediate node reserves the resources while configuring its switch matrix. This OCS networks offer explicit transfer guarantees and some degree of flexibility. Furthermore, they are relatively easy to be implemented given the fact that they use commercial optical switching technologies, such as optical cross-connects (OXC). Although these networks provide the first step towards optical networking, the optical circuits are inefficient and are not optimized for now-dominant data traffic. In addition, the networks require considerable delay to confirm circuit establishment, affecting their capability to cope with dynamic traffic demand. Given these drawbacks, the optical Internet must evolve to efficient solutions offering high-network utilization and supporting services with packet traffic patterns.

To meet these new requirements, the optical technology reduces the gap between the fiber transmission capacity and the processing velocity of actual electronic devices, avoiding the use of O/E conversions. In addition, all-optical devices open up new possibilities where a finer granularity with respect to the OCS solution can be achieved with the introduction of Optical Burst Switching (OBS) in the medium term and Optical Packet Switching (OPS) in the long term. Compared with OCS approaches, both solutions provide finer granularity, thus allowing higher
degree of statistical multiplexing. These technologies enable the integration
between the data networking and transparent optical networking by supporting
packet/burst switching directly in the optical layer [Yoo06, Koga04].

OBS initially emerged either as very fast reconfigurable OCS network with
special signalling instead of a typical circuit provisioning process or as OPS with
large aggregated packets. The introduction of OBS was driven by the desire to
quickly transport a large amount of data without having to provision optical circuits.
At present, OBS seems to be a promising technology that offers an improved
granularity as well as reducing the header processing and buffering in the
intermediate nodes [Qiao99, Qiao00a, Yoo01a]. At the edge of the network,
packets with the same destination are assembled to form a burst, which is
assigned to a wavelength channel. Before the burst is launched, an out-of-band
optical control packet sets up an optical path for a fixed time period. Then, the burst
is transparently switched at intermediate nodes without any O/E conversion. This
means that only the control packets are converted into the electrical domain to take
reservation decisions, while the burst remains in the optical domain. Fig. 2.3
illustrates an example of OBS technology.

![Fig. 2.3. OBS solution: The edge routers are responsible of assembling
data packets into bursts.](image)

The last step in the network evolution corresponds to the optical packet
switching technology. OPS approach offers a new capability to process packets at
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the optical layer for the future optical Internet. Given its fine granularity (i.e. packet level), it has the potential to allow maximum fiber capacity utilization and efficient use of network resources when it is combined with WDM technology [Mah01, Hun00, Ren97, Jou01]. Unlike OBS solution, control and data information travel together in the same channel. In particular, each intermediate node converts the control headers to take routing decisions, while the packets remain in the optical domain. The concept of packet switching is shown in Fig. 2.4.

Fig. 2.4. OPS network: The edge routers assemble user data to form optical packets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Utilization</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Adaptability</th>
<th>Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCS</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBS</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPS</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 2.1, which summarizes the main characteristics of each switching technology, it can be seen that the advantages of OPS and OBS compared to OCS are focused on the higher network utilization, where the network utilization is the
percentage of the total use of bandwidth, and on the support of services with bursty traffic patterns. Moreover, the benefit of using all-optical routers in OPS and OBS networks rises from the reduction in power and size requirements and the low latency, which refers to the total delay experienced by the data traffic when transported through the network (propagation, router and other processing, storage delays). However, the complexity of both approaches increase due to essential contention resolution policies to be implemented for reducing the packet losses probability. Therefore, OPS is the solution that uses finest switching granularity and thus provides better flexibility at the expense of increasing the complexity.

Current data networks are typically constructed with four stacked layers: an IP layer for carrying applications and services, an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) layer for traffic engineering, a synchronous optical network/synchronous digital hierarchy (SONET/SDH) layer for transport, and a dense WDM (DWDM) layer for capacity. Although this separation into layers provides some benefits, it also leads to inefficiencies, increases the latencies of connections, and inhibits the provisioning of quality of service (QoS) assurances. Furthermore, the layers are largely unaware of each other, so there is some duplication of transport protocols and management tasks. As a consequence, optimizing the network to achieve flexibility, scalability, and cost effectiveness will require a simplified layer configuration. Fig. 2.5 shows the evolution to a simplified network architecture based on IP layer over DWDM implemented by OPS [Gha00, Mod99]. In this kind of architecture, the IP packets are switched and routed over the optical DWDM layer, avoiding the electronic processing in the data plane.

![Fig. 2.5. Evolution of the network architecture.](image)

Multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) technology has emerged as an attractive solution that eliminates the ATM and SONET/SDH layers and integrates the IP layer with the optical layer [Ros01, Cal99]. MPLS implements a control plane, which is based on label switching, responsible of establishing and managing the optical paths within the network. As a result, the intermediate network nodes (i.e. OXCs) switch the optical channels in a similar way to label switched routers (LSR)
in IP networks. In particular, MPLS assembles IP packets with the same destination and quality requirements which are labelled with an MPLS header. By using optical labels, the IP packets are directed through the core optical network while fulfilling the traffic engineering specifications. Hence, MPLS gives a uniform solution for the control plane that reduces the network management complexity and increases the protocol transparency.

With the rapid development of optical switching technologies, the success of MPLS has brought the label switching concept from the electronic layer to the optical layer. Multi-protocol lambda switching (MP\(\lambda\)S), generalized MPLS (GMPLS), and optical label switching (OLS) have been successively proposed. MP\(\lambda\)S [Awd01] and GMPLS [Ban01, Sato02] are being gradually standardized and even taken into account in some commercialized optical cross-connects. While MP\(\lambda\)S is still for OCS networks, OLS has been primarily researched for OPS networks. GMPLS, on the other hand, is more a control plane technology rather than a switching technology, and is emerging as a common control and signalling protocol to cope with optical switching and routing at various levels such as fiber, wavelength, packet, and even time slot level. Despite these advantages, GMPLS suffers from some limitations because its data granularity is too large in terms of wavelength capacity (very long switching periods), implying poor scalability and flexibility. To overcome these drawbacks, the OLS technology has emerged [Yoo01b, Yoo01c]. OLS is an attractive technology for accommodating IP-over-WDM using explicit optical packet labels, which allows seamless interoperability with OPS, OCS as well as OBS on a single WDM platform [Yoo05]. By keeping the packet payload in the optical domain, the header processing is done at medium speed, employing mature electronic techniques. Therefore, OLS applies label switching to optical packets, and thus combines the advantages of MPLS efficiency and OPS granularity.

### 2.3. Optical packet switched networks

As commented before, the future network services will be characterized by burst/packet traffic patterns. This new nature of the data brings about the necessity of a new optical network capable of packet switching directly in the optical domain.

OPS networks promise to bring the flexibility and efficiency of the Internet to transparent optical networking. Indeed, OPS is envisioned to bridge the gap between the electrical IP/MPLS layer and the optical WDM layer offering high bitrates, transparency to the data format, and configurability [Chia01, Tuck99, Yao00]. Fig. 2.6 shows an example of an OPS network.
At the edge nodes, the data packets are assembled into optical packets that are sent through the network [Blu00]. An optical packet consists of a header and a payload. The header contains routing information and other control information whereas the payload is the data to be transmitted. As the header has to be processed at each switching node, it is desirable that the header has a relatively low fixed bitrate suitable for electronic processing, while the payload could have higher bitrates. In Fig. 2.6, the optical packet is transmitted along the optical path described by the dashed line. Unlike circuit switching, packet switching does not need to establish any confirmed connection before communication since the packets are forwarded hop-by-hop based on the information in the packet header and packet forwarding tables at each switching node.

The OPS nodes have to incorporate a number of functionalities, some of them executed in the electronic domain while others performed in the optical domain. In particular, a generic packet router architecture requires interface, synchronization, buffering, switching and control functions. Packets arriving at optical node undergo header decoding and this information is used to control payload synchronization and switching, through a combination of wavelength routing and space switching. Buffering and wavelength selection are used to overcome contention within the wavelength plane. Within the switching node the optical packet header is read and compared with the forwarding table. The payload is then routed to the appropriate output port with a new header attached. The packet switching node architecture is shown in Fig. 2.7.
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There have been a number of proposals and experimental demonstrations of optical packet switching in universities and industrial laboratories [Dit93, Gam98, Gui98, Hun99, Koo01, Mar06, Vla03]. Generally, the switching fabric in these demonstrations has been optical, in order to provide the optical transparency and large bandwidth. However, electronics plays the important roles in control functions such as packet header processing, switching, and buffering controls. To date, the header processing is done in the electrical domain due to the low-cost and mature electronic devices. However, electronic header processing for high bitrate core networks will no longer meet the speed and capacity demands. Thereby, all-optical processing seems to be a solution to avoid the bottleneck imposed by these nodes [Ais03, Blu03]. At this point, the concept of all-optical label switching (AOLS) has been proposed as a viable approach towards the next generation all-optical networks.

2.4. All-optical label switching (AOLS): the LASAGNE project

Typically the network intelligence is implemented in the electrical domain while the data transport remains in the optical domain. However, to support optical packet switching and forwarding at bitrates up to Terabit/s, OPS core nodes with optical processing are desirable. As the label speed becomes higher, the latency from the header O/E conversion and electronic processing starts to influence the packet forwarding efficiency. AOLS is a new concept of implementing label switching techniques for optical packets by doing the label processing fully in the optical domain [Blu00, Car98]. By using optical labels, the IP packets are directed through the core optical networks without requiring O/E/O conversions whenever a routing decision is necessary. The main advantage of this approach is the ability to route
packets/burst independently of bitrate, packet format, and packet length. The typical AOLS network scenario is illustrated in Fig. 2.8.

Similar to the OPS network operation explained in the previous section, the IP packets enter the AOLS network through the ingress node. These IP packets are classified by destination and quality requirements and encapsulated into high-bitrate optical packets with optical labels. Once inside the core network, only the optical label is used to take routing decisions at the optical nodes. Each AOLS node uses the information of the extracted labels to perform the routing decision and forward the packets toward the egress edge node. An AOLS node performs routing and forwarding operations together with wavelength conversion and label swapping [Ros01]. Throughout this process, the integrity of the high-bitrate packets is maintained in the optical domain.

The design of an all-optical network based on the AOLS concept, the construction of all-optical packet switching nodes (AOPS), and the definition of the appropriate control plane protocols were addressed in the IST FP6 LASAGNE project, whose aim was to bring to the field of AOLS and AOPS the use of optical logic gates and memory elements to perform intelligent functionality inside the network [Ram05]. Unlike previous projects focused on optical label swapping such as IST-STOLAS [Koo01, Vla03], KEOPS [Gam98] and IST-LABELS [Mar06], LASAGNE project was the first to investigate a modular WDM time-serial AOLS packet switching node design with all-optical label processing by using integrated semiconductor optical amplifier-based Mach-Zehnder interferometers (SOA-MZI).
In the framework of LASAGNE, two OPS-based network architectures with all-optical nodes have been proposed. The first solution corresponds to a pure packet switched network, where OPS nodes are directly connected using WDM links, Fig. 2.9.a. The second approach is based on a mixed packet-circuit solution. The latter architecture consists of an optical packet layer and an underlying optical circuit layer. OPS nodes are then connected by using optical WDM circuits provided by the circuit layer, Fig. 2.9.b.

The first approach has the obvious advantage of simplifying the network architecture, because it removes a network layer. It can be considered as an ultimate long term scenario. However, in the short term, it could be interesting to keep the circuit layer to support some services based on point-to-point connections (e.g. virtual private networks, VPN). Given the high profitability of this type of services, such services are not expected to disappear so it makes sense to consider an optical circuit switching level also in a network that employs OPS nodes. Another scenario where the mixed packet-circuit architecture could be taken into account is the migration towards packet switching. In the next sections, some migration scenarios proposed within the LASAGNE project will be described.

When discussing an OPS solution, it is customary to distinguish between two types of nodes: core nodes and edge nodes. The former nodes are all-optical routers that implement all the functionalities related to the packet processing, i.e. optical label processing, label swapping, packet routing, etc. To implement these
functionalities, synchronization and buffering issues should be addressed. In addition, the core nodes perform the packet processing “on the fly” by means of the use of optical logic gates based on SOA-MZI, as said previously. This feature results in a flexible, scalable, and potentially integrated approach [Keh06]. The architecture of the core node proposed in LASAGNE is shown in Fig. 2.10.

As shown in Fig. 2.10, the wavelengths entering the node are first demultiplexed and for each wavelength an all-optical label swapper block is implemented, which is responsible of generating new optical labels and of converting the packet to the appropriate wavelength for routing functions. According to this wavelength, the optical packet is routed at the desired output port by means of an AWG (Arrayed Waveguide Grating). Finally, the packets are sent to the contention resolution and buffering module which provides the flexibility to overcome contention problems in the network. The detailed structure of the all-optical label swapper proposed in LASAGNE is shown in Fig. 2.11.
The all-optical label swapper performs the packet processing as follows. At the all-optical label swapper entrance, the packet payload and the label are separated. The extracted optical label is fed to a bank of XOR (Exclusive-OR) autocorrelators based on optical logic gates [Mar04], where the comparison between the label and a set of local addresses is performed. These local addresses are generated using optical delay lines (ODLs). After comparison a high intensity pulse will appear at the output of the XOR correlator with the matching address. This pulse feeds a control-block that drives a wavelength converter. The control-block is made up of optical flip-flops [Dor03]. Depending on the matching address (correlator output pulse), the appropriate flip-flop will emit a CW (Continuous Wave) signal at a certain wavelength. This is how the internal wavelength is chosen. Meanwhile, a new label is generated in the appropriate ODL. The new label is inserted in front of the payload and both the payload and the new label are now converted to the wavelength generated by the flip-flop which determines the outgoing port. According to this wavelength the packet is routed by means of an AWG, as explained before.
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On the other hand, in order to accommodate different client signals, a number of operations must be performed at the edge of an OPS network. The basic operations at the ingress/egress side are the insertion/extraction of client information in/from optical packets, the definition of a mapping procedure, and the generation of the “edge label” which allows the receiving node to extract the correct client signals. Therefore, the architecture of the edge nodes is the same as the core nodes, including the additional mentioned functionalities. At the edge node output, the optical packets are sent through the OPS network. Fig. 2.12 illustrates the edge node architecture in which it can be seen that the all-optical label swapper is also a key element.

Apart from the functionalities described previously, each network node has some kind of control intelligence responsible of discovering the neighbour nodes, label distribution, and other issues related to routing tasks, such as the construction of the forwarding tables. In addition, it could be interesting to include additional functionalities focused on the signal quality monitoring and fault management in order to start the restoration mechanisms. These topics will be addressed in

Fig. 2.12. OPS edge node architecture defined in LASAGNE Project.
successive sections. On the other hand, it is desirable that the control plane is compatible with the protocols based on GMPLS to facilitate the migration from the current networks towards the future OPS network defined in LASAGNE.

### 2.5. Migration scenarios: State of the art

The current network topologies and architectures are not sufficient to support the newly deployed services and applications. These bandwidth-intensive services (e.g., video and TV applications) will lead to a significant growth in traffic volume. Together with high QoS requirements, this bandwidth growth insists the reforming of the current network architectures towards OPS networks.

The evolution towards these packet-based networks seems to be feasible due to the continuous advances in optical technologies. In fact, optical switches based on semiconductor optical amplifiers used as optical gates (technology investigated in the LASAGNE project) are more likely to come to production soon. Furthermore, packet mode transmission and regeneration functions have been recently demonstrated, and the implementation of optical memories by means of optical delay lines has also been employed. All these advances facilitate the path towards OPS [Yao01].

Notwithstanding the progress done in the fields of all-optical networking, truly all-optical networks are still considered to be a distant future and it is expected that other technology traffic (e.g., ATM, SDH) coexist during some time. The reasons for this coexistence arise from the difficulty to switch an existing customer from a technology to a new one, and from economic reasons. For example, some legacy based services such as leased lines supported by SONET/SDH often produce high revenues for operators, and in some geographical environments, such as the countryside, characterized by few end-users, some migration technologies may be not cost-effective. As a result, some hybrid solutions should be defined.

In the LASAGNE project a workshop focused on photonic network migration was organized at the 11th European Conference on Networks & Optical Communications (NOC). During this workshop the migration of services and applications and the migration from the technology viewpoint were addressed.

The proposed migration strategies in the workshop are based on three technologic changes:

1) The first step in that evolution results in the introduction of aggregators to form bursts/packets at the core packet switched network edge. This implies no substantial technological advance, since these devices are essentially based on electronic buffers; there is however an implementation step to be done, as these should operate on a destination node and quality of service basis. In this
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initial phase, devices enabling rapid reconfiguration and tuneability must be also introduced to increase the network flexibility.

2) The next step is focused on the implementation of core network nodes capable of supporting optical burst switching. Then, the network offers finer granularity. Some solutions inside this migration strategy are:

- **G. 709 Frame Switching** [Hos02] is an opto-electronic approach for circuit and burst switching in the same node. This solution reduces processing effort for packet type traffic and new functionalities are included such as bypass switching of traffic transit, protection, restoration, and QoS provisioning.

- **WR-OBS (Wavelength Routed- Optical Burst Switching)** [Düs02] proposes wavelength routing of bursts and presents a centralized control node employing two-way reservation.

- **APSON (Adaptive Path Switched Optical Network)** is a solution which combines the wavelength switching with routing of bursts. As same as before, it implements a centralized control node employing two-way reservation, but in this case the optical paths remain established after the burst.

- **ORION (Overspill Routing in Optical Networks)** [Breu06] proposes the combination of packet and circuit switching inside the same network architecture. The packets are usually sent over established optical paths. With this solution, optical path overload can be avoided by inserting (overspill) packets in other optical paths and removing them at the destination router.

3) The last phase towards the all-optical packet switched network refers to the realization of ultra-fast optical switching to support packet traffic and dynamic all-optical buffering. This step is not a really migration strategy, but it is the development of the OPS network itself. In the next section, the migration scenarios proposed in LASAGNE will be explained.

Fig. 2.13 depicts the status and evolution of the different migration strategies. The first two solutions are not really hybrid scenarios, but it can be seen as migration scenarios; they stand for the provisioning of static and dynamic optical paths in the network. From the figure it is expected the implementation of the commented migration approaches by 2012. The figure expects an equal maturation of the different hybrid scenarios. Finally, the figure optimistically expects the field deployment of OBS/OPS network scenarios at earliest in 2015.
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### 2.6. Proposed migration scenarios in LASAGNE project

As commented before, LASAGNE proposes a novel node and network architecture based on AOLS scenario in which both the packet processing and the label processing is done in the optical domain. Despite the recent advance in optical technologies, truly all-optical networks are still considered to be a distant future. The main focus now lies with the design of a migration path from current networking technologies towards all-optical packet switching networks. Which migration strategy to follow and how the future network will look like, depends on the requirements imposed by different drivers as business, user-services, disaster recovery applications, etc. Some migration techniques have been defined in the LASAGNE project by using hybrid OCS/OBS/OPS solutions [Cae06]. The proposed migration paths are explained in detail below.

#### 2.6.1. Introduction of OPS nodes in an OCS network

This migration strategy is based on the gradual replace of the nodes presented in current networks, i.e. cross-connects, by OPS nodes. Both nodes coexist and the intermediate network is considered as an optical hybrid network with several technologies in parallel. Inside this strategy, two different scenarios can be distinguished: node per node migration and migration based on the definition of OPS islands.
2.6.1.1 Node per node migration

This migration scenario proposes a network architecture with two types of nodes: cross-connects and OPS nodes with underlying OXC capability. The substitution of only one node in the OCS network does not make sense because an optical packet must be assembled and then disassembled again. For this reason, in this scenario a set of OPS nodes are dispersed through the network. Fig. 2.14.a shows the network architecture where OPS nodes are inserted in the OCS layer so that the circuit and packet traffic are transported through the same transport layer. Hence, the network handles optical wavelengths and packets simultaneously, improving the granularity. To guarantee the migration to packet switched networks, the OPS nodes must be capable of transparently switching the non-packet traffic. To this end, a set of wavelength is reserved to only transport packet traffic while the rest of wavelengths are used for circuit traffic. This means to assign different wavelengths depending on the type of data traffic. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.14.b where an OPS node with underlying OXC capabilities is inserted into the network. One wavelength is then reserved for packet traffic while keeping the others for other type of traffic.

Additionally, a special interface which sends the packet traffic to the OPS node and the non-packet traffic to the OXC is defined to make sure no transit traffic enters the OPS nodes. The OPS nodes use the incoming label for routing functions whereas the routing in OXC is based on the incoming wavelength.

![Fig. 2.14. a) Node per node migration; b) OPS node functionality with underlying OXC capability.](image)
2.6.1.2. Migration based on the definition of OPS node islands:

This scenario is an extension of the previous migration path. In this case, some OPS nodes, which form a sub-network, are introduced in the existing network architecture. In short term implementing a fully packet switching network over a large area could be considered as a utopia. Network partitioning creating sub-networks could be a way to facilitate the migration. In particular, this scenario consists of an OCS network with cross-connects in which an OPS sub-network with OPS nodes is inserted. The edge OPS routers must incorporate additional hardware to form the correct interface to the OCS network (adaption layer). At these edge nodes, the data traffic must be accommodated in the payload of optical packets so that a number of operations must be performed. The basic operation is the insertion/extraction of data traffic information in/from optical packets. This implies the definition of a mapping procedure to translate the user data information into appropriate information for the OPS network. Fig. 2.15 shows the operations performed in the OPS edge nodes.

As far as the construction of the optical packet is concerned, this is composed of the aggregation of multiple user data sharing the same destination and quality.
requirements. In front of the optical packet an optical label for routing tasks is inserted. On the other hand, the mapping procedure results in the building of a table containing the interworking information between the user data and the OPS network. By interworking is referred not only the mapping of user data in optical packets, but also the translation of address information of user signals into address information of OPS network. Two options for the mapping procedure, implying different complexity of the OPS nodes and different switching capability, are considered. In the first approach the OPS edge routers have the capability to read client addresses of incoming packets (e.g. IP address) and to encapsulate/disassembly packets (see Fig. 2.15).

The second option is based on the utilization of a label stack to transport the packets through an OCS network. This solution implies the use of opaque label in specific network segments. Fig. 2.16 gives an example of the opaque label concept. An optical packet is sent from the node A.1 to the node C.3. The network A and C are packet switching networks connected through a circuit switching network, network B. Once establishing an optical path, the node A.1 builds a label stack consisting of a concatenation of multiple local labels which will be used for each network (label c for network C, label b for network B and label a for network A). The label a and c contains comprehensive information for OPS networks whereas label b contains translated routing information for OCS networks. When the packet exists the network A, the label a is erased and the label b is used for routing inside the next network. This process continues until the packet enters the destination network.

Fig. 2.16. Introduction of OPS sub-networks. This solution is based on the use of a label stack for end-to-end routing. Each network uses the corresponding label to route the packet until its destination.
2.6.2. Client-Server hybrid optical network

This migration strategy employs a hierarchy of optical layer networks with different network technologies, creating a client-server hybrid network. The lower layer of the hierarchy is the server layer which is responsible of setting up a virtual topology for the client layer. For efficient network design, a hierarchy of bandwidth granularities is established with finer granularities in the upper layers and coarser granularities in the lower layers. In particular, the architecture is composed of a circuit switching network acting as the server layer and an OPS network acting as the client server. The OPS nodes are interconnected by using direct WDM circuits provided by the underlying OCS network. The optical packets are only switched in the client-layer nodes and transparently flow in optical paths through the circuit-switched server-layer nodes in a similar way to GMPLS tunnels. Fig. 2.17 shows the OPS+OCS hybrid network architecture.

![Diagram showing client-server hybrid optical network]

Thanks to this client-server architecture, the transit traffic in the client-layer nodes is reduced and, in turn, the requirements of switching capability of these nodes. In addition, this approach avoids control processing and contention situations.
The connection between the client equipment and OPS/AOPS nodes could take some time. During this transition phase, some clients could use the OPS network while others could be still connected through the OCS network.

2.6.3. ORION

This strategy proposes a hybrid network architecture where OCS and OPS networks are completely integrated. This means that both network technologies share the same bandwidth resources in the same network simultaneously. In other words, traffic is either transported in wavelength-switched or in packet-switched mode. This concept optimizes the resource use. For well-behaved smooth traffic, wavelength paths can be used, while dynamic traffic can be handled by employing the packet-switched mode.

This architecture is composed of an OCS network with nodes combining circuit and packet switching capability. The node can: a) opt to use a given wavelength segment as part of a (predetermined) wavelength path and send traffic wavelength-switched, or b) ignore the established wavelength path and send the traffic by the packet switching technology. In the normal operation, the node transmits packets over established paths, avoiding the packet processing in successive nodes. However, in case of congestion, it can opt to change to packet-switched mode. In this case, ORION concept makes use of the idle periods on optical WDM circuits to insert optical packets. This operation mode is called as “overspill”. Fig. 2.18 presents an example of this integrated multi-technology optical network.

![Fig. 2.18. Integrated optical network (ORION). In this example there are packets (overspill packets) transported in packet switched mode whereas other traffic is transported in wavelength-switched mode.](image-url)
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Alternatively, the choice between the wavelength and packet-switched mode can also be motivated by QoS differentiation, e.g. wavelength-switched for high priority traffic.

Among the discussed migration scenarios, the architecture which combines two network technologies offers new degrees of freedom together optimizing the overall network design. However, it leads to an increasing complexity. Hence, the OCS+OPS hybrid approach seems to be the most feasible solution. But, instead of using a client-server hybrid network, it could be interesting to implement a hybrid network architecture in which all-optical packet-switches and optical cross-connects are installed in parallel networks.

In this migration technique, an intelligent edge node employs the different network technologies individually, or in combination, in order to optimally serve customer service requirements. In particular, wavelength-switched transport services are combined with dynamic packet-switched services. Edge nodes select a network technology based on explicit user request, based on traffic characteristics like bandwidth, expected flow duration, or based on QoS requirements. Virtual optical networks (VON) and polymorphic multi-service optical networks (PMON) describe possible realizations of this class of hybrid networks [Breu05, Qiao00b, Mig04]. Fig. 2.19 illustrates the class of parallel hybrid optical network architectures, with the service edge node selecting the transport service from two optical networks. Here, IP traffic can be either transported in optical bursts/packets or in a continuous byte stream inside an optical path.

Resources for transmission and switching can be either dedicated to or shared among the different network technologies. In both cases, the assignment of network resources to the respective technology can be static or dynamic. The realization presented in Fig. 2.19 has dedicated resources for both transmission and switching.
While sharing of resources in general improves resource utilization due to improved statistical multiplexing, it also mandates that transmission and switching equipment satisfy the requirements of the most demanding technology. For instance, an integrated switch for hybrid OPS and wavelength switching requires a faster switching technology, more sophisticated control logic, and the burst/packet-mode interfaces of OPS, although all wavelength-switched services can be implemented with less complex technology. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the efficiency and realization complexity.

Table 2.2 summarizes the main characteristics of the discussed hybrid network architectures in terms of resource requirements, technology complexity, and control complexity.

Table 2.2. Fundamental characteristics of hybrid optical networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Resource Requirements</th>
<th>Control Complexity</th>
<th>Technology Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Client-Server</strong></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parallel</strong></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrated</strong></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 2.2, the parallel hybrid solution appears to be the most interesting approach. This parallel hybrid network fits exactly in the migration roadmap that
was derived from the workshop at NOC. Therefore, it is the migration scenario proposed in LASAGNE.

Further optimization of the traffic transport should be done in the higher (electronic) layers of the network. Installation of the multiple layer traffic engineering principle and grooming would allow these layers to produce less bursty traffic and keep the fluctuations to a minimum. Fewer fluctuations make it easier to assign wavelengths and bandwidth to a traffic stream. Also, it will reduce the size of the OPS network and thus improve its scalability and operation.

In the class of parallel hybrid network architectures only edge nodes need to be aware of the different types of network technologies, while intermediate core nodes only switch the respective granularities but do not exploit information about their content. Awaiting for a full all-optical packet switched network, the applications for this hybrid form of OPS and wavelength-switched networks would be high bandwidth services in which the customers could decide to set-up optical paths or send wavelength routed bursts.

2.7. LASAGNE node modification: Performance monitoring and recovery issues

From a technological viewpoint, AOLS is a very promising approach because it enables the routing of packets independently of bitrate and packet length. Moreover, it helps reducing the mismatch between the forwarding speed of the router and the transmission speed of the fiber. However, to bring AOLS to market, network operators must be convinced of its advantages and the opportunities it creates to better serve their clients. Future telecommunication networks will be characterized by bandwidth-intense services which will lead to a significant growth in traffic volume. In particular, the most demanding user services will be focused on: a) multimedia applications encompassing all services related to voice, video, and data transfer; b) storage applications which transfer massive amounts of data as requested by storage area network (SAN) and disaster recovery actions; and c) grid applications requiring high availability and bandwidth requirements.

Before facing with the definition of the minimum network requirements for the future OPS networks, the following issues should be taken into account:

- What type of traffic will be transported through the OPS network? OPS networks will be a multi-client networks with dynamic traffic patterns.

- What will be the maximum delay/jitter? The most stringent requirements are counted in applications that involve real-time transfer (maximum delay: 3-10 ms; maximum jitter: 1 ms). The overall delay experienced by data along the network is given by the sum of
individual delays induced by: a) packetization delay which is the time spent at the edge of the network to build an OPS packet; b) latency of OPS core nodes that, in case of contention-free routing it is only a propagation delay; and c) depacketization delay, time required to extract the client data. Concerning latency requirements, AOLS is compatible with real time and hardly real time applications.

- What will be the maximum allowed degradation to fulfil with the QoS requirements? Usually, it must be accomplished the following parameters: BER: $10^{-12}$; Packet loss: 0.01. Additionally, monitoring mechanisms must be implemented for signal quality monitoring and, thereby, ensuring the minimum quality requirements.

- How could it be supported heterogeneous service requirements in terms of QoS and availability? The availability of a service is defined as the percentage of time the service is available. The availability is crucial in the backbone network because a failure can affect great amount of data traffic. The availability requirements require nodes with high reliability and the deployment of protection/restoration mechanisms. Depending on the user services, the requirements in terms of reaction time and availability can vary. The standard in SDH networks is: reaction time equal to 50 ms and availability between 0.9999 (4/9) and 0.99999 (5/9). For future packet switched networks the intermediate nodes must be included protection/restoration functionalities.

As said previously, the future OPS networks will support a great variety of services ranging from voice data sensitive to network delay to bandwidth-intensive services such as video-on-demand. Future transport layer must implement quality of service applications to ensure that user traffic receive appropriate treatment as they travel through the network in terms of bandwidth, jitter, latency and signal quality. Obviously, from the economical viewpoint, transporting all the traffic with the highest QoS requirements is not feasible. Thereby, future networks must perform crucial functions such as service-differentiation applications, and signal quality characterization for quality of service (QoS) assurance and service level agreement (SLA) fulfilment. In such dynamic scenario, performance management including monitoring, fault detection, and alarming has to be supported on all optical networks.

The current QoS applications are based on bit error rate (BER) measurements. These techniques analyze the statistical information of the received signal to determine the bit error rate. These traditional BER-based monitoring techniques are not appropriate for the future ultra high-speed optical networks due to the O/E conversions that limit the bitrate and their response time. In the LASAGNE network the data remains in the optical domain without going through any O/E conversion. This transparent operation is very promising as it offers high data-rate, provides...
flexible switching, and supports multiple type of client. However, fault management and performance monitoring are more complex. To perform these functionalities in the next-generation optical networks, new monitoring techniques operating in the optical domain should be defined. Furthermore, given the dynamic nature of data traffic it would be interesting to propose new techniques exploiting the granularity characteristic of OPS networks. To this end, transporting monitoring information inside the packet would be an effective solution to offer QoS on a packet basis. In following chapters, some optical monitoring techniques proposed in this Thesis for monitoring on a packet level will be presented.

Apart from the QoS provisioning, the signal quality information could work together with the restoration mechanisms to ensure the fulfilment of the quality requirement. In contrast to other packet-switching networks, in all-optical networks recovery schemes should take into account that not only the bandwidth provided on a link defines if an optical path can be routed over that link, but also if the target node of the link is capable of receiving the optical path and routing it further correctly. Then, the network recovery techniques should search for free spare link capacity as well as spare node capacity. In LASAGNE project, an analysis of which recovery mechanisms fit better in this scenario has been carried out.

The network recovery schemes are classified in protection or restoration mechanisms. The former schemes are based on the reservation of network resources and backup path establishment before occurring a failure. Recovery by way of restoration just does the opposite. Restoration uses signalling after the failure to dynamically assign resources along the backup path. Hence, protection offers fast recovery time (milliseconds) whereas restoration presents higher flexibility and efficiency. Recovery mechanisms are also broadly classified as path recovery or link recovery, depending on where the protection switching is done. In path recovery, the end nodes control the recovery so that the whole path is protected. In local recovery, faults are intercepted locally.

In OPS networks the choice of the optimal solution strongly depends on the effect they have on the dimensioning and scalability of OPS nodes. As said before, the protection schemes use pre-defined optical paths. Thereby, the infrastructure must be configured as if all the backup paths were to pass through the backup link at the same time. Due to this, all-optical label swapper of the LASAGNE node require a lot of resources comparing to restoration solutions since in the latter schemes the backup capacity and infrastructure is shared among several paths, as shown in Fig. 2.20.
In terms of LASAGNE node dimensioning, Fig. 2.20 depicts that the protection scheme is worse than the restoration scheme and link recovery needs more capacity than path recovery [Cae06]. As the flexibility of an all-optical network is defined by the components available in the node, restoration - with the re-use of components - is not as flexible as it is in the case of packet-switching networks with electronic header processing. Therefore, the most suitable recovery scheme for all-optical label swapping is thus path protection.

In the case of the migration scenarios defined in LASAGNE, and in particular, in the hybrid network architecture with an OPS and OCS layers in parallel, the integration of different technologies creates new challenges with respect to network survivability. In different network layers, recovery mechanisms can be exploited together, but interworking is indispensable in order to optimize the performance of fault management functions. The management plane receives signal quality information and the interworking between layers requires some coordination actions in order to ensure an efficient recovery process. A possible multilayer recovery solution would be as follows: once the failure is detected, the lower network layers are responsible of starting the recovery schemes while the higher layers recovery is based on the definition of some timers which must end before activating the recovery actions. Therefore, the higher layers will not take recovery actions if the lower layers solved the network failures. Otherwise, having finished the timers, the higher layers are in charge of the failure restoration.
The evolution of optical networks seems to tend towards a fully reconfigurable network based on packet switching, where the control plane and management plane must work together to provide network intelligence and to allow dynamic reconfiguration. Thanks to the communication between both planes, there is also an interaction between the recovery mechanisms and monitoring tasks, as commented before (see Fig. 2.21).

![Interaction between the monitoring subsystem and the control and management planes.](image)

In such a scenario the intermediate network nodes should add new functionalities intimately correlated with the signal quality monitoring. To this end, each intermediate node should include a monitoring subsystem capable of signal quality estimation. The performance information coming from this module is disseminated by the control plane and shared between network nodes to assess the status of all connections. Therefore, the control plane is integrated with performance monitoring functions, requiring the modification of the LASAGNE node as illustrated in Fig. 2.22.
Fig. 2.22. Modification of the LASAGNE node including the monitoring subsystem.

With respect to the initial architecture of the LASAGNE node, the control plane interacts with the dynamically reconfigurable switch fabrics. These switches are responsible for matching an incoming packet to a new label and thus perform inter-node forwarding based on the AOLS concept. In the same way, if a monitoring subsystem is introduced into the node, the signal quality information must be sent to the control plane which interacts with the switching matrices and the wavelength converters to route the packets accordingly to their quality requirements. At this point, an interface between the control plane and the node itself should be defined so that the monitoring information, and in turn, routing decisions made by the control plane have direct impact on the recovery functionalities.

2.7.1. Routing protocol based on quality requirements

As said previously, the monitoring subsystem gives information about the signal quality in real time, allowing to take immediate actions faced with dynamic network changes. Apart from this feature, the monitoring block can also interact with the
routing mechanisms to contribute to the supervision of SLA fulfilment and to efficiently perform routing based on signal quality requirements.

When discussing routing in all-optical networks, it is usually assumed that all routes have adequate signal quality. However, there are strong reasons to consider all-optical networks in which not all routes have the required signal quality. First, as bitrates increase, it is necessary to increase power. This makes impairments caused by nonlinearities more troublesome. Second, the optical technology is advancing very rapidly, making larger networks possible. These considerations will lead to the deployment of a network that is too large to ensure that all routes have adequate signal quality. Therefore, there is a strong necessity of a definition of a protocol that takes into account the impairments effects of an optical layer.

The main goal of the routing protocol is to keep the level of QoS promised to customers. In this protocol the path selection is based on optical signal quality and on information related to the available bandwidth, leading to more optimized solutions. This approach facilitates the recovery of paths with poor quality, and enables the implementation of traffic engineering algorithms.

The protocol combines intelligent routing with the immediate information about signal quality provided by the monitoring module located inside the intermediate nodes. The performance information coming from this module is then disseminated by the control plane and shared among network nodes to assess the status of all connections. Hence, the quality estimation is added as an additional factor in the routing decision. Moreover, information about the available bandwidth is added as a cost factor. By using the quality and the cost factors, the control plane establishes the optimum path.

Fig. 2.23 shows an example of the routing protocol based on quality information [And04]. In this example, a new optical path is established from the node A to the node B. Each intermediate node assesses the cost factor and estimates the signal quality. According to these two factors, the destination node selects the optical path with the required quality and the lowest cost.
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Fig. 2.23. Routing protocol based on signal quality requirements. The nodes exchange information about the quality and cost of each connection (The figure shows the cost of each link).

2.8. Summary and conclusions

The increasing demand in the Internet network for real-time multimedia data traffic with high quality is pushing the limits of existing network structure. Furthermore, the introduction of new dynamic bandwidth-intensive applications requires more dynamic bandwidth offer and reservation, and more flexibility on the resource assignment. Indeed, when video and TV services are mature, the demand for bandwidth from these applications will be characterized by very short duration transmissions requiring very high capacity. In such a highly dynamic scenario, the OPS networks will provide the flexibility and efficiency required.

At the beginning of this Chapter, the motivations of the evolution towards such networks have been underlined, showing the trend towards a simplified network architecture with IP packets switched and routed over DWDM layer based on packet switching technology. Later, the principle of operation of the OPS networks has been described. In these networks, the optical packets are transparently switched in the intermediate nodes while the optical label is electronically processed for routing decisions. The functional blocks comprising the optical packet switching node have been presented as well.

However, as the bitrates increase, electronic processing would not be able to handle the routing of a massive number of packets per second, which could easily lead to router congestion. All-optical processing appears to be a promising solution to avoid this bottleneck imposed by the O/E conversions. In this context, the LASAGNE project proposes a novel node and network architecture based on the AOLS concept. The main goal of this project is not only to optically switch the packet, but also perform the header processing in the optical domain.
In LASAGNE two options for the design of the OPS network made up of all-optical packet nodes have been proposed. The former approach consists of a pure packet-switched network which means that the packet switching nodes are connected directly using WDM links. The latter solution is based on a mixed packet-circuit approach where an optical packet layer and underlying optical circuit layer exist. As seen in this Chapter, the last option facilitates the migration from the current network architectures towards the final OPS solution.

In the discussion of the OPS solution, two types of nodes can be distinguished: a) core nodes responsible of packet and header processing and routing tasks; and b) edge routers responsible of inserting the client protocol data units in optical packets. To enable the translation of the user requirements into information used by OPS network, a mapping procedure is defined. In this Chapter, the design of both nodes has been described.

Despite the advances in optical technologies, the deployment of a truly all-optical network is still considered to be a distant future. The main focus lies with the design of a migration path from current networking technologies towards all-optical packet switching networks. In LASAGNE, a workshop focused on the migration technologies and strategies was organized. From the conclusions drawn in this workshop, several migration scenarios based on hybrid OCS/OBS/OPS solutions have been proposed. Among all the proposed scenarios, architecture integrating two network technologies opens new degrees of freedom to bring packets and circuits closer together optimizing the overall network design. However, this implies an extra complexity so that the hybrid solution with OCS and OPS layers in parallel seems to be more feasible. In fact, the network architecture should consist of a smaller OPS network and a bigger wavelength-switched part. This would allow for scalable network design and optimize traffic transport. Further optimization of traffic transport should be done in higher layers of the network.

Finally, given the next-generation service requirements, it is necessary to ensure that networks are performing at the desired level and thereby realizing a reliable, high-performance and service-differentiation enabled all-optical network. At this point, performance monitoring and the implementation of fast recovery mechanisms are especially important. In LASAGNE, the node has been modified to include a monitoring subsystem responsible of signal quality estimation. This monitoring information is sent to the control plane and disseminated among networks nodes to infer the state of the network. Furthermore, the control plane and the management plane work together to dynamically reconfigure the connections as a response to network changes. This interaction leads to the integration between the monitoring module and recovery mechanisms, which means that when a failure or reduction in the signal quality is detected, the recovery mechanisms are activated.

On the other hand, this monitoring information could also be used for collaborating with routing functions by establishing new optical paths according to
the estimated quality. The performance monitoring on a packet-by-packet basis brings about new challenge so that new monitoring techniques operating in the optical domain must be defined. This topic is the main focus of this Thesis and it will be addressed in successive Chapters, where new optical solutions for OPS networks will be investigated.
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Chapter 3

Optical performance monitoring in optical networks. State of the art

3.1. Introduction

During the last decades, optical transport systems have become the suitable solution to enable the rapid growth of data traffic in the network backbone. Apart from enhancing the network capacity, optical networks allow high bitrates but at the expense of increasing the complexity of the network management.

Due to the increased transparency and the data bitrate, the quality of signals becomes more vulnerable to the optical layer impairments such as ASE noise, fiber nonlinearities, residual chromatic dispersion (CD), polarization mode dispersion (PMD), and so on. Thus, for the proper operation and management of the future dynamic optical networks, it is indispensable to have the capability to monitor the parameters affecting networks performances directly in the optical layer. Furthermore, the new optical layer functionalities including dynamic reconfiguration and optical path restoration add new challenges in the implementation of monitoring functions in the optical domain. All of these issues bring focus to optical performance monitoring (OPM) as an enabling technology for next generation optical networks. In fact, OPM is a potential mechanism capable of improving the control of transmission and physical layer fault management [Ben00, Kil04a] which results in enhancing the network reliability.
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The potential applications of OPM include the network elements control (e.g. to provide feedback signals for tunable compensators), optical path setup, link selection based on physical constraints, signal quality assessment (for QoS assurance), fault detection and localization, and activation of the restoration mechanisms. To date, numerous optical performance monitoring techniques have been proposed and demonstrated for these applications. However, next-generation optical networks require new techniques capable of real-time monitoring to immediately react to signal failure or signal degradation, which existing techniques cannot offer.

This Chapter presents a deep revision of the state of the art of the existing techniques in the literature. Section 2 gives the definition of optical performance monitoring and the main optical impairments imposed by the fiber. In Section 3 the main architectures and monitoring technologies are described, explaining their principles of operation as well as their main advantages and disadvantages. This revision is a first step towards the implementation of OPM applications in all-optical packet-switched networks. In Section 4 the main motivations of using the monitoring on a packet level are addressed and finally, the basis of the monitoring techniques presented in this Thesis is discussed.

3.2. Optical performance monitoring

Despite the fact that optical networks have enabled the rapid growth of data traffic, the optical impairments imposed by the fiber degrade the network performances and limit the deployment of high speed optical transmissions. Moreover, the trend of optical network towards a fully reconfigurable network demands the integration of OPM functions with the control and the management plane to perform a reliable, high-performance and service-differentiation all-optical network.

Thanks to this interaction, the blocks responsible of the signal quality monitoring can play a major role to perform other functions including: a) OPM can provide information for fault management which consists of identification, localization, diagnosis, and tracking of faults in a network [Kil05]; b) OPM can be used as a feedback to keep the network operating in an optimal manner [Kil04a]; c) OPM can perform the signal quality monitoring for quality of service assurance; d) OPM can act as an alarm to predict network failures and allows traffic to be rerouted before failure occurs [Ric02]. Together with these applications related to quality monitoring and failure tracking, OPM can also assist the control plane to detect and dynamically set up optical paths taking into account the physical impairments, as commented in the previous Chapter [Tei09]. Therefore, OPM is essential for managing the future optical networks since it includes a wide range of functionalities focused on improving network performances.
The broad spectrum of OPM includes a plethora of parameters to be monitored which can be classified into three categories as shown in Fig. 3.1.

**Fig. 3.1. The broad spectrum of OPM.**

The first category refers to the monitoring of in-line components failures and fiber cuts that cause the signal loss. Second, signal alignment monitoring concerns with the alignment of signal wavelength, filter position, and pulse carver to ensure proper operation. Finally, signal quality monitoring pertains to the monitoring of a multitude of effects degrading the signal that must be minimized or controlled.

The fiber cut monitoring is necessary to avoid the huge data loss when a fiber failure occurs. To this end, passive optical surveillance schemes based on fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) have been proposed in the literature. Spectral analysis with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) has also been presented to perform this task [Cha97, Wan04]. On the other hand, in-line active component monitoring is important to keep the network operating in an optimal manner. The components faults include individual or multiple component malfunctions, and improperly installed or configured equipment. In [Kar01] the more common component failure modes have
been catalogued. The use of FBG, pilot tones, and spectral analysis has also been proposed to carry out the monitoring [Kon99, Chan02].

Apart from the failures mentioned before, there are other intrinsic effects of the optical transmissions that must be controlled and minimized. In OCS networks the signal quality is monitored by measuring parameters such as channel power [Chen03], aggregate power, channel wavelength, and spectral optical signal-to-noise ratio [Chen05]. Given the increasing transparency and the reconfigurability requirements, the future optical networks require the definition of advanced techniques capable of monitoring in such dynamic scenario. Thus, to implement OPM in an optical system, it is necessary to monitor characteristic optical layer parameters. These parameters can be divided into two categories: linear and nonlinear impairments. This classification is based on the dependency on the signal power [Chu00]. In the case of linear parameters, they are independent of the transmitted signal power, whereas nonlinear impairments are more complex, and very hard to quantify as they depend on a combination of factors such as signal power, number of wavelengths per channel, and the channel bandwidth. Commonly, the effect of the linear parameters is dominant. That is why it is usually assumed that the nonlinear impairments are negligible. Hence, the monitoring techniques are focused on the measurement of the following linear parameters:

- **Optical Signal-to-Noise Ratio (OSNR):** Optical amplifiers have become essential components in optical networks to compensate the transmission losses. In addition to providing optical gain, these amplifiers add undesired noise onto the amplified signal, which is called amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise [Des94]. ASE is directly proportional to the signal power and inversely proportional to the amplifier gain and link bandwidth. The spectrum of the background noise is often wide, and thereby some of that noise can cause the signal to get impaired due to the interference between the signal and the noise. This noise affects the receiver ability to properly decode the optical signal and thus introduces errors. The noise is quantified in terms of the OSNR, which is defined as:

\[
OSNR = \frac{P_{signal}}{P_{noise}}, \tag{3.1}
\]

where \(P_{signal}\) is the optical signal power, and \(P_{noise}\) is the optical noise power. The higher the OSNR is, the better the signal quality. This measure is very frequently defined as a design factor when determining the quality of service (QoS) requirements of an optical link.

- **Q-factor/BER** [Noi02, Kil04b]: A bit error occurs when a transmitted signal gets so corrupted that causes the reception of a ‘0’ when a ‘1’ is
transmitted or vice versa. The bit error rate (BER) is a statistical measure of how often these errors occur. This parameter is the most preferred one for fault management as it uses the same metric as determining the QoS at end-terminals. However, the BER measurements to be statistically significant require a lot of time, several seconds or several minutes, making them inappropriate for future high-speed optical networks. At this point, the eye diagram provides a faster solution. An eye diagram is constructed by superimposing bit sequences. This process can take several milliseconds. The results obtained from the eye diagram are related to the BER of the transmitted signal through the quality factor or Q-factor of the signal, which is defined by adjusting the receiver decision threshold to an optimal value. The mathematical expressions are given by:

\[
BER = \frac{1}{2} \text{erfc}\left(\frac{Q}{\sqrt{2}}\right), \quad \text{being } Q = \frac{\mu_1 - \mu_0}{\sigma_1 + \sigma_0}, \quad (3.2)
\]

where \(\mu_x\) and \(\sigma_x\) are the mean value and the standard deviation and the subscript \(x\) denotes the bit value of 0 or 1. Given the strong correlation between the BER and the Q-factor, this parameter is often used for signal quality monitoring.

- **Chromatic dispersion (CD):** Dispersion is a temporal effect that results in pulse broadening and consequently in errors at the receiver. This effect is one of the most limiting factors at high speeds. Chromatic dispersion is the term given by which different spectral components of a pulse travel at different velocities \[\text{[Ram02]}\]. The chromatic dispersion is caused by the dependence of the refractive index of the transmission medium on the frequency components present in the transmitted signal. The CD for a uniform medium can be calculated as:

\[
CD = -\frac{\lambda}{c} \left(\frac{d^2 n}{d\lambda^2}\right), \quad (3.3)
\]

where \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of the transmitted signal, \(c\) is the speed of the light, and \(n\) is the refractive index of the uniform medium.

- **Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD):** PMD is caused by the asymmetry of the fiber core, in which light polarized in one axis travels slightly faster than light polarized in the orthogonal axis \[\text{[Gor00]}\]. Pulse spreading arises due to the differential light speed and causes inter-
symbol interference (ISI) which results in increased bit error rate. Therefore, PMD is, together with chromatic dispersion, one of the key limitations in the deployment of optical systems transmitting at 10 Gbit/s or beyond. The first-order PMD is called differential group delay (DGD) and represents the temporal delay between the principal polarization modes of the fiber. The DGD of the fiber is described by:

\[ DGD = \Delta \tau = D_{PMD} \sqrt{L}, \]  

(3.4)

where \( L \) is the fiber link, and \( D_{PMD} \) is the fiber PMD parameter measured in ps/\( \sqrt{\text{km}} \). The unit for DGD is ps [Poo97]. On the other hand, second-order of PMD describes the wavelength dependence of the DGD and has two components: depolarization and polarization dependent chromatic dispersion. This second-order factor causes the principal polarization modes to broaden.

- **Jitter**: Jitter is defined as a variation in the signal characteristics between consecutive pulses such as a variation in the pulse width and/or phase of the pulse [Fis56]. Commonly, the temporal variations such as the change in the pulse interval or shift in the pulse peak are considered. This parameter is hard to monitor and compensate. The BER measurement is sensitive to this impairment and can be used for identifying the jitter source.

Once defined the most important parameters to be monitored for signal quality monitoring, the most important technologies implemented in the current OCS networks are described in the next section. Later, the need for advanced monitoring arose from the deployment of dynamically reconfigurable networks is highlighted and a deep review of the existing techniques is presented.

### 3.3. Current OPM technologies for transparent circuit switched networks

Monitoring techniques have been used in optical systems for detecting the fiber and component failures and providing feedback signals for adaptive compensators. Recently, these techniques have also been widely used for monitoring the signal quality such as channel power and wavelength of each WDM channel, and for estimating the OSNR. In this section, an overview of the available optical performance monitoring schemes is given. At present, there are predominantly two different OPM techniques available on the market: optical spectrum analyzer devices using Bragg gratings (OCM-SR, Princeton Lightwave) [OCM] or tunable
filters as diffraction devices, and polarization-nulling based devices (Argos N401, Teralink Communications) [N401].

3.3.1. Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA)

The traditional optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) is based on analyzing the optical spectrum of the detected signal. This monitor uses a narrow band tunable optical filter device to resolve the individual channel power, wavelength and noise. The OSA-based OSNR estimation relies on interpolation of ASE levels adjacent to the channel to obtain the approximate ASE level in the channel, as shown in Fig. 3.2.

![Fig. 3.2. Diagram of linear interpolation of ASE.](image)

The main limitation of the out-of-band OSNR technique is that it assumes the power levels on both sides of the channel are equal to the in-channel noise level which becomes invalid for the dynamically reconfigurable WDM networks as the interpolated ASE noise may not be the real in-band ASE noise due to signal overlap form neighbouring channels, in-line filters, etc. Thus, investigating alternative schemes to estimate the in-band OSNR has been highly motivated. Concretely, a technique based on polarization-nulling of optical signal has been proposed.

3.3.2. Polarization nulling

The polarization-nulling method overcomes some of the OSA limitations in OSNR measurements. This technique utilizes the different properties of optical signal and ASE noise for accurate monitoring of the OSNR in optical networks. Concretely, it is assumed that an optical signal is completely polarized whereas noise contributions are completely non-polarized. The optical signal and ASE noise pass
through a polarization controller. Then the optical power is measured by an optical power meter. When the polarization controller is set to the orthogonal polarization state as the signal, the power meter indicates a minimum value which corresponds to the half of the ASE noise. Otherwise, when the polarization controller is set to the same polarization state as the signal, the power meter indicates a maximum value ($P_{\text{signal}} + 0.5P_{\text{noise}}$). By comparing the maximum and minimum detected values, the OSNR can be estimated [Lee01].

As said before, the polarization-nulling technique utilizes different polarization properties of the optical signal and ASE noise. As a result, the performance of this technique is bound to be affected by various polarization effects that occurred in the transmission link [Xie05, Lee06]. In fact, this technique becomes erroneous if the signal is depolarized due to PMD [Lee01]. Apart from the PMD effect, the optical signal could also be depolarized by nonlinear birefringence [Phi99, Phi05]. This effect would result in the overestimation of the noise power and cause monitoring errors. In addition, the accuracy of this technique could also be deteriorated if the ASE noise becomes polarized due to polarization-dependent loss (PDL) since the noise power in the orthogonal polarization state may no longer be identical to the noise in the state parallel to the signal [Feu05].

Therefore, for practical use, it is necessary to improve the polarization-nulling technique so that it could endure the effects of PMD and nonlinear birefringence. Several techniques have been proposed for this purpose [Lee01b, Chung04, Cheun04, Choi06]. These techniques either calibrate out the small amount of signal power leaked into the noise in the orthogonal polarization state (due to PMD or nonlinear birefringence) by using an additional optical filter or measure the noise power at the side of the signal spectrum to mitigate the effects of PMD or nonlinear birefringence. The results showed that these techniques could monitor the OSNR with accuracy of better than ±1 dB, even when the first-order PMD was as large as 60 ps. However, those additional components increase the complexity and cost of the monitor as well as limiting the speed of the OSNR monitoring.

With the trend of optical networks towards dynamically reconfigurable optical networks, the previous monitoring techniques do not provide the necessary accuracy and the time response for such dynamic scenario. Therefore, new advanced monitoring techniques must be defined.

3.4. Advanced OPM concepts for dynamically reconfigurable networks

The need for advanced monitoring arose from the increase of the network transparency and the development of dynamically reconfigurable networks where optical signals might traverse different paths and different components. Thus, for the proper operation and management of such dynamic WDM networks, it is
indispensable to propose advanced optical performance monitoring techniques based on monitoring the physical parameters which affect network performances such as OSNR, chromatic dispersion, Q-factor, and PMD. This section focuses on the analysis of performance monitoring techniques applicable to dynamically reconfigurable networks. In particular, the analysis is structured into the following categories: RF spectrum analysis, sampling techniques, techniques based on interferometric configurations, polarization-based methods, and the use of nonlinear effects for monitoring tasks.

3.4.1. RF spectrum analysis

The RF spectrum provides a measure of signal quality since it measures the spectrum of the signal encoded on the optical carrier. Noise and distortion on the amplitude power spectrum (i.e., RF spectrum) will usually directly translate to impairments on the signal. Within the RF-spectrum-based techniques, two main categories can be distinguished: pilot-tone-based and clock-tone-based techniques.

3.4.1.1. Pilot tones

Many monitoring techniques based upon the RF spectrum are based on the use of spectral tones. These narrowband monitor signals are superimposed on data signal and used as monitoring probes. The most common low-frequency technique involves placing an RF sinusoidal modulation on the optical signal at the transmitter. The strengths of this approach lie in the simplicity of using double sideband subcarrier signal transmission and the fact that these signals travel the complete optical path with the baseband signal so that are subject to the same degradations as the baseband signal. Additionally, since a unique subcarrier frequency can be allocated to each wavelength, the optical path of each WDM signal can be simply monitored by tracking its corresponding tone frequency.

On the other hand, the pilot tone can be extracted at intermediate nodes by means of simple electronic circuit and can be utilized for monitoring various optical parameters such as OSNR, chromatic dispersion and PMD, as commented below.

- **OSNR monitoring.** A simple way to monitor the OSNR is to place a high-frequency pilot tone outside of the signal bandwidth. Since there should be no signal component in this frequency region, the OSNR could be estimated simply by measuring the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) of the pilot tone at the receiver [Ross00, Ji04]. However, the pilot tone performance is affected by the number of wavelengths operating in the network, the frequencies used, the modulation index, and the measurement is sensitive to both CD and PMD [Ham97]. These limitations cause inaccuracy of the
OSNR measurement. Therefore, further study is needed to improve the accuracy of the pilot-tone-based OSNR monitoring technique for its practical use.

b) **CD monitoring.** As the subcarrier signal traverses a dispersive fiber link, the lower and upper sidebands of the optical signal experience a relative phase delay that increases with the accumulated dispersion [Dim00]. After square law detection, the interference caused by this phase delay between the two sidebands reduces the amplitude of the RF pilot tone. Consequently, the amplitude-modulated (AM) pilot tone amplitude is proportional to the accumulated dispersion and the electrical power of this AM tone is described as follows [Park03]:

\[
P_{AM} \propto m^2 \cos^2 \left( \frac{\pi DL \lambda^2 f_{RF}^2}{c} \right),
\]

where \( m \) is the intensity modulation, \( D \) is the dispersion parameter, \( L \) is the fibre length, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, \( f_{RF} \) is the tone frequency, and \( c \) is the speed of light. This equation shows that the AM pilot tone amplitude decreases as the dispersion increases. However, this signal is a periodic function of the accumulated CD so that the measurement range is defined and restricted by the first monotonic segment of the curve. The measurement range is given by:

\[
CD_{\text{max}} = \frac{c}{2 \lambda^2 f_{RF}^2},
\]

where \( CD_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum monitoring range. (3.6) shows that the monitoring range and also the resolution of the technique (i.e. \( \Delta P_{AM}/\Delta (DL) \)) depends on the tone frequency. If the tone frequency \( f_{RF} \) is too low, the magnitude of the AM pilot tone will remain nearly as a constant. Indeed, the resolution could be improved by increasing the tone frequency, but it would reduce the measurement range. Thus, the tone frequency should be optimized to obtain both reasonable resolution and measurement range.

Typical dispersion monitoring schemes using a single RF are unable to distinguish the sign of the residual dispersion and have a limited monitoring range given by (3.6). Other techniques such as [Pan01, Yu02a, Nez04a] propose improved methods that are able to monitor the residual dispersion and even double the monitoring range [Liu04, Liu06]. In a dual sideband (DSB) configuration, the CD monitoring based on pilot tones presents a major drawback due to its sensitivity to both PMD and SPM [Park03]. One
way to suppress PMD effect consists of using a single sideband (SSB) scheme [Yu02b]. In a SSB configuration, the accumulated CD induces a phase difference between each sideband and the recovered clock signal. This relationship is given by:

$$\Delta \phi = 2\pi \frac{\lambda_0^2}{c} f_{RF}^2 DL,$$

(3.7)

This method has the advantages of offering a good sensitivity as well as greatly reducing the influence of PMD, although with high-frequency tone, the performance could be affected by SPM. Therefore, to avoid the effect of both PMD and SPM, it could be used a phase-modulated (PM) pilot tone for CD monitoring [Kuw98, Park02].

c) **PMD monitor.** AM pilot tone methods have been used for PMD monitoring [Will99, Nez01]. When the optical signal is transmitted through the fiber with nonnegligible PMD, the detected magnitude of pilot tone, $P$, can be described as [Ishi98]:

$$P \propto 1 - 4\gamma(1-\gamma) \sin^2 (\pi f_{RF} DGD),$$

(3.8)

where $DGD$ and $\gamma$ are the DGD imposed by the fiber and the power ratio between the fast and slow axes, respectively, and $f_{RF}$ represents the tone frequency. This equation indicates that the detected magnitude of pilot tone, $P$, decreases as PMD increases. Thus, the PMD can be estimated by measuring the magnitude of pilot tone. Also, (3.9) shows that increasing the tone frequency reduces the monitoring range but improves the resolution ($\Delta P/\Delta(DGD)$) of the technique, as explained for the CD case. Similar to CD monitoring, the maximum DGD measurement range corresponds to the first monotonic segment of the curve given by [Nez04b]:

$$DGD_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{2 f_{RF}},$$

(3.9)

The accuracy of the PMD monitoring technique based on the high-frequency pilot tone could be deteriorated by CD since both CD and PMD produce the same effect on the magnitude of pilot tone. This problem could be solved by using a SSB pilot tone to monitor PMD [Luo04]. The SSB pilot tone is inherently insensitive to CD, since it has only one sideband. As a consequence, the impact of CD could be substantially reduced and PMD can be monitored with a reasonable accuracy [Luo04].
In summary, the main advantages of pilot tone techniques rely on the fact that the pilot tone frequency can be chosen independently of the bitrate; their applicability to WDM systems and dynamically reconfigurable networks; and their simple implementation and fast response. Otherwise, although they may seem to be a good solution for a lot of applications, they still suffer from several weaknesses. First, they require modification of the transmitter. Second, the pilot tone can superimpose an unwanted modulation on the data and deteriorate the receiver sensitivity, although this problem can be solved by selecting a modulation index sufficiently smaller than that of the baseband signal. Finally, cross gain modulation (XGM) and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) can create ghost tones and deteriorate the initial tone measurement.

3.4.1.2. Clock tones

The RF clock tones techniques are based upon the same concepts as the RF pilot tones techniques. These techniques have no added tones, but the monitored frequency corresponds to the bitrate. Consequently, the main difference and advantage of the clock techniques is the fact that they do not require a modification of the transmitter. The clock power detection technique has been used as CD and PMD monitors whereas the technique based on phase detection is used for CD monitoring only. OSNR monitoring is also possible [Dorr04a].

Some techniques have been proposed for CD monitoring [Pan04, Nez04c]. Z. Pan et al. demonstrate a simple technique for monitoring accumulated dispersion based on a clock regenerating effect in non return-to-zero (NRZ) systems and a clock fading effect in return-to-zero (RZ) systems [Pan04]. S.M.R.M. Nezam et al. propose a technique of dispersion monitoring for carrier-suppressed return-to-zero (CSRZ) signal that has significantly enhanced monitoring range and sensitivity by placing a dispersive element in the monitoring tap-line at the receiver [Nez04c].

Regarding PMD, some monitoring techniques have been proposed based on extracting only one of the clock tone so that the detected RF power fades only with PMD (not with CD) [Luo04, Nez04d]. Note that these techniques may also suppress some effects of fiber nonlinearities such as SPM since the RF power of the vestigial sideband is not affected by the relative phase delay of the two beatings.

As said before, techniques based on phase detection can be only used for CD monitoring. In [Yu02a] a technique that determines the relative clock phase shift caused by dispersion is proposed. This technique provides a resolution lower than 3 ps/nm for 40 Gbit/s data and greatly reduced sensitivity to the influence of PMD.
3.4.2. Sampling methods

The BER is the ultimate parameter to describe the optical signal quality and can readily be obtained at the termination point of each channel. However, BER measurements require a lot of time to be statistically significant, several seconds or even several minutes. In addition, the signal has to be converted to the electrical domain, in which the signal is analyzed. Therefore, these techniques are impractical for high bitrate systems. At this point, another solutions based on exploring the statistical information of an optical signal to derive the amplitude histogram have been studied. Such sampling methods can be divided into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous. The latter has the advantage of performing sampling without the need for a clock recovery but loses accuracy and impairment details.

Synchronous sampling is based on Q-factor measurements and is the closest method to BER measurements [Ber93]. The Q-factor is obtained by adjusting the decision threshold voltage of the monitor receiver so that errors are recorded. Several techniques have been developed for measuring the Q-factor [Wie00, Oht99]; one in particular involves comparing the output of a variable decision circuit with a fixed optimized reference decision circuit [Wie00]. From the standard deviation and the mean values, the Q-factor is calculated. Fig. 3.3 shows the waveform and power distribution of a signal with ASE noise. The standard deviation and the mean value of the marks/spaces rail of the output voltage are represented by $\sigma_{0,1}$ and $\mu_{0,1}$.

\[ Q_{\text{factor}} = \frac{\mu_1 - \mu_0}{\sigma_1 + \sigma_0}, \quad (3.10) \]
The Q-factor measurements described above require some form of clock recovery. In some cases this may not be desirable because of the cost of the recovery electronics. Moreover, if the signal is heavily impaired within the network, clock recovery may not be possible. In these situations, asynchronous Q-factor estimation techniques can be used [Han99, Dow01, Sha02]. Asynchronous histograms are generated by simply recording the amplitude histogram without any regard to timing. The method is based on a statistical approach, where the tapped optical signal is first collected on a high-bandwidth photodiode and then asynchronously sampled at a lower rate than the rate of the signal, generating an amplitude histogram. Fig. 3.4 shows two amplitude histograms generated using (a) asynchronous sampling and using (b) synchronous sampling. Using information obtained from the shape and amplitudes of the generated histograms the Q-factor is calculated and then related to the BER of the signal. In particular, in [Sha02] an averaged Q-factor ($Q_{avg}$) measurement through asynchronous sampling is investigated as a cost-effective alternative to BER measurements. This average Q-factor is defined in a similar way to the normal Q-factor but using two thresholds (i.e., $\mu_{th1}$ and $\mu_{th0}$) for determining the Mark level (“1”) and Space level (“0”). The essence of this method is that the timing extraction is not needed while providing a signal format, modulation format, and bitrate flexibility. However, this technique is not susceptible to timing jitter and it is difficult to identify the root causes of the degradations since the measured results only reflect the accumulated effects of various impairments. In addition, the technique requires gathering a large number of samples (at least one million samples are usually needed) before a meaningful result is obtained [Hill93]. This demands a sampling time of multiple milliseconds, which is not acceptable if the device is going to be used in real-time protection or provisioning of all-optical links.

Fig. 3.4. Amplitude histogram generated using: a) asynchronous sampling; b) synchronous sampling.
Degradations of an optical signal due to noise, crosstalk or dispersion can be detected by evaluating amplitude histograms [Mue98, Han99, Sha01]. Chromatic dispersion induces inter-symbol interference (ISI) as marks and spaces have multiple distinctive levels. In case of asynchronous histograms, the effect of dispersion is characterized by the increase of the standard deviation of both spaces and marks and an upward shift of the means of the zero levels. However, the PMD effect on the histogram is very similar to CD and is really complicated to be differentiated.

To sum up, the Q-factor measurement is highly effective for performance monitoring purposes due to the strong correlation with BER. Nevertheless, amplitude histogram techniques require high acquisition time, which is in the order of seconds, making them unsuitable for high-speed optical networks. In addition, impairments such as PMD are difficult to be monitored.

3.4.3. Monitoring based on interferometric configurations

The interferometry deals with the study of the combination of signals coming from one or more sources and arriving at the same time and place. Hence, when two waves superimpose, the resulting waveform depends on the frequency (wavelength), amplitude and relative phase of the two waves. Some techniques presented in the literature take advantage of the interferometric concept for signal quality monitoring. Some of these techniques are explained below.

3.4.3.1. Chromatic dispersion monitoring using an optical delay-and-add filter

In a conventional scheme, the magnitude of an AM pilot tone changes with the total accumulated dispersion of the optical link, as commented previously. The problem is that the magnitude of this AM pilot tone remains almost constant when the dispersion is small and thereby the frequency of the tone needs to be increased to improve the resolution sensitivity. The constraint of having a high-frequency tone is the exigency of costly higher bandwidth photodetector. To overcome these problems, K.T. Tsai et al. propose to use an optical delay-and-add filter (DAF), which is basically an asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer (AMZI) with a differential optical delay $\tau$ between the two arms, before the photodetector as shown in Fig. 3.5 [Tsai05].
The basic idea is to let the phase shifts between the optical carrier and the two pilot-tone sidebands be $+\pi/2$ and $-\pi/2$, respectively, so that these two sidebands have a $\pi$ phase difference, and therefore, they cancel each other (i.e. the received AM pilot-tone amplitude is 0) when there is zero fiber dispersion. By properly setting the value of the optical delay, $\tau$, the required phase difference is achieved so that the amplitude of the pilot tone is now related to a sinusoidal function, rather than a cosine function as in the case of typical schemes. Therefore, the dispersion resolution can be improved significantly around zero dispersion. Note that this sinusoidal dependence on fiber dispersion is similar to those dispersion-equalization techniques that utilize PM pilot tones [Kuw98, Park02]. However, the DAF differential delay $\tau$ should always be adjusted to let the monitored optical wavelength coincide with one of the DAF quadrature points. Otherwise, the sensitivity of the technique is deteriorated.

3.4.3.2. OSNR monitoring method based on optical delay interferometer.

Apart from CD monitoring, OSNR can be estimated by using an interferometric device. Concretely, in [Liu07] an OSNR monitoring technique based on the use of an optical delay interferometer (ODI) has been proposed. The basis of the technique relies on the property of signal coherence. An ODI is utilized to interfere a signal with its delayed replica, and the ratio between the maximum and the minimum detected powers from the ODI can be used to determine the OSNR regardless of PMD, chromatic dispersion and the DOP of the noise. Depending on the modulation format, the delay introduced by the ODI is adjusted.

In the OSNR range of 5-25 dB, the monitoring error is very low. However, at higher OSNR the ratio between maximum and minimum powers changes more gradually with OSNR and the measurement error is expected to be larger. In addition, the sampling time for the optical power measurements is about 50 ms,
which could be a limiting factor for its applicability in next-generation optical networks with real-time response requirements.

3.4.3.3. Simultaneous monitoring of chromatic and polarization-mode dispersion in OOK and DPSK transmission

Additionally, the idea of using a partial bit delay interferometer can be used for signal quality monitoring of non return-to-zero (NRZ) or differential phase shift keying (DPSK) data. In [Lize07] the proposed technique uses a Mach-Zehnder delay line interferometer (DLI) with a quarter bit delay in one arm. The response in the constructive port is essentially transparent to the signal due to the high free-spectral range (FSR). The destructive output of the DLI is a return-to-zero (RZ) signal with a strong RF clock tone present. Therefore, it is observed that the clock power from the constructive port of the DLI grows with an increase in CD and with a decrease in PMD, whereas the clock power from the destructive port grows with a decrease in both CD and PMD. By appropriately adding and subtracting the constructive and destructive clock powers, the individual contributions of CD and first-order PMD can be simultaneously derived while increasing the sensitivity. Nevertheless, this method is not appropriate for RZ modulation formats.

Therefore, although the monitoring techniques based on interferometric configurations obtain good results in terms of sensitivity, they are usually not appropriate for RZ data which is a strong limitation for its suitability in future high-speed networks, where RZ formats are preferred.

3.4.4. Polarization-based methods

Several approaches have been explored to perform OPM based on the different polarization properties of optical signal in presence of PMD, CD, and ASE noise. In this section, some monitoring techniques based on polarization properties are described, including degree-of-polarization (DOP) measurements, methods using polarization-scrambling, and monitoring based on the orthogonal delayed-homodyne method.

3.4.4.1. Monitoring based on degree-of-polarization (DOP) measurements

The degree of polarization (DOP) of a signal represents the fact that all temporal or frequency components of the optical signal are more or less polarized along the same state of polarization (SOP), which can take values between 1, when these components are polarized along the same SOP, and 0 when the polarization of these components is scrambled. After propagation through a fiber exhibiting PMD,
even a completely polarized signal comes out with a DOP smaller than 1, as shown in Fig. 3.6.

![Diagram showing PMD action on a polarized optical signal and on its degree of polarization (DOP). The solid line arrows represent SOP while dashed line arrows represent principal states of polarization (PSP) orientations.](image)

Therefore, by measuring the signal DOP, the PMD can be monitored. The advantages rely on not requiring high speed circuit and its independency of the bitrate. Unfortunately, DOP measurements as a function of instantaneous DGD suffer from the following disadvantages: a) there is a small DGD monitoring window when measuring a short pulse RZ signal; b) there is a lack of sensitivity when measuring NRZ signal; and c) the higher-order PMD affects the DOP measurements for DGD. To overcome these limitations, S.M.R.M. Nezam et al. propose a new type of DOP-based DGD monitor using an optical filter so that the DGD monitoring range and DOP dynamic range are dramatically increased [Nez04e]. Concretely, an optical filter is placed in the monitoring tap-line, centered either on the optical spectrum ("symmetrically") or offset from the center of the spectrum by the bitrate frequency —i.e. for 10-Gbit/s data, offset by 10 GHz ("asymmetrically"). In such scheme, the DOP of the portion of the optical spectrum (i.e. the portion that passed through the filter) is measured, performing a “partial signal spectrum” DOP measurement. Thanks to the use of a narrow-band filtering, the depolarization effect due to DGD is reduced and thereby the monitoring range is increased (the maximum DGD monitoring range is reached when the signal is completely depolarized). By optimally setting the position, bandwidth, and shape of a filter, the technique can double the DGD monitoring range compared to traditional DOP-based DGD monitors.

The degree of polarization has been utilized to monitor PMD but also can be used for OSNR monitoring [Lu07]. However, the OSNR monitoring sensitivity is quite poor in the high OSNR region, resulting in high estimation error and narrow dynamic range.
3.4.4.2. Monitoring using polarization scrambling

As said previously, degree of polarization measurement has been utilized as a parameter to monitor OSNR. However, in the presence of PMD, OSNR is always underestimated due to the depolarization effect induced by PMD. Some techniques have been proposed for PMD-insensitive DOP-based OSNR monitoring [Skold05] but intricate data processing and a narrow tunable filter (~0.1 nm) are needed to derive the PMD-induced DOP by spectral state-of-polarization (SOP) measurements. In [Lu06] G.W. Lu et al. demonstrate that by applying a polarization scrambler at the transmitter side, OSNR can be easily and accurately monitored using a conventional DOP analyzer.

![Fig. 3.7. Experimental configuration for the proposed PMD-insensitive DOP-based OSNR monitoring scheme.](image)

In Fig. 3.7 the experimental configuration is presented. The monitoring module consists of a polarization scrambler at the transmitter side and a DOP analyzer (polarimeter) preceded by an optical band-pass filter at the receiver side. A degradation of OSNR will cause a reduction in DOP. This is because an increase in the unpolarized ASE noise power will decrease the ratio of the polarized portion of the total optical power. However, when the PMD is introduced, the DOP of the received signal is further reduced. This reduction is dependent on both the DGD and the power splitting ratio, $\gamma$, between the two principal states of polarization (PSPs) of the transmission link. By using a polarization scrambling, the input SOP of the signal can cover the whole Poincaré-sphere. When the SOP of the signal is launched at 45° in Jones space (i.e. $\gamma = 0.5$) with respect to the two PSPs of the transmission link, the DOP measured at the receiver will be the minimum. On the other hand, when the SOP of the signal aligns with one of the PSPs (i.e. $\gamma = 0$) of the transmission link, the DOP measured at the receiver will be the maximum and the PMD-induced DOP will approach 1 ($DOP_{PMD} \approx 1$), corresponding to the case when there is no effective DGD. The maximum DOP is dependent on OSNR only ($DOP_{\text{max}} = DOP_{\text{OSNR}}$), while the minimum DOP value is dependent on both the OSNR and PMD. Therefore, as the maximum DOP is only affected by OSNR,
OSNR can be accurately estimated from the measured maximum DOP value in the presence of link PMD.

The simultaneous monitoring of various degradations of the fiber using a unique monitor is highly desirable. In [Yan05] simultaneous monitoring of both OSNR and PMD using polarization scrambling followed by polarization beam splitting is proposed. In addition, in [Ji04] a simple technique to monitor both PMD and CD by polarization scrambling the optical signal is also validated.

### 3.4.4.3. OSNR monitoring technique based on the orthogonal delayed-homodyne method

C.J. Youn et al. [Youn02] propose an OSNR monitoring technique by using the orthogonal delayed-homodyne method. This technique estimates the OSNR by analyzing the receiver noise characteristics after eliminating the signal components at a specific frequency within the modulation bandwidth. The scheme for experimental validation is shown in Fig. 3.8. The optical signal and ASE noise (pass through a tunable filter) are split into the orthogonally polarized components by the polarization beam splitter (PBS) and recombined after optical delay $\Delta \tau$ (ps) for one of the paths. By setting the power ratio between the fast and slow polarization axis and the frequency to 0.5 and $1/(2\Delta \tau)$, respectively, the signal components will be eliminated.

The limitation of the homodyne method is that beat noise is measured at a narrow frequency range, which may be insensitive to the small change of OSNR, and PMD could disturb the complete elimination of the signal components and cause errors in the receiver noise measurement.

![Fig. 3.8. Block diagram of OSNR monitoring using orthogonal delayed-homodyne.](image)
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Among the polarization-based methods described above, techniques using the polarization scrambling seem to be a promising solution since they allow simultaneously monitoring of different fiber degradations. The problem is the required time to perform the polarization scrambling and next processing for signal performance estimation.

3.4.5. Nonlinear effects

In future systems operating at high bitrates (40 Gbit/s and beyond) electronic monitoring will be impractical. At this point, the use of optical nonlinearities for monitoring tasks appears to be interesting since they have ultrafast response times. These nonlinearities include self- and cross-phase modulation (SPM, XPM), and four wave mixing (FWM). Changes into the optical power distribution resulting from Kerr nonlinearities give quantitative information about the optical signal and can be used for performance monitoring. A review of some of the monitoring techniques based on fiber nonlinearities is detailed below.

3.4.5.1. OPM using nonlinear detection

The possibility of applying nonlinear detection techniques to the characterization of signals in an optical communication system has become a topic of significant practical interest [Wie02]. In [Wie04] sensitive nonlinear detection techniques are applied to the problem of performance monitoring.

A practical nonlinear detector is defined as any device that produces a nonlinear signal, $S_{NL}$. This nonlinear signal is sensitive to any redistribution of optical power as a function of time as long as the time constant of the optical nonlinearity is faster than the changes in the time-varying power envelope. Relating the nonlinear signal to the duty cycle of the data, a nonlinear “Quality” factor $Q_{NL}$ is defined. $Q_{NL}$ depends only on the duty cycle and does not depend on the pulse duration or bit period. Signal impairments, such as chromatic dispersion, PMD and OSNR result in a deterioration of the generalized duty cycle. The measurement of this quantity is a good indicator of overall signal quality.

The measurement is easily interpreted, is inherently scalable to any data rate, and is fundamentally asynchronous. However, the nonlinear detection is not able to measure all signal impairments and the electrical bandwidth of the detection scheme must be sufficiently large to track changes in the duty cycle that occur on the time scale of interest. Other constraints are the low sensitivity to chromatic and PMD for NRZ data, and also the inability of extracting the dispersion sign.
3.4.5.2. Monitoring techniques based on Four-Wave Mixing

FWM is a nonlinear process induced by Kerr effect in optical fibers. The generated FWM power depends not only on the signal frequency separation, the input signal powers, the fiber loss, and nonlinear characteristics, but also on the signal polarization states. Average PMD can then be determined by measuring the power of the FWM products as the difference frequency of the two signals is varied, since the magnitude of FWM products depends upon the polarization states of the two waves.

In [Song99] a method for measuring PMD on fiber links using FWM generation is presented. In this method, a constant wavelength “probe” wave and a variable wavelength “signal” wave are launched into the test fiber of unknown PMD. The output signals are then input to a low-dispersion and low PMD “measurement fiber” where FWM products are generated. This method uses a frequency-domain transfer function to determine SOP changes with frequency and, consequently, the PMD.

The advantage of this technique is the insensitivity to mechanical vibrations and instabilities in the test equipment, since the measured PMD depends only on the relative SOP change between the probe and signal waves in the measurement fiber.

Taking advantage of the effect of FWM in optical fibers, S. Li et al. propose a simple dispersion monitoring method, suitable for the application in automatic dispersion compensation [Li04]. In the proposed method, the input signal pulse stream with wavelength $\lambda_p$ is used as the FWM pump in an optical fiber, whereas a continuous wave (CW) signal with wavelength $\lambda_1$ is used as the probe signal. Through FWM in the fiber, a new pulsed signal (idler) at angular frequency $\omega_2$ (i.e. $\lambda_2$) is generated at the output of the fiber (see Fig. 3.9. Due to the nonlinear relationship between the idler and pump amplitudes, the average idler power depends on the pulsewidth (i.e. the duty cycle) of the pump. Therefore, by measuring the idler power at the power meter, the accumulated dispersion can be monitored.
The technique is potentially bitrate independent and expected to work for data rates of up to Tbit/s, but it presents some limitations: First, the measurement sensitivity can be affected by inadequate wavelength detuning between the signal and the CW probe. Second, since the FWM efficiency is strongly polarization-dependent, this dispersion monitor would require either automatic polarization control or scrambling the polarization state of the pump signal and/or CW probe.

### 3.4.5.3. Monitoring techniques based on SPM and/or XPM

The pulse broadening caused by self-phase modulation (SPM) in a nonlinear fiber can provide a useful measure of the residual chromatic dispersion of the data stream [West02]. As the chromatic dispersion increases, the corresponding peak power decreases, resulting in a decreased amount of spectral broadening. By placing a filter after the nonlinear element, the spectral broadening may be measured and thereby the residual dispersion at the input of the nonlinear fiber. The bandpass of the filter must be properly set in a band where the optical signal is more sensitive to chromatic dispersion (i.e. sidebands farther away from the center frequency) [Agra95].

The techniques commented up to now measure optical power over a chosen bandwidth determined by a filter for CD monitoring [West02, Li04]. However, it would be desirable to monitor the chromatic dispersion of optical signals by using a simple optical tone. Dorrer and Maywar propose a nonlinear optics-based technique to analyze the RF spectrum of optical signals from an optical spectrum analyzer [Dorr04b]. Exploiting this all-optical technique, T. Luo et al. demonstrate all-optical chromatic dispersion monitoring of an RZ data signal by measuring the XPM-generated optical tone in a highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF). A conceptual diagram of this method is depicted in Fig. 3.10.
In the monitoring module, the data signal is coupled with a monochromatic continuous wave (CW), whose frequency is outside the spectrum of the signal. The combined signals interact with each other while travelling through a piece of highly nonlinear fiber. In the HNLF the intensity of the data signal modulates the electric field of the CW via XPM effect. The optical spectrum around the probe wavelength is an approximation of the RF spectrum of the data. As the CD distorts the data, the bitrate RF tone of the data fluctuates. The new generated tones, therefore, can be used for dispersion monitoring. Note that the polarization of the probe and the signal must be aligned to maximize the optical power.

Recently, this technique has also been validated for return-to-zero differential phase-shift keying (RZ-DPSK) data signals [Yang08].

Thanks to the concept of analyzing the RF spectrum of optical signals from an optical spectrum analyzer proposed by C. Dorrer et al., the degradation of ultrafast picosecond pulses by first-order PMD can be monitored. In particular, J.L. Blows et al. propose DGD monitoring based on an ultrafast all-optical signal analyzer that uses nonlinear effects, fundamentally XPM, to transfer rapid temporal fluctuations into frequency domain effects [Blows06]. The XPM for the signal component parallel to the probe is three times stronger than that for the orthogonal. Equal contributions to the XPM by the parallel and orthogonal polarisations enable frequency cancellation, and thus the creation of a minimum in the power spectrum. From the frequency cancellation the value of DGD can be extracted ($f_{\text{min}} = \frac{1}{2*DGD}$).
Instead of using a highly nonlinear fiber, a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) can be used for negative and positive chromatic dispersion monitoring as well as first order PMD monitoring by means of SPM and XPM effects [Drum08]. Concretely, XPM is used to monitor the amount of CD or PMD, whereas SPM allows finding the dispersion sign.

Optical nonlinearities, including SPM, XPM and FWM, allow ultrafast signals to be monitored. The techniques based on nonlinear optics do not require fast electronics, and are thus potentially simpler and cheaper than existing monitors. However, the efficiency of new generated tones by optical nonlinearities strongly depends on the polarization alignment between the data signal and the probe, requiring either automatic polarization control or scrambling the polarization state of the signal and/or CW probe.

### 3.4.6. Comparison of existing monitoring techniques

In the previous subsections a deep revision of the existing monitoring techniques proposed for performance monitoring has been presented. As the current monitoring schemes suitable for OCS networks did not fulfil the requirements for future dynamically reconfigurable networks due to the high time response and lack of accuracy, alternative solutions were developed. These new solutions are focused on monitoring parameters such as chromatic dispersion, PMD and OSNR. The most relevant configurations have been described and analyzed. Table 3.1 summarizes the main characteristics of each technique, considering their main advantages and disadvantages.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 3.1</strong></th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Accuracy/Sensitivity</th>
<th>Dynamic Range</th>
<th>Other impairment insensitivity</th>
<th>Bitrate transparency</th>
<th>Multi-parameter</th>
<th>Acquisition Time</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RF spectrum</strong></td>
<td>Pilot tones</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>O/E</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Response time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sampling</strong></td>
<td>Clock tones</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>O/E</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interferometric – based</strong></td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interferometric</strong></td>
<td>AMZI</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O/E</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O/E</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partial DLI</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>O/E</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Polarization – based</strong></td>
<td>DOP</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scrambling</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>O/E</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orthogonal Delayed homodyne</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O/E</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NL effects</strong></td>
<td>Nonlinear detection</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>O/E</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FWM</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPM/XPM</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the above literature review, the following conclusions can be drawn. Given the strong correlation between Q-factor and BER measurements, Q-factor is highly effective for performance monitoring. However, it presents unsuitable response time for the future optical networks. The RF-spectrum-based techniques offer better acquisition time and simple implementation. That is why they are more versatile solution for such networks. Nevertheless, they could become an expensive solution as the bitrates increase. The interferometric configurations and the polarization-based techniques improve the cost implementation while still have simple implementation. The problems arise from the acquisition time, in some cases, and from the low dynamic range or low sensitivity in other applications. Finally, the use of optical nonlinearities is a very promising solution to provide OPM due to their potential fast response, allowing ultrafast signals to be monitored. The limitation now arises from the efficiency of the new generated tones used for monitoring purposes, which strongly depends on the polarization alignment between the data signal and the probe.

According to all the commented limitations, new ways to improve monitoring accuracy as well as monitor response time are still under investigation. Indeed, these constraints are specially critical on the frame of the OPS networks since the monitoring must be done on a packet-by-packet basis. In the next section this new challenge to the research in OPM will be addressed.

3.5. OPM in optical packet-switched networks

Transport networks are evolving towards reconfigurable optical networks offering a high-bandwidth flexible core. In such a scenario, optical packet switching is particularly attractive as a possible technology for future telecommunication networks, due to its compatibility with Internet protocol (IP), efficient use of the network resources and flexibility.

With the introduction of new-generation multimedia services, OPS networks transport different types of traffic with different quality requirements so that performance monitoring is especially important to ensure that packets receive appropriate treatment as they travel through the network. In such a dynamic scenario, optical packets are forwarded hop-by-hop based on packet header information, following each packet different routes. Therefore, the concept of OPS brings about new challenges to network performance monitoring and maintenance, adding a new dimension to this topic.

The reasons for the importance of signal quality monitoring on a packet-by-packet basis are:
• Optical packets could originate from diverse sources and traverse different optical links, which means that different optical packets could suffer from different degradations and the signal quality may change on the short time span of one packet;

• The monitoring information could be used for impairment compensation and fault localization. Thus, monitoring information is helpful for signal quality management. Two scenarios can be found: First, if the optical packet is degraded but it could be regenerated optically. Second, if the optical packet is too bad to be regenerated, the packet is dropped in the nearest optical packet switching node.

• From this quality information, each intermediate node could control whether the transmission meets the quality of service and performance requirements specified by the carrier.

The future monitoring techniques must satisfy the requirements of the next-generation high-speed networks which are focused on fast response time, and packet-by-packet operation. The problem of the majority of the techniques reported is that they require high acquisition time or they have slow response time, being incapable of estimating the signal quality on the short time span of one packet. Therefore, new monitoring techniques on a per-packet basis must be defined. In the literature some works have demonstrated performance monitoring on per-burst/packet basis, as explained below.

3.5.1. All-optical Time-to-Live using error-checking labels in optical label switching networks

As packets go through more hops in an optical network, their OSNR decrease, due to repeated attenuation and amplifications at each router and fiber links. Normal packets travel through limited number of router hops and experience limited OSNR degradation. However, when packets are caught in a loop or become errant the OSNR is strongly degraded. J. Yang et al. propose an OSNR-based optical TTL method that utilizes this monotonously decreasing OSNR of abnormal packets to identify all the packets below an OSNR threshold [Yang04]. The OSNR threshold is reasonably low to leave margin for normal OSNR degradation.

The proposed TTL method uses time division multiplexing (TDM) label to monitor the OSNR of the packet. Each packet has a 48-bit TDM label at the front end. The last 8 bits of the label is a bit interleaved parity (BIP) check field, calculated according to the preceding 40 bits in the label. Each router re-calculates a verifying BIP value when receiving a label, and then the verifying BIP value is compared with the BIP value received in the label field. Bit error in the transmission history causes the two BIP values to differ. The technique finds a sharp OSNR
threshold, below which bit errors will occur in the label. This TTL method uses this threshold effect to detect looping packets, dropping the packets in such case.

The error checking experiment presented in [Yang04] demonstrates effective dropping of OSNR degraded packets. However, the electronic processing of the label limits the bitrate and also the transparency.

In [McGe03] an optical time-to-live decrementing module based on gain saturation within an SOA and difference-frequency-generation in a set of waveguide wavelength shifters is proposed. Although this technique overcomes some limitations presented in the previous one, the implementation is too complex.

### 3.5.2. An OSNR monitor for optical packet switched networks

In [Yi06] an OSNR monitor capable of direct OSNR monitoring based on radio frequency (RF) noise measurement is presented. Fig. 3.11 shows the principle of operation of the OSNR monitor on a packet basis.

![Conceptual diagram of proposed OSNR monitor](image)

**Fig. 3.11. Conceptual diagram of proposed OSNR monitor.**

The packet contains an additional performance monitoring segment (PM segment), which consists of ~10 ns of consecutive “1” bits at 10 Gbit/s. At the packet switching node, a part of the input optical signal power is tapped and fed into the OSNR monitor. Inside the OSNR monitor, the PM segment is extracted from the entire packet by using a Mach–Zehnder modulator. The pulse after the PM extractor is fed into a photodiode, and the optical signal power is then tested. RF spectral components are present at least in a range of 0–10 GHz for the entire packet. In contrast, the RF spectral components are absent at high frequency for the extracted PM segment. By analyzing the optical signal power and RF noise level at the high-frequency range, the OSNR can be calculated. An RF filter is used to filter out the RF noise of the interested frequency range and the RF noise level is then detected by an RF power detector.
The proposed technique has several advantages: a) good immunity to the interference from the payload/label modulation, b) high sensitivity, and c) in-band ASE noise measurements. However, the time duration of the PM segment may be a large overhead for high-speed transmission and therefore may not be feasible for every packet. In addition, the monitoring error is sensitive to imperfect nonlinearity calibration of the photodetector which can lead to high monitoring errors.

### 3.5.3. Single technique for simultaneous monitoring of OSNR and chromatic dispersion at 40 Gbit/s

A technique for simultaneous OSNR and chromatic dispersion monitoring on per-burst basis is proposed in [Mef06]. Concretely, the proposed method uses an electro-optic down-conversion technique that simultaneously down-converts multiple WDM channels making it cost effective for multi-channel operation.

In the proposed scheme shown in Fig. 3.12 the signal is sent through an optical filter in a notch configuration, which simultaneously suppresses one sideband from all channels. The multi-wavelength SSB signals are down-converted using two electro-absorption modulators (EAM). These EAMs are driven with a free running local oscillator (LO) using a sinusoidal signal at a frequency, $f_{LO}$, shifted from the sideband offset frequency, $f_o$, by 10 KHz. The individual channels are then separated by two wavelength demultiplexers and the down-converted lower and upper sideband signals (LSB and USB) are detected using two low-speed square law detectors. The signals are then digitized for further processing. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied to both signals, and the 10 kHz tone is extracted. The phase information extracted from the 10 kHz tone phase of the LSB and USB signals allows CD monitoring. In addition, the amplitude of the tone is only dependent on the average signal power and is independent of the average noise power. Therefore, the ratio between the incoming average signal power and the tone amplitude is proportional to the incoming average noise power, obtaining with this relationship the OSNR value.
The technique provides high accuracy over 30 dB OSNR range and the CD measurements are extremely robust to OSNR. However, PMD reduces the amplitude of the tone used for monitoring tasks, making the OSNR measurement sensitive to PMD. Another disadvantage of the technique is the acquisition time needed to obtain an accurate estimation of the signal degradations (~ 10-100 ms).

Although the above commented techniques are the first step towards the performance monitoring in OPS networks, they still have some limitations in terms of acquisition time, transparency and bitrate operation.

### 3.5.4. Basis of monitoring techniques proposed in this Thesis

The purpose of this Thesis is then to introduce all-optical approaches for OPM applicable to next generation OPS networks. The key characteristics of these approaches should be:

- Implementation in the optical domain to preserve packet transparency
- Provision of monitoring information on a packet basis
- Capability of near-instantaneous error detection based on the quality information obtained from the monitor
- To associate the monitored parameters with the switch controls and header information
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- To assist the management and control planes in initiating real-time protection schemes and in establishing optical links based on quality requirements.

In previous approaches the signal quality monitoring of the data payload has been demonstrated by monitoring the label bit error rates [Yang03]. The techniques transmit the payload data in the baseband channel and the label in a sub-carrier channel. As both signals are on the same wavelength travelling the same path in the network, they experience similar impairments in the network. Following this philosophy, some monitoring techniques proposed in this Thesis, which will be explained in successive chapters, are based on using a specific word (monitoring field, Q-field) inserted into the packet header which is processed in each intermediate node for monitoring purposes. Instead of using labelling scheme based on wavelength diversity (i.e. sub-carrier multiplexing –SCM- technique), the proposed techniques use serial optical headers travelling at the same bitrate as the payload. The advantage of using labelling scheme based on time diversity is the avoidance of the interference between the label and the payload, which limits the payload and label bitrates. On the other hand, the all-optical header processing results in a significant added efficiency, transparency and flexibility, overcoming the electronic bitrate limitation.

As seen in Chapter 2, an optical packet is composed of a payload, which consists of large amount of aggregated data traffic, and a serial optical header with the address keyword information. Between the payload and the header a guard time must be included. In addition to these fields, a monitoring segment is added for monitoring tasks whose format is detailed in the next subsection. Thus, when the packet arrives at the node, it enters into a circuit responsible of extracting the monitoring field and with this extracted Q-field, the signal quality of the incoming packet is estimated.

3.5.4.1. Monitoring-field/payload separation circuit.

The monitoring-field extraction circuit is composed of two fundamental building blocks: the packet clock recovery circuit and the monitoring field extraction circuit itself [Stam05], as shown in Fig. 3.13.

The packet clock recovery circuit consists of a low-Q comb-generating filter (a Fabry Perot filter – FFP), and an all-optical gate operated as a power limiter. The Fabry-Perot filter due to its low Q-factor has a short exponential decaying impulse response that allows for independent packet-to-packet processing. Exploiting the effect of the filter, incoming data packets are transformed to clock-resembling packets with intense amplitude modulation and duration similar to the data packets. This generated clock-resembling signal suffers from intense pulse-to-pulse amplitude modulation that is removed by utilizing an optical power-limiting gate (SOA-MZI). The combination of these two elements results in the self-extraction of
a clock packet from each incoming packet, with low rise and fall times (3 bits at 40 Gbit/s). The sub-system responsible of separating the monitoring field from the payload is based on the packet clock recovery and an additional high speed SOA-MZI optical gate. Proper interconnection between the two circuits leads to the desired monitoring field extraction functionality with minimal band guard penalties.

The incoming data packets are split into two parts: one used as input in the clock recovery circuit and one to enter as input in the second SOA-MZI gate. The extracted optical packet clock signal persists for the duration of the original data packet and is used as the control signal in the second gate. For monitoring field separation, this gate is configured to perform a simple Boolean AND operation between the original incoming data packet and a delayed version of the recovered packet clock after optical filtering. Successful separation is obtained if the original packet and the extracted clock are temporally delayed by an amount equal to the monitoring field length increased by the rise time required for clock acquisition. As such, only the payload bits fall within the switching window of the recovered clock and are therefore switched at the gate output. Experimental results for monitoring field extraction were performed inside LASAGNE project and are shown in the insets of Fig. 3.13.

Fig. 3.13. Scheme of the circuit responsible of extracting the monitoring-field (Q) from the payload.
3.5.4.2. Monitoring field definition.

The packet clock recovery subsystem and the monitoring-field separation circuit impose some restrictions when defining packet format as well as the monitoring field. These requirements are detailed below:

- **Preamble field** \((T_p)\): necessary for the synchronization.

- **Label/monitoring/payload band guard** \((T_r)\): in order to prevent optical switching with the imperfect recovered clock bits (rise time). For the previous circuit is equal to 3 bits.

- **Payload data:** the payload traffic type is defined so as to contain a maximum number of successive zeros depending on the selected recovered clock tolerance. This traffic is quantitatively characterized by PRBS sequences.

- **Packet-to-packet spacing** \((T_e)\): the sum of the label size and the recovered clock persistence (fall time, \(T_f\)) defines the minimum allowed spacing between packets.

The clock recovery time impacts on the band guard imposed within the packet whereas the clock persistence together with the clock tolerance define the length of the fall time and the maximum number of successive zeros allowed within the packet. The exponential tail of the recovered clock poses a constraint on the minimum spacing of the packets contributing to the overall band guard requirements imposed by the circuit.

In addition to taking into account the restrictions described above, the length of the monitoring field should be defined in order to obtain a good balance between the overhead introduced by this field and the accuracy in the measurements. At this point, there is a trade-off between the efficiency, in favour of shorter lengths, and the measure accuracy, in favour of longer lengths. In successive chapters, this monitoring field will be defined depending on its application.

According to the previous comments, the packet format including the monitoring field is illustrated in the Fig. 3.14.
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Once presented the key basis of the signal quality monitoring proposed in this Thesis, several monitoring techniques applicable to OPS networks will be presented in the following chapters.

3.6. Summary and conclusions

In conclusion, this Chapter gives a deep revision of the proposed monitoring techniques presented in the literature and underlines the recent trend towards advanced performance monitoring solutions.

First, the importance of OPM for future optical networks has been highlighted since, together with optical network management, it performs a number of crucial network functions while being essential in building a reliable, high-capacity, and service-differentiation enabled all-optical network. Afterwards, the broad spectrum of OPM including a plethora of parameters to be monitored has been introduced. Later, the most relevant configurations that address the signal quality monitoring in current optical networks have been reviewed, showing that early research efforts in OPM were focused on achieving the desired monitoring functionality by monitoring some parameters such as channel power and wavelength of each WDM channel and estimation of the OSNR. However, they had some limitations that reduced their applicability in future dynamically reconfigurable networks. Therefore, the necessity of more advanced solutions has been underlined. These new solutions are focused on monitoring parameters such as chromatic dispersion, PMD and OSNR. Concretely, a comprehensive list of advanced monitoring techniques ranging from pilot-tone-based techniques to nonlinear-effect-based monitoring has been reported and analyzed while summarizing their main advantages and limitations.
Finally, as OPS networks have been proposed as an effective way to increase the network capacity as well as its flexibility, the challenge of OPM in such scenario has been addressed. Given the nature of these networks, packets follow different paths along the network, suffering from different degradation. Therefore, the key goal is developing techniques to monitor the physical impairments imposed by the optical fiber with fast response times and on a packet-by-packet basis. The next chapters will be focused on OPM applicable to such networks. In fact, some monitoring techniques proposed in the framework of this Thesis will be presented and explained in detail.
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4.1. Introduction

In previous chapters the importance of implementing optical performance monitoring for managing OPS networks was stated [Wen05, Kil02].

The bit-error-rate (BER) is a fundamental performance parameter in determining the signal quality [Sha98, Ding04, Ye07]. In fact, BER monitoring based on the evaluation of signal amplitude histograms has emerged as an attractive scheme since BER measurement provides the same metric that is used at each network end-terminal for quality of service (QoS) functions. However, BER measurements require O/E conversions which limit the signal bitrate. The techniques based on the Q-factor [Sha03, Kil04] or eye-opening [Mob05] measurements have been proposed to increase the response time, although it is still in the range of milliseconds. As the bitrates as well as transparency network increase, next generation OPS networks require faster response times, which existing techniques cannot offer. Therefore, as discussed in the previous Chapter, new technologies to perform fast signal quality monitoring directly at the optical physical layer are needed.

In this Chapter, a novel technique based on the use of optical correlation to assess the signal quality at the optical domain with relaxed speed requirements with respect to typical techniques is presented.
A specific data word (i.e. monitoring field) is inserted into the packet header and is processed by means of an optical correlator based on fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs). From the noise statistics of the resulting autocorrelation pulse, the OSNR of the incoming packets is estimated. The technique uses serial optical labels travelling at the same bitrate as the payload allowing performance monitoring at high speeds as the correlation is performed in the optical domain.

Apart from the monitoring function itself, the monitoring system has other applications. Indeed, the proposed monitoring system can be integrated with other functions in the packet switching node to take immediate actions when the signal quality is strongly degraded. On one hand, the monitoring information can be used as part of QoS implementation to keep the level of QoS promised to customers [Bou08]. On the other hand, this performance information can be used to establish new optical paths or select backup paths when recovery mechanisms are needed. These applications will be explained in more detail in next sections.

The principle of operation of the monitoring system is presented in Section 2. Section 3 provides an overview of different digital correlation implementations and explains the basis of an FBG-based correlator. The simulation study presented in this section is carried out in order to properly design the parameters of the FBG-based correlator and to analyze the correlation output sensitivity to fabrication process. Experimental results in Section 4 demonstrate the feasibility of this technique as an indicator of the signal impairments in high-speed optical networks. Section 5 gives an overview of the main applications of this monitoring system. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusions derived from the work presented in this Chapter.

4.2. OSNR monitoring for OPS networks

OSNR is a significant factor for the quality of any optical systems including OPS networks. Optical packets are forwarded hop-by-hop based on optical packet header information and packet forwarding table at each switching node. In such networks, an optical packet may traverse a number of optical packet switching nodes and long fiber segments and thus the use of amplifiers is necessary to compensate the losses incurred by the packet in all these nodes and fiber segments. The problem is that the optical amplifiers introduce ASE noise into the optical packets, degrading the OSNR. In addition, the noise background is modified by optical filtering and contains contributions from signals with different transmission histories so that OSNR can change on a packet-by-packet basis, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

Three packets are shown in Fig. 4.1. Packets 1 and 3 are generated from the same source, while packet 2 originates from a different source. The three packets pass through diverse optical links and switches, then exit on the same node (node
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A). The bottom of Fig. 4.1 depicts the optical intensity of the output packets from node A, where it can be seen that the ASE noise level in each packet is different. Therefore, in order to determine the health of optical signals in OPS networks, the optical packets in each intermediate node must be monitored.

![Fig. 4.1. Packets with different OSNR in an OPS network.](image)

In the following parts of this section, the principle of operation of the OSNR monitor is described and the basis of the use of the optical correlation as an OSNR estimator for OPS networks is presented.
4.2.1. Description of the OSNR monitor

Fig. 4.2 shows the block diagram of the proposed monitor for optical packets \[\text{[Vil07]}\]. The signal quality monitoring method is based on sending a specific data word inserted into the packet header, which is called monitoring field (Q). This monitoring field is comprised of a set of bits with a value either ‘0’ or ‘1’ with a peak power of \(P_1\), \[Q = [q_0 \ q_1 \ q_2 \ ... \ q_{n-1}]\] with \(q_i=0\ or\ 1\ and\ i=0,..,n-1\).

At the packet switching node, the monitoring information field is extracted from the header and processed for monitoring purposes. The circuit responsible for this task is composed of two blocks: a packet clock recovery circuit and a high-speed SOA-MZI optical gate configured to perform a Boolean AND. This subsystem was explained in more detail in Chapter 3. Once the monitoring field is extracted, the optical correlator allows signal quality monitoring with high fidelity and in real time.

Optical correlation is an important signal-processing function. In the definition of this function, two variables of interest are considered: the transmitted signal \(s(t)\) over the fiber optical link and the received signal \(r(t)\). The correlation function \(c(t)\) is defined by the integral (4.1) and is a measure of how similar \(r(t)\) and \(s(t)\) are:

\[
c(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} s(\tau) r(t-\tau) d\tau , \quad (4.1)
\]

The infinite limits indicate that the correlation function is continuous over an infinite data stream. In the discrete domain, the function \(c(t)\) can be re-written for a finite number of bits of the received signal by the following summation:
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\[ c(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} s(k\tau)r(t-k\tau), \]  

(4.2)

where \( n \) is the number of bits in the correlation sequence, \( \tau \) is the bit period, \( s(k\tau) \) represents the reference signal as the \( k \) weights that multiply each of the delayed received signals, and \( r(t-k\tau) \) is the received signal delayed by \( k \) bit times.

In temporal optical correlation, a time-varying signal (e.g. intensity or phase) is compared to a reference time-varying signal. The result of the comparison is then summed or integrated to produce the correlation output. Let’s suppose that the optical correlation is configured to match with a reference signal comprised of \( N \) bits with \( q_i=1 \). If the two signals, \( r(t) \) and \( s(t) \), are identical, (4.1) becomes an autocorrelation and the output correlation pulse appears as a single sharp peak in the center with an amplitude equal to \( NP_1 \). If the signals are less well matched, then the peak decreases and the information on either side of the peak increases. The autocorrelation function is considered in power basis as it will be explained in Section 4.3.3. Fig. 4.3 schematically shows how to perform the correlation for three input signal when correlated with a reference 4-bit monitoring field \( Q = [1 1 1 1] \). As it can be seen, the autocorrelation peak with higher amplitude corresponds to the first input signal. Fig. 4.4. shows the output signal from the optical correlator for this case.

Fig. 4.3. Principle of operation of the optical correlation.
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For monitoring purpose, the monitoring field suffering from impairments that the link imposes is correlated with an undegraded version of this reference signal. At the correlator output, a maximum autocorrelation peak will be produced if the input signal is an exact match to the stored one. The amplitude and the shape of this optical pulse directly measure the degree of degradation. Considering noise degradation, noise produces an amplitude variation in the autocorrelation pulse peak. Fig. 4.5 shows the effect of noise on correlation function for different noise levels (The noise is assumed to be Gaussian). Concretely, the noise causes an increase in the floor of the correlation output as well as affecting the amplitude of the autocorrelation pulse.

Fig. 4.4. Output signal from the optical correlator corresponding to $Q = [1\ 1\ 1\ 1]$.

Fig. 4.5. Effect of the noise on correlation function for different noise levels (correlation corresponding to $Q=[1\ 0\ 1\ 1]$).
Then, by using the statistics of the autocorrelation pulse peak power the OSNR of the incoming packets can be calculated. The OSNR is defined as:

\[ OSNR = \frac{\text{mean}^2}{\sigma^2}, \]  

(4.3)

where \( \text{mean} \) is the mean value and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the autocorrelation pulse peak power. Equation (4.3) shows that the monitored OSNR depends on the shape of the correlator’s output as it has been commented before.

Simulation results presented in Fig. 4.6 show the OSNR estimation using the autocorrelation pulse for different bitrates. As it can be seen, the estimated OSNR adjusts perfectly to the “real” OSNR value and it is independent of the bitrate.

![Fig. 4.6. Simulation results of OSNR for different bitrates.](image)

As it was said previously, the traditional monitoring techniques based on BER measurements are not appropriate for future ultra high-speed optical networks due to the O/E conversion unless it is preceded by optical demultiplexing. The proposed technique estimates the OSNR value from the noise statistics of the autocorrelation pulse. Despite using a sampling oscilloscope for extracting the statistics parameters (see (4.3)), the technique allows high-speed bit rate operation as it only measures the autocorrelation pulse, so the system works well at the
packet rate and thereby alleviating speed requirements with respect to typical BER techniques. For example, if packets at 160 Gb/s are travelling along the network, the monitoring system will generate an autocorrelation pulse each time a packet is received. Therefore, successive packets will produce autocorrelation pulses delayed the duration of the payload, i.e. the system will work at packet rate.

In the next section, the modelling method and also the fabrication process of the proposed FBG-based correlator for optical performance monitoring functions will be explained in more detail.

4.3. FBG-based optical correlator

Now that the optical correlation as an OSNR monitor has been introduced, this section presents several implementations of optical correlators at the optical domain. A common implementation of an optical correlator is the tapped delay line [Chan77, Eul83, Jac85, Eul94].

In this implementation the received signal is sent to a tapped delay line which requires one tap for each bit in the desired sequence that are weighted by the factors ‘1’ or ‘0’ depending on the value of the bit of the sequence. The weights can either be phase shifts or amplitude weights or both (amplitude weights of 1s or 0s are implemented by placing a switch in each path that is closed for weight=1 and opened for weight=0). The received signal is equally split among the delay lines. Each successive delay line adds one additional bit of delay to the received signal before the combiner, where the signals are added to yield the correlation output function. The problem of this implementation is that the optical tapped-delay-line structure requires a separate fiber branch and an optical switch for each bit in the desired bit pattern, making it impractical to construct bank of correlators of many bits. Moreover, the length of each fiber branch must be cut precisely to provide the requisite 1-bit delays between successive branches and that is extremely difficult at high speeds.

Another implementation is based on planar lightwave circuits (PLCs) [Tak02, Koy07]. But this solution is disadvantageous in cost and packaging losses (input/output coupling losses). A simpler, easily manufactured, and manageable correlator may be constructed by writing a series of fiber Bragg grating mirrors into a single length of fiber [Pet01, Hau03]. Indeed, in order to validate the OSNR monitoring technique a FBG-based correlator is designed and characterized by simulations.
4.3.1. FBG-based correlator design

The fiber Bragg grating (FBG) written by exposing an optical fiber to a spatially varying pattern of ultraviolet intensity is a critical component for many applications in fiber-optic communication and sensor systems. A FBG, in its simplest form, consists of a periodic modulation of the refractive index of the core of an optical fiber along its longitudinal axis [Kas99, Oth99, Erd97]. If the effective refractive index, \( n_{\text{eff}} \), of a propagating mode of the fiber is uniform, then the grating is denominated uniform and the perturbation to \( n_{\text{eff}} \) is described by

\[
\frac{\partial n_{\text{eff}}}{\partial z} = \bar{\Delta n}_{\text{eff}}(z) \left\{ 1 + v \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{\Lambda} z + \phi(z) \right) \right\}, \tag{4.4}
\]

where \( \bar{\Delta n}_{\text{eff}} \) is the “dc” index change spatially averaged over a grating period, \( v \) is the fringe visibility of the index change, \( \Lambda \) is the modulated period, and \( \phi \) is the global phase. Fig. 4.7 shows a scheme of a uniform fiber Bragg grating.

![Scheme of a uniform Bragg grating](image)

**Fig. 4.7. Scheme of a uniform Bragg grating**

A mode propagating in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the fiber will suffer successive reflections in each transversal plane of the fiber where the refractive index has a discontinuity. If the distance between consecutive interface planes is constant in the direction of propagation of the light, those reflected waves whose wavelength accomplishes the Bragg condition (see (4.7)) will be in phase and will interfere constructively, giving rise to a peak in the reflection spectrum for that particular wavelength. If the wavelength of the propagating mode does not accomplish the Bragg condition, the wavefronts reflected in the successive planes are randomly out of phase and they get cancel each other. Real uniform gratings are not infinitely long. Hence, if the incident signal wavelength is close enough to the Bragg wavelength, the phase shift induced between the reflected wavefronts will not be enough for the interferences to be completely destructive. Consequently,
the reflection spectrum of uniform gratings shows a certain bandwidth (see Fig. 4.9).

As it was said before, FBG interacts with the propagating wave in the core of the fiber allowing the coupling of the forward mode to the backward mode when the Bragg condition is accomplished.

\[
\vec{K} - |\vec{\beta}_+ - \vec{\beta}_-| = 0, \quad (4.5)
\]

being \( \vec{K} \) the spatial angular frequency of the grating whose modulus is \( \frac{2\pi}{\Lambda} \), \( \vec{\beta}_+ \) the propagating vector of the incident wave, and \( \vec{\beta}_- \) the propagating vector of the reflected wave. In the case of single-mode fibers, \( \vec{\beta}_+ \) and \( \vec{\beta}_- \) have opposite sense and same modulus, then

\[
|\vec{\beta}_+| = |\vec{\beta}_-| = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} n_{\text{eff}}, \quad (4.6)
\]

Hence, from (4.5) and (4.6) the Bragg condition is expressed as follows:

\[
\lambda_B = 2 n_{\text{eff}} \Lambda, \quad (4.7)
\]

where \( \lambda_B \) is the Bragg wavelength, \( n_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective refractive index of the fundamental mode of the fiber, and \( \Lambda \) is the modulation period of the grating. Fig. 4.8 illustrates the reflection phenomenon of waves propagating in a Bragg grating.
Fig. 4.8. Schematic diagram of a FBG illustrating that only the wavelength of light, $\lambda_B$, that satisfies the Bragg condition, is reflected.

Given a certain bandwidth of the incident light, only the spectral component accomplishing the Bragg condition is reflected.

The typical parameters defining a Bragg grating are its reflectivity, which can be close to 100%, its bandwidth, which can be designed from few pm to tens of nm and the delay induced in a given signal, which depends directly on the length of the grating. The maximum reflectance, $R_{\text{max}}$, corresponding to the Bragg wavelength is described by:

$$R_{\text{max}} = \tanh^2(kL),$$

(4.8)

where $k$ is the coupling factor which determines the efficiency of the energy transfer from one mode to another, and $L$ is the length of the FBG. The spectral bandwidth, $BW$, is represented by:
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\[
BW = \frac{\Delta \lambda_0}{\lambda_B} = \frac{v \delta n_{\text{eff}}}{n_{\text{eff}}} \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{\lambda_B}{v \delta n_{\text{eff}} L}\right)^2},
\]

(4.9)

where $\Delta \lambda_0$ is the difference between wavelengths corresponding to the zero-reflectance point of the spectrum at both sides of the maximum reflectance peak. Finally, the group delay, $\tau$, is expressed as:

\[
\tau = \frac{\lambda^2}{2\pi c} \frac{d\theta}{d\lambda},
\]

(4.10)

where $\theta$ denotes the phase. Fig. 4.9 illustrates the simulated reflection spectrum and group delay induced by a uniform grating.

Fig. 4.9. Reflectance and delay as function of the wavelength for a uniform grating of length $L = 5\text{mm}$ and modulation amplitude of the refractive index of $v \cdot \delta n_{\text{eff}} = 10^{-4}$. The effective index of the fundamental mode is $n_{\text{eff}} = 1.45$ and the lambda Bragg is 1550 nm. The lines in the delay graph are produced due to the unwrap of the phase.
Having introduced the fundamental properties of uniform FBGs, this work is focused on the design and fabrication of a FBG-based correlator in order to experimentally validate the proposed OSNR monitoring technique. In this type of correlator, a series of uniform FBGs are written into a single length of fiber. In these applications, the array of gratings reflects back part of the signal at different times, resulting in multiple replicas of the input signal spaced in time with the delay increment $\tau$. The reflectivities of the FBGs provide the same weighting function as the optical correlation and their values are designed so that the light reflected from each FBG has equal power when it exits the correlator, following this recursive equation:

$$\frac{R_n}{(1 - R_n)^2} = R_{n+1}, \quad (4.11)$$

Since the light makes a double pass through the array, the spacing between FBGs must match half the bit period to produce a round-trip delay of 1-bit.

In order to properly design the optical correlator, the response of the array of gratings has been modeled and simulated by means of the matrix transfer approach [Yam87, Mel89, Han90, Lem93]. Different theoretical models are used to analyze the optical properties of Bragg gratings written in optical fibers. One of the most developed and widely utilized is the coupled-mode theory [Yar73, Kog76]. It is based on obtaining the solution of the fields inside the grating as a perturbation of the fields propagating inside a fiber without grating, by linking ones with the others through the corresponding coupled differential equations. However, this approach is time-consuming. In the case of considering more complex structures as the proposed correlator, it is better to analyze the optical properties of such structures by using matrix methods, such as the transfer matrix approach, since such a method is simple to implement, almost always sufficiently accurate, and generally the fastest.

The matrix transfer method is a piece-uniform solution, in which the grating is divided into a number of uniform sections. Each section is described by a transfer matrix, $F_i$, whose elements are obtained via the analytical solution that the coupled-mode theory provides for uniform gratings. This matrix, $F_i$, describes the propagation through each section and is given by

$$\begin{pmatrix} E_i^+ \\ E_i^- \end{pmatrix} = F_i \begin{pmatrix} E_{i-1}^+ \\ E_{i-1}^- \end{pmatrix}, \quad (4.12)$$

where $E_i^+$ and $E_i^-$ are the field amplitudes after traversing the $i$-th section. This way of relating the fields of a section is advantageous because the fields at the end
of one section are the fields at the beginning of the next section. Therefore, a
global matrix \( F_{\text{overall}} \), calculated as the product of the individual matrices, defines
the complete complex structure (see Fig. 4.10).

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
E_L^+ \\
E_L^-
\end{pmatrix} = F_{\text{overall}} \begin{pmatrix}
E_0^+ \\
E_0^-
\end{pmatrix} ; \quad F_{\text{overall}} = F_N \cdot F_{N-1} \cdots F_i \cdots F_1 ,
\]

(4.13)

Fig. 4.10. Matrix transfer approach based on the concatenation of the
matrix of each uniform section. Shown in this schematic are the fields at
the start of the grating (left hand side) and the fields at the output (right
hand side).

Once \( F_{\text{overall}} \) is found, the reflection, \( \rho \), and transmission, \( t \), coefficients of the
complex structure are calculated by the relations:

\[
F_{\text{overall}} = \begin{pmatrix}
F_{11} & F_{12} \\
F_{21} & F_{22}
\end{pmatrix} ; \quad \rho = \frac{-F_{21}}{F_{22}} , \quad t = \frac{1}{F_{22}} ,
\]

(4.14)

As said previously, the proposed optical correlator is composed of a series of
uniform gratings properly spaced. This structure can be modelled following the
concept of the concatenation of transfer matrices. In this case, each uniform
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grating is defined by the corresponding transfer matrix, \( F_{FBG} \), and the spacing between them is modelled by a phase-shift matrix, \( F_L \). The \( F_{FBG} \) is expressed as

\[
F_{FBG} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cosh(\gamma L) + j\hat{\sigma}\sinh(\gamma L) & jk\sinh(\gamma L) \\
-jk\sinh(\gamma L) & \cosh(\gamma L) - j\hat{\sigma}\sinh(\gamma L)
\end{bmatrix}; \quad \gamma = \sqrt{k^2 - \hat{\sigma}^2},
\]

(4.15)

where \( L \) is the length of the uniform FBG, \( \hat{\sigma} \) and \( k \) are the “dc” and “ac” coupling coefficients, respectively. The reader is referred to Appendix A for a further explanation of the way the transfer matrix of a uniform grating is calculated. On the other hand, the \( F_L \) is given by

\[
F_L = \begin{bmatrix}
\exp(j\beta L_{span}) & 0 \\
0 & \exp(-j\beta L_{span})
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(4.16)

where \( \beta \) is the propagating vector, and \( L_{span} \) is the length of the fiber span.

Then, the global matrix, \( F_{overall} \), is obtained multiplying the \( F_{FBG} \) of each grating, and inserting between them the \( F_L \) to model the fiber spans, as shown in Fig. 4.11.

![Fig. 4.11. FBG-based correlator modelling](image)

In the first phase of the design, a 40 Gbit/s optical correlator configured to match the pattern \([1 1 1 1]\) (i.e. \( Q=[1 1 1 1]\)) was considered. Each ‘1’ of the pattern
was represented by a uniform grating. The optical fiber length between two successive FBGs was proportional to the bit period in order to recognize the desired pattern. Therefore, the optical correlator was composed of 4 uniform FBG properly spaced to produce a round trip delay of 1-bit between two successive FBGs. By using (4.11), the reflectivities were set so that the reflecting signals of each grating have equal power at the correlator output. As a result, the reflectivities were set to $R_1 = 16\%$, $R_2 = 23\%$, $R_3 = 38\%$, and $R_4 = 100\%$. The simulations showed that secondary reflections strongly affected the correlator output even masking the autocorrelation pulse (see Fig. 4.12).

![Graph showing correlator output](image)

**Fig. 4.12.** Correlator output for the pattern $Q = [1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1]$ @ 40 Gbit/s. The resulting signal is unexpected due to the effect of the secondary reflections (Expected output shown in Fig. 4.4. (b)).

In order to reduce this effect, the proposed correlator is designed with unequal grating spacing, i.e. with different time intervals, which is a novelty with respect to other correlators present in the literature [Hau03]. By means of simulations, a study of the correlator output as function of the pattern is carried out in order to decide which one provided better performance and less overhead.
Fig. 4.13. Correlator output as function of the pattern. (a)-(b) Correlation response to a single pulse and correlation output for the pattern [1111], respectively; (c)-(d) Correlation response to a single pulse and correlation output for the pattern [101011], respectively; (e)-(f) Correlation response to a single pulse and correlation output for the pattern [10001011], respectively; (g)-(h) Correlation response to a single pulse and correlation output for the pattern [10000010011], respectively;
Fig. 4.13.(a), (c), (e), and (g) show the correlator response to a single input pulse for the patterns [1111], [101011], [10001011], and [10000010011], respectively, all with N=4. As the spacing increases, secondary reflections have less amplitude and less impact on the autocorrelation pulse. Fig. 4.13.(b), (d), (f), and (h) show the autocorrelation output for the patterns mentioned earlier. In the cases (b) and (d), the presence of secondary reflections causes the increase of the sidelobes, reducing the contrast between the central peak and these sidelobes and even hiding it. The cases (f) and (h) provide good performance at the expense of increased overhead. Therefore, the pattern [10001011] is set to obtain the better performance with less overhead.

Should be noted that during the simulations the autocorrelation function is considered in complex amplitude basis and consequently optical interferences can be observed. For this reason, in the proposed design the spacings between gratings, i.e. the phase differences, have been properly adjusted to maintain the pulse phase along the correlator avoiding the interference effects commented previously [Fsa06a].

4.3.2. Fabrication process

In the previous section, the pattern [10001011] was chosen for offering better performance in comparison with symmetric patterns. Then, to demonstrate the feasibility of the monitoring system, a 40-Gbit/s correlator is configured to match the said pattern. As explained before, each ‘1’ of the pattern is represented by a uniform grating and the spacing between successive gratings are proportional to $T_b$, $2T_b$, and $4T_b$ (where $T_b$ is the bit period) to recognize the desired pattern. The design is shown in Fig. 4.14.
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The FBG-based correlator presented in this Chapter has been fabricated by the staff of the Centre d’Optique, Photonique et Laser (COPL, Université Laval) during the internship performed in this Centre. The fabrication process is based on the exposure of the fiber to ultraviolet (UV) laser light with the phase mask method [And93, Hill97]. Phase masks are fabricated using lithography techniques. A silica plate is exposed to electron beams, and using techniques such as plasma etching, a one-dimensional periodic surface relief pattern is produced with well defined spacing and etched depth. The phase mask works in transmission. When a UV beam is incident normally to the phase mask surface, the beam is diffracted into the -1, 0 and +1 orders. Appropriate choice of etch depth allows the intensity of the zero order to be as low as < 5%, so that up to 40% of the UV energy is diverted in the ±1 orders [Kas99]. The operation of the phase mask is shown in Fig. 4.15. The overlap between the ±1 orders close to the phase mask produces the interference pattern that is inscribed into the fiber, as illustrated in Fig. 4.15.

Using the phase mask in close proximity to the fiber, the inscribed period is equal to half of the period of the phase mask. The use of the phase mask allows highly reproducible fabrication of FBGs with fixed characteristics determined by the phase mask properties. This technique offers easier alignment and imposes a less stringent requirement on the coherence of the writing source.
Fig. 4.15. Illustration of the fabrication of FBGs using a phase mask.

Fig. 4.16 illustrates the setup utilized for photoimprinting fiber Bragg gratings in the Centre d’Optique, Photonique et Laser. The UV beam is provided by a laser source Ar+ INNOVA 300C FReD working in second harmonic generation regime. The beam corresponds to the TEM$_{00}$ emission mode and is directed to the phase mask through New Focus 9807 mirrors. The UV beam scans the phase mask by the movement performed by a Physik Instrumente M-525.22 linear micropositioner of 20 cm range on which a mirror redirecting the beam is placed. The movement of the micropositioner is remotely controlled by a computer, utilizing the Physik Instrumente C-842 DC-Motor Controller software. The photosensitive fiber (an H$_2$ loaded Ge-doped Corning SMF28 fiber) is placed behind the phase mask and is aligned utilizing Martok Design LTD x-y-z positioners.

All the FBGs are tuned to the same wavelength ($\lambda = 1553.8$ nm). Bragg wavelength shift can occur due to environment conditions and due to technological considerations, so all the FBGs cannot be tuned to the same wavelength. Concretely, FBG wavelength is sensitive to temperature. To avoid this effect, the FBG-based correlator should be packaged and stabilized by using thermal paste and heat sink. In those conditions, the temperature variations have no significant impact on correlator response. As far as technological considerations are concerned, Bragg wavelength mismatches are produced by writing the FBGs with different refractive-index modulation amplitude. Due to this fabrication process, Bragg wavelengths are detuned from each other. Moreover, different errors or imperfections during the writing could also produce detuning. This mismatch can impact on the autocorrelation pulse reducing the optical power and therefore
increasing the monitor error. To overcome Bragg wavelength detuning, the FBG should be written with the same index modulation depth and the reflectivity can be adjusted by varying the FBG physical length as it is explained in [Fsa06b]. According to this requirement, the index modulation used in the correlator is set to $5 \cdot 10^{-4}$.

Fig. 4. 16. Up: scheme of the experimental setup for photoimprinting fiber Bragg gratings. Down: graphic detail of the setup.
A FBG-based optical correlator is commonly constructed by using thermally controlled FBGs as tunable-reflectivity mirrors [Hau03]. The thermal control consists of a series of thin-film microheaters onto the surface of a single uniform grating which cause a shift in the grating spectrum towards longer wavelengths in response to the rise in temperature. Then, FBGs are fabricated to act as high reflectivity mirrors. By tuning the FBG thermally, the grating passband is shifted so that the signal wavelength intersects with the rising or falling edge of the grating response to obtain the desired reflectivities given by (4.11). However, tuning the grating reflectivity by operating it in the edge of the reflectivity is quite sensitive and has some disadvantages associated with polarization dependence, time-delay variation with reflectivity and dispersion. As each subgrating is tuned to a different reflectivity by operating them at the band edge, each grating will introduce some non-negligible polarization dependent loss, causing distortion in the correlation output. Moreover, the time delay of a signal reflected from a FBG varies for different points along the edge. These unwanted time delay variations between subgratings degrades the correlation. Also, as the edge is steep, the signal can be affected by dispersion.

To solve these problems, the proposed correlator is also constructed by writing a series of uniform FBGs into a single length of fiber but each grating has the desired reflectivity thereby avoiding the thermal tuning and the inconvenience associated with operating at the edge of the FBG spectrum. Concretely, the reflectivities are fixed to 16%, 23%, 38% and 100% (using (4.11)). Fabricating low reflectivity gratings with high precision is not an easy task because of the reflectivity dependency on the \( \tanh^2(kL) \) function. This means that when the grating is not saturated, a slight deviation of the refractive index will have a large impact on the reflectivity. Fig. 4.17 shows the sensitive of the correlation to fabrication process when the reflectivity variations are ±10%. As it can be seen, these variations cause a slight reduction in the amplitude of the autocorrelation pulse.

Regarding the polarization dependence, Fig. 4.18 shows that the polarization dependence loss (PDL) of our correlator is almost zero in the FBG passband. The insertion loss and the PDL of the fabricated correlator were measured by means of the LUNA OVA CTe/STe device.
Fig. 4.17. Correlation output sensitivity to fabrication process.

Fig. 4.18. Insertion loss and polarization dependence of our FBG-based correlator.
The fabrication process is as follows. The grating with the highest reflectivity, \( FBG_4 (R_4=100\%) \), is firstly written. Then, the fiber is moved along its axis over a length corresponding to the required ‘0’ in the pattern and the \( FBG_3 \) grating \( (R_3=38\%) \) is written. The \( FBG_2 \) \( (R_2=23\%) \) and \( FBG_1 \) \( (R_1=16\%) \) gratings are written following a similar process. The optical fiber length between the successive gratings are \( L_1=2.5810 \text{ mm} \), \( L_2=5.162 \text{ mm} \) and \( L_3=10.324 \text{ mm} \), measured from the beginning of one grating to the beginning of the following one, as shown in Fig. 4.14. These lengths correspond to time intervals of \( T_b, 2T_b \) and \( 4T_b \) at 40 Gbit/s. The length of the gratings are \( L_{FBG1} = L_{FBG2} = L_{FBG3} = 1 \text{ mm} \) and \( L_{FBG4} = 4 \text{ mm} \). The accuracy of the FBG positioning along the fiber is in the micrometer range. The bandwidth of the FBGs corresponds to a FWHM of 10 ps.

### 4.3.3. Characterization of the fabricated correlator

The first step to characterize the fabricated correlator is to launch one pulse into the correlator. In this case, four pulses with the same amplitude must appear at the correlator output. In addition, they must be spaced \( T_b, 2T_b \), and \( 4T_b \), which corresponds to 25 ps, 50 ps, and 100 ps for 40 Gbit/s operation. This behaviour can be confirmed in Fig. 4.19.

![Fig. 4.19. Characterization of the fabricated correlator by introducing one pulse into the correlator. (Time: 50ps/div)](image)

Once characterized the correlator, the correlation functionality is validated by introducing the appropriate sequence into the correletor, i.e. \( Q= [10001011] \). The correlator output for this sequence is shown in Fig. 4.20. As the incoming signal matches with the pattern stored in the array of FBGs, an autocorrelation pulse appears. The amplitude level of the sidelobes is almost the same at both sides of the autocorrelation pulse and some residual peaks appear at the end of the correlation function due to the secondary reflections produced inside the subgratings. These residual peaks suffer from larger time delays and attenuation.
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From Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.17 (simulation results), it can be noticed that the contrast between center peak and sidelobes is very high. In this case, the pulses remain phase correlated so that they are combined in field amplitude, as commented in the previous section. Concretely, the autocorrelation function is composed of 4 pulses ($4E$, where $E$ is the field amplitude of one pulse). Then, in power magnitude, it corresponds to a contrast equal to $16P$, where $P$ is the pulse power. This result is in agreement with the contrast observed in Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.17. In contrast, in the experimental results the correlator was not sensitive to the coherence issues and the pulses were incoherently combined. This is the consequence of incoherent operation of output laser pulses. From Fig. 4.20, it can be seen that the autocorrelation pulse is almost four times the sidelobes which corresponds to considering autocorrelation function in power basis (the contrast is approximately 3.7). Moreover, as it has been mentioned before, the spacings between gratings were carefully chosen to avoid that the autocorrelation pulse was combined with multiple reflected pulses so that the autocorrelation function was less sensitive to coherence time effects. In particular, unequal spacing between gratings was used. This solution was pointed out in [Fsa06b].

4.4. Experimental validation of the OSNR monitoring technique

After the characterization of the fabricated correlator, experimental demonstration of the monitoring system is carried out in the laboratory as a proof-of-concept.

The principle of operation of the OSNR monitoring technique is validated experimentally by means of the setup shown in Fig. 4.21.
The monitoring-field, $Q = [10001011]$, is generated through external modulation of an RZ Gaussian pulse source at 1553.8 nm. The modulating signal driving the Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) is obtained from a 40 Gbit/s electrical PRBS equipment. The signal out from the transmitter is coupled with a second EDFA to simulate the link noise. Thus, the OSNR of the optical signal can be changed by combining the signal with different ASE noise levels adjusting the gain of the EDFA pump laser. The response of the EDFA for different gain values is shown in Fig. 4.22. The optical signal degraded with the noise passes through a 1-nm bandwidth filter and then is split in two branches for OSNR measurements. One branch uses an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) as reference and the other branch goes to the OSNR monitor. Inside the OSNR monitor, an optical circulator is placed at the array input to route the counter-propagating correlation output to the sampling scope.
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Fig. 4.22. EDFA response for different gain values (ASE noise source).

The optical correlator output is sensitive to the fluctuations in the received signal due to the fiber impairments and it can be used to estimate the OSNR of the optical packets from the statistics of the autocorrelation pulse, as shown in the Fig. 4.23. Concretely, by using the mean value and the standard deviation, the OSNR value is calculated. These values are extracted by means of a high-speed sampling scope. Despite using a sampling scope, the technique allows high-speed bitrate operation as it only measures the autocorrelation pulse, so the system works at the packet rate and thereby alleviating speed requirements with respect to typical BER techniques, as it was mentioned in previous sections.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed OSNR monitoring technique, the OSNR from OSA is measured and compared with the value extracted from the noise statistics from the autocorrelation pulse. This reference OSNR (i.e. OSNR from OSA) is calculated as follows:

\[
OSNR = \frac{P_S}{P_{ASE}},
\]

(4.17)

where \(P_S\) is the signal peak power and \(P_{ASE}\) is the ASE noise floor level for the channel bandwidth. Fig. 4.24 depicts the measured OSNR from the autocorrelation pulse using the proposed technique as a function of the actual OSNR measured by the OSA. As it can be seen, the estimated OSNR values agree well with the results extracted from the OSA.
The OSNR monitoring errors are the difference between the OSNR measured from the OSA and from the autocorrelation output pulse. From the curve the maximum error for the measurement of different OSNR values is 0.5 dB in the 15 dB to 25 dB OSNR range (Fig. 4.24). The slight deviation in lower OSNR values can be explained by the noise filtering behavior of the FBG-based correlator. The optical signal degraded with the noise passes through a 1-nm bandwidth filter and enters the optical correlator whose bandwidth is approximately 0.6-nm. Therefore, for lower OSNR values the output of the correlator is less sensitive to the degradation than the input, primarily due to the narrower optical passband of the FBG-based correlator providing a smaller noise background. Conversely, for higher OSNR values, where the noise background is practically negligible, the difference is due to the insertion loss of the gratings which slightly affects the power of the correlator response. Therefore, monitoring errors are caused by noise at lower OSNR values and by insertion loss at higher OSNR values.
4.5. Applications of the proposed OSNR monitoring technique

Apart from the monitoring function itself, the monitoring system has other useful applications. The main field of application is the signal quality characterization for quality of service (QoS) implementation. Furthermore, the monitoring information can be used to establish new optical paths based on quality requirements or select backup paths when recovery mechanisms are needed. Next, these applications are explained in more detail.

4.5.1. Monitoring for QoS implementation

With the introduction of new generation multimedia services, OPS networks transport different types of traffic with different quality requirements so that performance monitoring is especially important to ensure that packets receive appropriate treatment as they travel through the network. Packets entering the network must be analyzed to determine their QoS requirements depending on the kind of network service and then the signal quality must be monitored in each intermediate node to guarantee certain level of performance.

In this scenario, the monitoring-field (i.e. $Q$) inserted into the packet header for monitoring functions specifies the QoS requirement of the incoming packet. In other words, this QoS field fixes the quality of signal requirements for each packet flow coming from a specific service. Optical headers of packets with the same QoS requirements, i.e. the same monitoring-field associated with the same kind of service, are then processed in each intermediate node to check if the estimated quality fulfils the terms of QoS and to guarantee the required level of performance. Fig. 4.25 shows the block diagram of the proposed monitor as a part of the QoS implementation [Vil07].

The monitor is composed of $M$ correlators, each of which is configured to produce a “match” signal for a specific QoS. The number of correlators, $M$, defines the number of type of services or QoS levels provided by the carriers. The correlator is composed of a series of gratings written into a fiber whose principle of operation is similar to the FBG-based correlator explained in this Chapter.
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Fig. 4.25. Block diagram of the OSNR monitor for QoS implementation

Three basic levels are normally defined in the network: best-effort service, differentiated service and guaranteed service [Int03], each of which is defined by a different monitoring-field (i.e. $Q_1$ for best-effort, $Q_2$ for differentiated, and $Q_3$ for guarantee). Thanks to the definition of different $Q$ values, each intermediate node can monitor packet flows with the same QoS requirement independently since the autocorrelation peak activates the OSNR process. In other words, the output of the correlator is compared with a defined threshold so that when the amplitude of the autocorrelation pulse exceeds the threshold level, the monitoring process is activated. Then, from the OSNR value estimated with the correlator, each intermediate node can control whether the transmission meets the QoS and performance requirements specified by the carrier, providing a consistent treatment for each QoS class at every hop. Fig. 4.26 shows the correlator output for three QoS levels. Only in the case where the input signal matches the pattern written into the fiber, an autocorrelation pulse appears and the OSNR monitor is activated. Otherwise, the peak decreases and the OSNR monitoring for the corresponding $Q$ values is inhibited. As commented previously, the definition of different $Q$ values allows the network to offer differentiated services with specific quality requirements. Although no standards for the quality parameters have been defined yet, BER degradation is usually considered as the parameter to be monitored as some applications may tolerate degraded BER and others will not. In case of guaranteed service, the BER value should be lower than $10^{-12}$. In case of differentiated service, some BER degradation is allowed and the BER values vary between $10^{-12}$ and $10^{-6}$. Finally, best-effort service establishes the connectivity with no guarantees so the required BER is not too strict. The corresponding OSNRs for each service depend on the optical receiver. For example, for a typical optical system a BER $< 10^{-12}$ corresponds to an OSNR value higher than 20 dB [Cisco].

In addition, the proposed monitoring system can be integrated with other functions in the packet switching node to take immediate actions when the signal quality is strongly degraded. The beauty of using performance monitors close to the intermediate switching nodes is that the monitored parameters can be associated with the switch controls and label information. Therefore it is possible to
integrate the optical performance monitors with switching nodes for providing network intelligence and fast impairment mitigation.

![Diagram of optical network with QoS classes](image)

**Fig. 4.26.** Independent treatment for each QoS class in the intermediate nodes by means of the use of an optical correlator.

### 4.5.2. Monitoring for OSNR-assisted routing

The combination of the increasing demand for capacity and the trend towards OPS networks creates new challenges to QoS provisioning. In this fully reconfigurable scenario, the optical packets are no longer regenerated in the networks nodes and the changing nature of the traffic demand requires dynamic path computation taking into account the impact of physical impairments on the feasibility of the lightpaths [Kil02]. Therefore, a solution for the integration of the control plane and OPM functions must be implemented. In this context the monitoring information obtained from the optical correlator could assist the routing system which interacts
with the control plane to contribute to the supervision of service level agreement (SLA) fulfilment and efficiently perform routing based on signal quality requirements. Fig. 4.27 shows the proposed interaction between the control plane and the monitoring system. The monitoring system is based on the OSNR monitor presented in this Chapter, but instead of processing a specific word, \( Q \), inserted into the packet header, a set of test packets are periodically sent along the network following different paths (e.g. paths \( P1 \), \( P2 \), \( P3 \), and \( P4 \) shown in Fig. 4.27). These packets are processed in each intermediate node to monitor the network performance.

The link performance information coming from this monitor is then disseminated by the control plane and shared between network nodes to assess the status of all connections. Moreover, the OSNR estimation is added as an additional factor in the routing decision. Then, every link, \( i \), is characterized by a parameter \( \alpha_i \) which includes the signal quality estimated. Since the impairments are additive, the quality degradation of a path is determined by the sum of the \( \alpha_i \) of the traversed links. A maximum value \( \alpha_{MAX} \) associated with QoS requirements is defined. For a dynamic path setup, the control plane investigates the value of this monitoring parameter to calculate potential routes. Among them, lightpaths whose accumulate physical impairments do not exceed \( \alpha_{MAX} \) are possible candidate while the others are no longer considered. Finally, one of these feasible routes is selected. Therefore, this OSNR-assisted routing allows the control plane to establish or select lightpaths taking into account physical impairments and thereby sustaining reliability requirements and keeping the level of quality of service promised to end users.

---

**Fig. 4.27. Interaction between the proposed monitoring system and the control plane**
4.5.3. Path monitoring for restoration functions

As it has been mentioned, the monitoring information obtained by the OSNR monitor can be used for assisting the routing system in order to establish new optical paths based on quality requirements. Apart from this application, the extracted quality parameter could be used by the fault management system to start the recovery mechanisms and also to establish backup paths taking into account performance requirements.

The proposed signal quality monitoring system is based on periodically sending test packets over a supervisory wavelength. The supervisory wavelength is reserved in each link between two adjacent nodes to transmit the test packet, allowing failure detection immediately when the node does not receive any signal. When a failure occurs, the node reports this fault condition to the control plane to start the recovery actions. These packets are processed by the FBG-based correlator in the end nodes to assess the quality of a set of backup paths. Then, the network state is inferred from the result of a set of end-to-end measurements, providing a cost-effective recovery solution. For restoration to be feasible, disjoint backup paths are defined, concept widely used for the design of a survivable WDM optical network because it may be faster, simpler and easier than other restoration techniques [Kod03].

Fig. 4.28 shows the principle of operation of the proposed monitoring system. In this figure, some packets are transported over the working paths $P_1$ and $P_2$, and two disjoint backup paths (dashed lines) which do not share the same links are also defined. The test packets transmitted over each of these backup paths are labelled with a specific data word, $B_1$ and $B_2$, defined in a similar way to the monitoring-field used in the OSNR monitoring technique. Then, the test packets are processed in the destination node to monitor the quality of these backup paths by means of a bank of optical correlators. As in the case of the QoS implementation, each correlator is configured to monitor a specific backup path.
4.6. Summary and conclusions

As other networks, optical impairments degrade the performance of OPS networks and, therefore, monitoring optical signal quality is becoming critically important. In fact, OSNR monitoring is essential for signal quality management in such networks.

Unlike circuit switching, OPS technology routes optical packets over independent paths to their destination so that each packet suffers from different level of degradation. As a result, OPS networks require new technologies to perform OSNR monitoring with fast response directly at the optical physical layer.

In this Chapter, a novel OSNR monitoring technique based on optical correlation has been proposed and demonstrated experimentally. To this end, a specific monitoring field is inserted into the optical label and is processed in each intermediate node. The monitoring system is composed of a circuit responsible of extracting the monitoring field and the monitor itself based on a FBG-based correlator. Along this Chapter, the principle of operation of the OSNR monitoring technique has been described and the basis of the FBG-based correlator has been presented. Simulations have been carried out to properly design the parameters of the correlator. After characterization of this device, the monitoring technique has been experimentally demonstrated. By measuring the noise statistics of the autocorrelation pulse peak power, the OSNR has been estimated with an error...
lower than 0.5 dB. Thereby the autocorrelation peak can be a feasible indicator of the signal impairments in high-speed optical networks.

The advantages of the proposed OSNR monitoring technique are the following:

- The technique provides in-band measurements. It eliminates the extrapolation uncertainty using the out-band approach.

- The technique performs the signal quality monitoring with relaxed speed requirements with respect to typical techniques as the correlator works at the packet rate.

- The FBG-based correlator is easily manufactured.

- The technique offers the possibility of integration with other functions in the packet switching node to take immediate actions when the signal is strongly degraded.

Furthermore, some practical applications of the proposed OSNR monitor have been presented. First, the OSNR monitor could be deployed as part of QoS to ensure that packets are properly treated along the network according to their QoS level. Second, the monitoring information obtained from the optical monitor could be included when calculating new routes for data signals. Indeed, signal quality monitoring information could be added as an additional factor in the routing decision. Finally, the OSNR information could also be utilized for path monitoring for restoration functions.
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Chapter 5

PMD monitoring using XOR gate

5.1. Introduction

Optical packet switching (OPS) technology is particularly attractive as a possible technology for future telecommunication networks. Despite this promising perspective, the technical process of achieving OPS networks requires the successive removal of technical barriers. In fact, Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD) is considered one of the most important sources of transmission degradation, strongly limiting the performance of such next generation networks [Sun02].

PMD is a consequence of the random optical birefringence along the fiber. In first order, it causes an optical signal to decompose into two polarization states travelling with different propagation velocities and thus arriving at different times at the receiver. This difference in arrival time is described by the Differential Group Delay (DGD). This effect generates major signal distortion as the bitrate is increased. So with the trend towards ultrahigh bitrates, PMD phenomena bring about new challenges to the deployment of transmission systems at 40 Gbit/s and beyond due to its statistical nature over time and its dependence on temperature variations [Bul00]. Therefore, it is important to find convenient way to monitor these effects in real-time and to dynamically adapt optical or electronic equalisation/mitigation elements [Wil04].
In the literature some techniques based on electrical power spectrum measurements of the detected signal have been proposed for dynamic PMD monitoring [Tak94, Noe99, Pua00]. However, as signals get faster it is becoming harder to use traditional electrical measurements and a true monitoring of the high-speed optical signal is not possible. Monitoring at the optical domain is a promising solution due to its simplicity, scalability and “on-the-fly” processing capability. All-optical monitors based on the frequency resolved state-of-polarization (FRSOP) method [Bos02] and the degree-of-polarization (DOP) technique [Lan02] have been proposed, but these approaches are not appropriate for high-speed OPS networks because of the slow response of the FRSOP method and the low reliability of the DOP technique when the DGD becomes large. As the optical paths change continuously, different packets can arrive at the node with different DGD values, so real-time DGD packet monitoring is a relevant challenge.

In this Chapter, an all-optical technique for first-order PMD monitoring in OPS networks is proposed. The technique is based on the use of an optical logic XOR gate implemented by an integrated SOA-based Mach–Zehnder interferometer (SOA-MZI) for PMD estimation. Moreover, the output of the XOR gate can act as the control signal for an all-optical 1x2 packet switch, allowing the node taking real-time decisions about packet routing according to the estimated DGD values.

The principle of operation of the whole monitoring system is described in Section 2 where the use of optical logic gates (i.e. SOA-MZI in different configurations) to integrate DGD monitor with switching nodes for providing network intelligence is emphasized. The simulation results presented in Section 3 show successful operation of the architecture. Such operation is confirmed with the experimental validation of the XOR-based monitoring subsystem stated in Section 4. Section 5 gathers the conclusions derived from the work presented in this Chapter.

5.2. Principle of operation

PMD strongly limits the performance of long-haul optical links and next generation networks including OPS networks. Optical packets are forwarded hop-by-hop based on optical packet header information and packet forwarding table at each switching node [Blu00]. In such an OPS network, an optical packet may traverse a number of optical packet switching nodes following its own optical path along the network. Since the label and the payload travel along the same path, there will be a correlation between DGD of the label and payload. This allows a simple method to optically monitor the DGD of a packet without affecting its performance.

 Following this idea, the proposed monitoring system is based on using the packet label to infer the PMD value of the incoming packet. When the packet arrives at the node, the label is extracted and processed in the node for monitoring
purposes, similar to the way explained in Chapter 3. Then, the two orthogonal polarization states of the label are compared by using an optical logic XOR gate implemented by an SOA-MZI for PMD estimation. After the XOR operation, the output of this optical logic gate acts as the control signal for an all-optical 1x2 packet switch so that depending on the estimated PMD, the optical packet can be sent to a real-time, per-packet-basis PMD compensator or dropped if it is strongly degraded. The all-optical 1x2 packet switch is also based on a SOA-MZI, but in optical flip-flop operation as it will be explained later.

The main subsystems comprising the all-optical DGD packet monitor are shown in Fig. 5.1.

![Fig. 5.1. Block diagram of the proposed DGD monitoring system.](image)

Then, when the packet enters the packet switching node, a part of the input optical signal power is tapped and fed into the DGD monitor. Inside the DGD monitor, the label is extracted from the payload and then sent to the DGD monitoring block itself. This block estimates the DGD value for the input label and generates the appropriate control signal to feed the 1x2 latching switch.

### 5.2.1. XOR-based DGD Monitoring

The key component in this system is the XOR-based DGD monitor. The preferred architecture for performing logic operations is based on interferometric structures which often incorporate a nonlinear element in some of its two branches or in both. This nonlinear element adjusts the phase of the signal passing through it to perform the logic operation. The proposed DGD monitor is implemented by an integrated SOA-MZI [Mas03, Pat05, Pou06]. This interferometer is comprised of
two branches in which a SOA is placed. In a basic operation the SOA acts as a nonlinear element, inducing an additional phase change.

The proposed architecture for the XOR-based DGD monitor is shown in Fig. 5.2.

![Fig. 5.2. XOR-based DGD monitor.](image)

The input label splits in two orthogonal polarization modes (TE and TM) using a polarization beam splitter (PBS). Then both signals are compared by means of the logic XOR gate, so delay differences between both polarizations can be detected [Ito02]. The SOA-MZI performs the XOR operation between the two data signals coupled into ports #1 and #3. To this end, a continuous wave light acting as a control signal must be injected through port #4.

In the MZI, both data signals are launched into the SOAs where their carrier densities and thereby the refractive index are modulated. This causes a phase modulation of the control signal propagating through the SOAs according to the intensity variations of the input data signals (cross-phase modulation).

By properly setting the input optical powers and controlling the SOA parameters, the control signal from the two SOAs interferes either constructively or destructively at the output of the interferometer in order to provide the logical XOR operation of the two data sequences [Fje00, Kim02, Mar06]. The output intensity is proportional to

\[ I \propto \sin^2 \left( \frac{\Delta \phi_1 - \Delta \phi_3}{2} \right), \]  

(5.1)
where $\Delta \phi_1$ and $\Delta \phi_3$ are the phase changes introduced to the control signal over the upper and lower branches.

In the case in which both input data are the same, data pulses reach both SOAs, and the phase shift induced to the control signal in each branch is the same. As a result, at port #2 no signal is obtained due to the destructive interference between the input signals. Conversely, when there is input signal in only one port, the refractive index of one branch changes whereas the other one remains unaffected. Then, at port #2, the control signal from the two SOAs is combined and an optical pulse is obtained as a consequence of the constructive interference.

According to the XOR operation, when both data signals (TE and TM modes) are time synchronized (DGD = 0), no pulses are obtained at the SOA-MZI output (port #2). Conversely, as the data signals give up time overlapping (DGD $\neq$ 0), some pulses with increasing energy will appear at the SOA-MZI output (Fig. 5.3). So this output signal may show a measure of the DGD, and it is then used to feed an optical switch to decide about regenerating/routing or dropping the packet.

![Fig. 5.3. Conceptual basis of the XOR-based DGD monitoring.](image)

### 5.2.2. Optical packet switch

The optical packet switch is also based on a SOA-MZI structure with a feedback loop operating in a similar way to an optical flip-flop [Cla05, Cla06]. The principle of operation for this latching circuit is described as follows.
The data packet enters the SOA-MZI which routes it to a specific port depending on the switch state. Initially, the packets are routed to the upper port (regeneration/routing port). Input set and reset pulses applied to the flip-flop induce a change in the switch state if a minimum threshold of optical pulse energy is exceeded. The output from the DGD monitor is used as the Set signal, whereas the Reset signal is obtained by delaying the set pulses the time duration of an optical packet (e.g. set and reset pulses open and close the switching window [Cla06]). So the switch state can be toggled by the output from the DGD monitor. Fig. 5.4 shows the operation of this optical packet switch.

![1x2 Switch Diagram](attachment:image.png)

**Fig. 5.4. Principle of operation of the optical packet switch.**

When the XOR gate estimates a large DGD, the pulse energy at its output exceeds the flip-flop threshold and the input packet is switched to the dropping port (lower port) to reduce the network traffic load in case that successful signal regeneration was not possible. In other case, the flip-flop keeps its state and the input packet is routed to the upper port for packet regeneration and/or routing. The DGD threshold value for which the switching occurs can be adjusted by controlling the pulse power/energy at the XOR output. It should be noted that the control plane must be configured according to the network characteristics and the devices connected to the output ports of the packet switch.
5.3. Simulation results

The proposed DGD monitoring system is tested by means of simulations using the Virtual Photonics Inc. software, VPI.7.1. The objective of the simulations is the evaluation of the whole system to demonstrate the principle of operation employing realistic specifications of commercially available devices such as SOA-MZI parameters, optical powers of laser sources, etc. The schematic under study considers an optical XOR gate based on a SOA-MZI whose output acts as the control signal for the optical packet switch.

The input packets at 1556 nm are generated by externally modulating at 40 Gbit/s an RZ gaussian pulse source. The input label is encoded by phase modulating an 8-bit sequence at 10 Gbit/s (FWHM = 10 ps). The reason for using phase-modulated labels is that a pulse train is required to monitor the DGD. So intensity-modulated labels cannot be used unless a sequence [1 1 1 1 1 ....] is appended to the label. Typical optical packet networks are based on the use of low bitrate optical labels. The main reason of using a bitrate lower than the packet is that the processing of such labels is mainly limited by technological reasons. In fact, the performance of the XOR-based DGD monitor is very dependent on the operation speed. Bitrates up to 10 Gbit/s are easily handled by current SOA-MZI technology, but for bitrates of 40 Gbit/s and beyond, the performance is reduced and the implementation of alternative techniques, such as the differential scheme approach [Che02], is required. The XOR gate with a differential scheme will be discussed in next sections.

The data peak power is adjusted at 1 mW at the input of the optical switch whereas the label peak power is 10 mW. To emulate the PMD waveform distortion, polarization-maintaining fibers with DGDs from 0 to 50 ps are used. The input label is extracted by means of a label extraction circuit and processed at the XOR-based DGD monitor in order to estimate the PMD introduced by the fiber. The subsystem responsible for separating the label from the payload is based on a packet clock recovery circuit and an additional high-speed SOA-MZI optical gate configured to perform a simple Boolean AND operation [Bin02]. This subsystem was explained in more detail in Chapter 3.

First, simulations of the XOR-based DGD monitor using a schematic similar to Fig. 5.2 are carried out. The input label is split in two orthogonal polarization modes using a polarization beam splitter and the resulting signals are sent to the SOA-MZI. The input signal peak power can be optimized in order to achieve an optimum performance of the system. To this end, the input signal peak power is set to 10 mW. In addition, the incoming signals arriving at the XOR gate should have the same peak power to avoid power fluctuations arising from power unbalance.
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The schematic used for simulations considers a SOA-MZI-based XOR gate, followed by an optical pass-band filter to suppress the ASE noise. A transmission-line laser model technique has been applied to model the SOAs [Low87]. The SOAs in the MZIs are characterized by a length of 1 mm, a linewidth enhancement factor of 3, a confinement factor of 0.3, and a drive current of 250 mA. In the simulations, a CW light in counter-propagation is used as the control signal and a pump signal at 1550.4 nm is also applied to the XOR gate to accelerate the SOAs carrier density response. The reader is referred to Appendix B for further details of the simulations.

Fig. 5.5 shows the output signal from the XOR gate for different DGD values. As it can be seen, as the DGD value increases, some pulses appear at the output of the XOR gate. The higher the DGD is, the higher the number of pulses and their energies.

![Fig. 5.5. XOR gate output for different DGD values.](image)

Once it has been seen that the presence of DGD has a clear effect on the output of the XOR, Fig. 5.6 shows the average power obtained at the output of the XOR monitor as a function of the DGD. As expected from the previous results shown in Fig. 5.5, the measured power grows with DGD and thereby this power can be used for DGD monitoring.

As said previously, the output of the XOR-based DGD monitor is used as the control signal of the 1x2 latching switch. Then, the control signal toggles the switch state when its energy exceeds the flip-flop threshold. This threshold can be adjusted by controlling the pulse energy from the XOR output so that packets suffering from a large DGD are switched to the dropping port in case that appropriate DGD compensation is not feasible. Standard receiver tolerance to PMD is just 10% of a bit period which means that at high bitrates this tolerance falls.
to just few picoseconds. According to this margin, the DGD threshold is set at 20 ps which matches an average power around 3.5 mW, as shown in Fig. 5.6. Therefore, the flip-flop switching threshold should be set to this optical power (set pulses). As a result, the incoming packets are routed to the corresponding port depending on XOR output power.

![Fig. 5.6. Average power at the output of the XOR gate as a function of DGD value.](image)

Having validated the principle of operation of the XOR-based DGD monitor, the next step is to demonstrate the switching operation by using the XOR output as the control signal (i.e. set pulses). The all-optical latching circuit is also based on a SOA-MZI structure with a feedback loop operating in a similar way to an optical flip-flop, as commented before. The diagram of the simulated schematic used for validating the switching operation is shown in Fig. 5.7.

The data packet enters the SOA-MZI through the port #1. To allow the operation of the latching circuit the output from a 1553.6-nm continuous-wave (CW) laser is injected into Port #2 of the SOA-MZI. The power of the CW laser is 16 mW. In absence of other input signals, a 1553.6-nm CW power appears at Port #3 of the SOA-MZI, whereas no signal exits through Port #6. The Set signal coming from the XOR output is applied to Port #7, whereas the Reset signal is obtained by delaying the set pulses (in the simulations the delay is set to 3.6 ns) and applied to Port #5.
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The energies of the Reset/Set pulses depend on the DGD value and both signals are used to toggle the state of the optical switch.

![Diagram of 1x2 optical switch based on a SOA-MZI with a feedback loop.](image)

**Fig. 5.7. 1x2 optical switch based on a SOA-MZI with a feedback loop.**

The parameters used in the simulation are summarized in Table 5.1. For further information the reader is referred to Appendix B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CW laser power</td>
<td>16 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{cw}$</td>
<td>1553.6 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data packet peak power</td>
<td>1 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{data}$</td>
<td>1556 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set/Reset pulses</td>
<td>Coming from XOR gate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA bias current</td>
<td>400 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA length</td>
<td>500 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA linewidth enhancement factor</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous emission factor</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain coefficient linear</td>
<td>$3\times10^{-20}$ m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confinement factor</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The simulation results of the switching operation can be observed in Fig. 5.8, where the packets at each output port are depicted. As it can be seen, the input packets are switched to each output port depending on their DGD values experienced during transmission. For DGD higher than 20 ps, the packets (first and second ones) are routed to the dropping port, whereas for lower DGD the packets (third one) are routed to the regeneration port. This is the consequence of the dependence of the switching threshold (power of set pulses) on the DGD value, as commented before.

![Simulation results of switching operation](image)

**Fig. 5.8.** Simulation results of switching operation: packets at 40 Gbit/s; XOR output for different DGD values (set pulses); reset pulses; dropping port; regeneration/routing port.

The quality of the signal can be degraded as the incoming data power increases. Then, to ensure good performance of the switching operation the power of the input packets should be lower than the CW laser power. To this end, the data peak power is adjusted at 1 mW. Less than 0.5 dB power penalty is produced with this power value (see Fig. 5.9).
The performance of the switching operation is also assessed by means of the ON–OFF contrast ratio, defined as the power ratio of the signal in the bar state to the signal in the cross state at the same output port, obtaining values higher than 10 dB.

5.4. Experimental validation

As explained in previous sections, the key element in the DGD monitor is the XOR gate which detects the delay differences that the two orthogonal states of polarization of the signal suffer along the fiber. After the simulation characterization of the monitoring system, its principle of operation is validated experimentally by means of the setup shown in Fig. 5.10.

The input label is generated through external modulation of a RZ Gaussian pulse source at 1557 nm. The optical pulse source is a mode-locked fiber ring laser generating a 10 GHz pulse train (Calmar Optics). The label is composed of 8 bits at high level (i.e. label= [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]). The modulating signal driving the Mach–
Zehnder modulator (MZM) (Corning) is obtained from a 10 Gbit/s electrical PRBS equipment (SHF). The RZ-modulated signal is then amplified using an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and filtered to minimize the ASE noise using 1-nm optical filter. The polarization state for the input signal is controlled at the input of the PBS in order to launch at 45° the optical signal onto the PBS. Then the signal is divided into two orthogonal polarization states with the same power and launched to the SOA-MZI. The control signal is generated from a CW laser in a counter-propagation scheme. During the experiment, the polarization states for the CW and the data signal are controlled at the SOA-MZI inputs for an optimum performance, although the polarization dependence is found to be very low (1 dB). The SOA-MZI has been provided by The Centre for Integrated Photonics (CIP) and it has four input–output ports on each side. Each of the MZI couplers has a 3-dB splitting ratio. The SOAs are characterized by a length of 2 mm, a gain of 20 dB and a saturated gain recovery time of 25 ps. The optical power injected into the arms of the SOA-MZI is 4 mW. Both SOAs are biased with 150 mA current, and the FWHM of the pulses at the input of the SOA-MZI is 20 ps. Optical delay lines are used to emulate the DGD, obtaining values from 0 to 200 ps. Concretely, two electrically controlled variable optical delay lines are used to fine-tune the DGD values in the range from 0 to 200 ps.

**Fig. 5.10. Experimental setup.**

First, the influence of the DGD on the XOR gate output may be observed in Fig. 5.11 when the input label [1 0 0 1] is injected to the XOR gate. It can be seen that optical pulses are obtained when the input signal exhibits some DGD. The energy of these pulses is increasing with higher DGD values, providing a feasible indicator for DGD estimation. This behaviour is also stated in Fig. 5.12, observing the increment in the output power.
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Fig. 5.11. Effect of the first-order PMD on the XOR gate output, label = [1 0 0 1] (Time: 100ps/div).

Fig. 5.12. XOR output for different DGD values (label = [1 0 0 1]): (A) 0 ps; (B) 25 ps; (C) 50 ps; (D) 100 ps; (E) 150 ps; (F) 200 ps.
Now, the monitoring system is validated by introducing the input label \([1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1]\) at 10 Gbit/s. Fig. 5.13 shows the average power of these pulses as a function of the DGD value. It can be seen that the average power is less than \(-10\) dBm when the DGD value is nearly zero, as the two data signals at the input of the XOR gate are almost synchronized. When the DGD is higher, some pulses appear at the output of the XOR gate and the average power increases. The maximum average power is achieved for a DGD value equal to half the bit period (this maximum depends on the pulse width). From the maximum on, the data signals start being overlapped again and so the average power begins to decrease to a local minimum. This minimum is obtained for a DGD equal to the bit period. However, some average power is measured for DGD = 100 ps because the optical label has finite length (8 bit) and two optical pulses appear at the output of the XOR gate in this case. The solid line corresponds to the experimental measurements (FWHM \(\sim\) 20 ps), whereas the dashed-dotted lines are simulation results (FWHM = 10, 20 and 25 ps). A good correlation between both results can be observed. The slight deviation is produced by the ASE noise introduced by the EDFA and the SOA-MZI. Indeed, for low DGD values, where the output power is very low and the average power is dominated by the noise level, such slope deviation is produced because the noise generated by the VPI is not exactly the same as the real noise.

**Fig. 5.13.** Average power at the output of the XOR gate as a function of DGD value: simulations and experiment (Input label = \([1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1]\)).
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To overcome this mismatch between the simulation and experimental curves for low DGD values, a training of the system should be done at the first stage of the transmission. During the training process, the DGD monitor calculates the output power of the system for different DGD values and adjusts the curve which will be used for DGD monitoring. Afterwards, from the measured output power the DGD will be estimated.

In conclusion, these experimental results validate the monitoring approach. The next step consists of using these output pulses from the XOR gate as the control signal for an optical switch. The use of a SOA-MZI as latching switch was already demonstrated in [Cla06]. To achieve proper operation, the input set and reset pulses must provide enough energy. This may be controlled by using an EDFA at the output of the XOR monitor to set the DGD threshold. So the proposed approach is a flexible and viable technique to address packet routing decisions based on performance monitoring in packet-switched networks.

5.5. Summary and conclusions

With the increasing interest in performing the basic networking functionalities in the optical domain to achieve bitrate transparency, all-optical logic gates have become key elements in the implementation of such functionalities. Apart from the importance of logic gates in the field of optical signal processing, in this Chapter an all-optical DGD monitor based on a logic XOR gate for OPS networks has been proposed. This XOR-based DGD monitor detects the delay differences that the two orthogonal states of polarization of the signal suffer along the fiber, obtaining an increment in the output pulse power as DGD increases. On the other hand, the output of the XOR gate acts as the control signal for an all-optical 1x2 packet switch operating in a similar way to an optical flip-flop. Therefore, the whole proposed system is based on all-optical logic gates, particularly a XOR gate and an optical flip-flop.

SOA-based architectures are very attractive to implement these logic gates since they can exhibit a strong change of the refractive index together with high gain. Furthermore, SOAs allow for photonic integration. Indeed, photonic integration seems to be a very promising solution to make this kind of architectures more compact and scalable. Among all the architectures, SOAs under a MZI configuration show very good results as well as being a very versatile scheme to implement the most important logic functions [Fje00, Kan00, Kim06]. Concretely, in this Chapter a logic XOR gate implemented in an integrated SOA-MZI for DGD monitoring has been proposed. In addition, the all-optical 1x2 packet switch is also based on a SOA-MZI with a feedback loop operating as an optical flip-flop.
In this Chapter, the principle of operation of the proposed monitoring system has been described. First, the basis of the XOR-based DGD monitor implemented in a SOA-MZI has been presented. Later on, real-time packet routing decisions have been demonstrated by using the output of the DGD monitor as the control signal for the all-optical latching circuit. Once introduced their principle of operation, the architecture has been tested by means of simulations using the Virtual Photonics Inc. software. These simulations have successfully validated the operation of all the blocks of the system. In fact, simulation results have shown that the XOR gate output can be used as a feasible indicator of the DGD value and that the packets can be switched to a specific port depending on the estimated DGD value. Finally, experimental results have been carried out to demonstrate the XOR-based monitoring subsystem, showing similar behaviour to the simulations results.

Although the SOA-MZI architecture is very versatile and allows photonic integration, the use of SOAs with slow recovery times introduces a limitation in the operating bitrate of the gate. As commented at the beginning of the Chapter, the reason of using a label with bitrate lower than the packet was that the processing of such labels was mainly limited by this technological constraint, limiting the operation to 10 Gbit/s. However, the implementation of the differential scheme approach reduces this limitation, enabling the operation with 40 Gbit/s data signals [Web03]. Fig. 5.14 shows the proposed architecture of the XOR-based DGD monitor with the differential block placed at the input of the SOA-MZI.
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After the PBS, the two orthogonal polarization states are combined by using the differential scheme as follows: in port #1, TE state data is combined with a delayed and attenuated version of the TM state data, while in port #3, TM state data is combined with a delayed and attenuated version of the TE state data. By properly adjusting the values of these delays and attenuations, the logic XOR operation of the 40-Gbit/s input data is performed. Moreover, together with the differential scheme, a pre-processing state comprised of an optical sampler and a time-stretcher may be used to reduce the speed requirements.

Up to now, the advantages of using optical gates for monitoring purposes have been commented. However, the main advantage of the proposed monitoring is its ability to monitor the DGD on a packet-by-packet basis. In fact, DGD is a critical limiting factor in OPS networks operating at high bitrates. Thus, DGD monitoring is essential for signal quality management in these networks. Therefore, a DGD monitor with fast response and “on-the-fly” operation is highly desirable. As it was just said, the proposed scheme allows real-time DGD monitoring at the optical domain, offering a promising solution due to its simplicity, scalability, and integration capability. Furthermore, this technique provides a better quality estimation of the PMD values than electronic-measurement-based techniques since the measurements are directly done at the optical domain.

Due to the statistical nature of PMD, it is not only important to find convenient way to perform the monitoring in real-time, but also to adapt dynamically optical or electronic equalisation/mitigation elements [Kho01, Der02, Lan04]. At this point, a PMD compensator block may be included in the proposed system so that PMD should also be compensated on a real-time, per-packet basis. Then, once determined the PMD value of the incoming packet, the polarization of both signal components can be altered to correct itself. Fig. 5.15 shows a conceptual diagram of the interaction between the DGD and PMD monitor.

![Fig. 5.15. Conceptual diagram of the interaction between DGD monitor and the compensator element.](image-url)
On the other hand, another point of special interest is the possibility of taking real-time packet routing decisions according to the estimated DGD values. This feature allows the integration of the DGD monitor with switching nodes to provide certain level of network intelligence.
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Chapter 6

All-optical TTL decrementing using XOR gates

6.1. Introduction

In OPS networks, the optical label is used to make routing decisions and forwarding operations at the optical nodes. Apart from this functionality, the processing of the optical labels allows new optical signal processing technologies to be implemented to facilitate high-performance packet routing and networking, such as optical time-to-live (TTL) [Yoo05].

Routing loop is a serious problem in packet-switched networks, which can cause severe overload and congestion in the network [Pax97]. Unlike electronic IP networks, OPS networks can have long fiber links between optical router hops, and fiber transmission errors may create errant packets. One commonly-employed method to prevent these loops from strangling the bandwidth of a network is to use a “time-to-live” (TTL) field within the label of a packet. The TTL field determines the maximum numbers of hops a packet can take before getting dropped for being too “old” for the network.

Following this concept, the TTL technique can also be effective as an OPM technique. Every time a packet goes through one hop in the network its quality is reduced. So the maximum degradation that a packet can support matches a maximum number of router hops (TTL value).
On the other hand, the TTL-based monitoring technique allows OPS networks to offer differentiated services to accommodate the different requirements of various clients [Ben00, Kil04]. Packets entering the network must be analyzed to determine their QoS requirements depending on the kind of network service, and then, the TTL value corresponding to the network service is determined. Then, the maximum number of router hops (TTL value) refers to the maximum degradation that a packet can support depending on the type of service transmitted.

Recent works have demonstrated optical TTL using ultra-short pulse bursts and nonlinear effects [Hun02, McGe03], but these methods are complex and difficult. Another TTL method is based on OSNR [Yang04] which requires electronic label processing. However, all-optical techniques are desirable in high-speed OPS networks because they provide low latency and can process the optical packets “on-the-fly”.

In this Chapter, a novel TTL method based on the use of optical logic XOR gates is proposed. All-optical decrementing of a packet’s TTL field requires optical implementation of a binary subtraction algorithm which is based on decrementing-via-inversion. The 1-bit subtractor is demonstrated employing a cascade of two SOA-based Mach-Zehnder interferometers (SOA-MZIs). In Section 2 the principle of operation is explained and the architecture of the subtractor is presented. In Section 3 the proposed technique is validated by means of simulations, showing a good extinction ratio (higher than 10 dB) at the output of the 1-bit subtractor. Conclusions are addressed in Section 4.

6.2. TTL-based monitoring system

6.2.1. Basis of the TTL-based monitoring

The packets in transparent OPS networks remain in the optical domain where the OSNR of the packets will decrease as the packets go through more hops in the network, due to repeated attenuation and amplifications at each router and fiber links. In order to illustrate this effect, the degradation experienced by the packets in each node is monitored by using the optical performance monitoring configuration shown in Fig. 6.1. An optical packet is transported through a series of optical routers to its destination. Optical taps at various network sites are used to monitor the optical signal in the network.
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In a generic 30-nodes network, the OSNR monitoring behaviour is examined [Kil03]. The signal power is assumed to be constant at all nodes, and therefore noise is measured relative to the signal power as the inverse of the OSNR. Fig. 6.2 shows the OSNR as a function of distance or number of nodes. Considering different end terminal BER values (curves for $10^{-12}$ down to $10^{-5}$ BER), the maximum OSNR degradation that packets can suffer to fulfil certain quality level can be extracted. For example, the difference between the curve for $10^{-12}$ and the curve for $10^{-9}$ is the minimum OSNR degradation at each node (monitoring point) that will pull the end terminal BER below the threshold of $10^{-9}$. For the first ten nodes, the OSNR drops rapidly from one node to the next so one expects large drops in OSNR in order to impact the BER. Beyond ten nodes, the OSNR drops more gradually from node to nodes and smaller changes in OSNR can impact the end terminal BER. Then, in order to guarantee a certain signal quality at the end terminal, the number of hops inside the network must be limited.

![Image of network configuration with OPMs at taps](image)

Fig. 6.1. Optical performance monitoring network configuration. Monitors (OPM) are placed at taps in various network sites.

![Graph showing OSNR as a function of node number or distance](image)

Fig. 6.2. OSNR as a function of node number or distance [Kil03].
As said before, in OPS networks packets coming from different services may have different quality of service (QoS) requirements depending on the type of service transported [Gil02]. In optical networks the performance parameter list is based on real-time requirements, signal quality specifications (i.e. BER) and availability requisites [Cae07]. According to these requirements, three basic levels are normally defined in the network: best-effort service, differentiated service, and guarantee service. Therefore, to accommodate the different quality of service levels of the services, new monitoring techniques must be deployed as part of service-differentiation functionalities. In fact, the TTL value (i.e. the maximum number of router hops) can be defined to guarantee that packets do not exceed the maximum degradation acceptable for a certain type of service. Then, packets entering the network must be analyzed to determine their QoS requirements, and thereby setting the TTL value. Afterwards, each time the packet goes through one hop in the network, the TTL is decremented by ‘1’. When the packet’s TTL reaches zero, the packet is discarded or sent to a regenerator element.

6.2.2. Description of the system

A conceptual diagram of how the TTL module might operate within an optical switching node is shown in Fig. 6.3. A packet with a binary TTL field enters the switching node and the TTL module. The TTL module checks the TTL of the incoming packet – if it is nonzero, the TTL is decremented by one and the packet passes through to the optical switch fabric. If the TTL of the incoming packet is zero, a control signal is generated to drop the packet or to send it to a regeneration element. Optically decrementing the TTL by “1” requires optical implementation of a binary subtraction algorithm [Fow93, Jeon98]. In the next section, the proposed 1-bit subtraction algorithm will be explained.

**Fig. 6.3. Operation of the TTL module**
6.2.3. 1-bit binary subtraction

Decrementing a TTL field by “1” requires the implementation of a binary subtraction algorithm. Considering any arbitrary starting binary word this results in the least-significant-bit (LSB) being inverted (1 minus 1 is 0, while 0 minus 1 results in 1). If the LSB is a “1” bit, the subtraction is complete, as no borrowing is necessary. However, if the LSB is a “0” bit, the next higher column must be reduced by “1” as a result of the borrowing process. This process continues with additional borrowing until a “1” bit is encountered. After inverting the “1” bit, the subtraction is completed. Next the 1-bit subtraction process is shown with two examples in Fig. 6.4.

![Fig. 6.4. Examples of the 1-bit subtraction process.](image)

As it can be seen, this results in a set of bits being replaced by their conjugates (beginning with the LSB up-to-and-including the first “1” bit).

6.2.4. Architecture of the 1-bit binary subtractor

Decrementing the TTL field requires editing the packet header, something easy in electronics, but often difficult in optical systems. Indeed, previous approaches to implement an all-optical binary subtractor are complex. In this section, a novel TTL method based on the use of optical logic XOR gates implemented in SOA-MZI devices is proposed. The architecture of the 1-bit binary subtractor is shown in Fig. 6.5. It is mainly based on two SOA-MZI devices configured as a Boolean logic XOR gate [Mar02]. The first XOR gate is a SOA-MZI with feedback architecture. However, the second gate is based on the principle of operation of the XOR gate explained in the Chapter 5. Both SOA-MZIs are normally off (i.e. π phase difference between the arms), so the control pulses only appear at the output if both data inputs are different. The proper interconnection between the two XOR gates leads to the desired subtraction operation explained above.
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Fig. 6.5. Architecture of the all-optical 1-bit TTL subtractor.

XOR with feedback structure

The all-optical XOR gate with feedback consists of a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) structure, in which there is one SOA placed in each branch of the interferometer, followed by a feedback network, which will adapt the output of the gate to become the control signal for successive comparisons. The feedback loop consists of an optical amplifier, an optional band-pass filter and a delay element for time synchronization between pulses. The optical filter, centred at the control signal wavelength, reduces the propagation of ASE noise through the feedback loop. Moreover, the optical amplifier adjusts the power level of the output pulses so that a feedback loop gain close to the unity is achieved. To avoid lasing at the operating wavelength, a phase shifter may be used.

Fig. 6.6 shows how two data signals enter into the gate, coupled with the control signal. In this architecture a pulsed optical signal is used as the control signal. This control signal enables the device operation. Only when an optical pulse is present at the input #4 of the SOA-MZI, the 1-bit logic XOR operation is performed. The control signal must be matched temporally with the first bit of the sequences to compare. Data signals and the control signal counter-propagate...
inside the SOAs to avoid crosstalk. Furthermore, when the two incoming bits are different, the output of the SOA-MZI (port #2) is also an optical pulse, which after optically processed is feedback to the input of the SOA-MZI (port #4) as an enabling signal for the comparison of the next two bits. Otherwise (i.e. incoming compared bits are the same), no pulse at the output is obtained and the gate is disabled.

Once introduced the principle of operation of the XOR with feedback structure, the architecture of the 1-bit binary subtractor is explained in detail.

The power of the incoming TTL word is split: one fraction enters the first XOR gate (XOR₁) through port #1 after a 1-bit time delay, whereas the other enters the second one (XOR₂) through port #1. The logic XOR₁ gate has a feedback loop which redirects its output pulses as a control signal for the successive incoming bits, as commented before [Mar06]. These control pulses act as enabling signal for the XOR gate. As a result of the interconnection of Fig. 6.5, optical pulses are obtained at the output port #2 of XOR₁ as long as the two data bits (input ports #1 and #3) are different and the control signal (port #4) is at high level. If there is a bit comparison between two data bits which are the same, then no output pulse is obtained at port #2 and the gate is inhibited, as the control signal will be at low level from now on. The output from XOR₁ is then used as one of the two data inputs to XOR₂. In this case, the control signal is a pulse train. At the output of XOR₂, a 1-bit decremented TTL field is obtained. Finally, the signal is filtered again, as well as power equalized using a saturable absorber.

Fig. 6.6. XOR with feedback architecture.
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An example of operation of the 1-bit subtractor is schematically depicted in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8, whereas its Boolean logic principle of operation is explained in Fig. 6.9. The gate requires control pulses to do the XOR operation. Otherwise it is disabled and no output is obtained. So the control input is also used to disable the gate when required (after the first “1” bit in the TTL input). The initial pulse is needed to enable the XOR gate initially and must be synchronized with the TTL signal. Synchronization issues can be addressed in a similar way to that shown in [Keh06].

Fig. 6.7. Example of operation. TTL= [0 1 0 0]; 1-bit decremented TTL= [0 0 1 1].
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Fig. 6.8. Detail of the signals in several points of the architecture, showing the operation of the whole system for TTL = [0 1 0 0].

As explained in the 1-bit binary subtraction algorithm, to achieve a binary subtraction, a set of bits are replaced by their conjugates (beginning with the LSB up-to-and including the first ‘1’ bit). Therefore, the first XOR gate provides ‘1’ bits up to the first ‘1’ bit in the TTL input. So the second XOR gate conjugates the TTL input bits up-to-and including the first ‘1’ bit, leading to the desired subtraction operation (see Fig. 6.9).
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6.3. Results and discussion

The proposed TTL decrementing technique is tested by means of simulations using the Virtual Photonics Inc. software VPI.7.1. These simulations aim to demonstrate the subtraction operation employing practical devices. The VPI simulation schematic for all-optical TTL decrementing follows the configuration illustrated in Fig. 6.5. This scheme is mainly based on two SOA-MZI devices configured as a Boolean logic XOR gate. The first XOR gate is a SOA-MZI with feedback architecture. However, the second gate is based on the principle of operation of the XOR gate explained in the Chapter 5. The physical parameters of the SOAs of the MZI are optimized to perform the XOR operation (The SOAs of both XOR gates have the same physical parameters), shown in Table 6.1.

The input TTL signal at 1558 nm is generated by externally modulating at 10 Gb/s an RZ Gaussian pulse source (FWHM = 5 ps). The data peak power at the input of the SOA-MZIs is adjusted to 3 mW. In the case of the XOR gate with the feedback loop, an initial pulse is needed to enable the XOR gate initially. To this end, an RZ Gaussian pulse source at 1558 nm is used. After that, the feedback loop redirects the XOR output as a control signal for the successive incoming bits. The feedback loop consists of an optical amplifier, an optical filter and a delay element. The gain amplifier is properly adjusted to have a loop gain close to the unity. The optical delay is also tuned to synchronize the control signal with the input TTL signal. In the case of the second XOR gate, the control signal is a pulse train.
at 1558 nm with a pulse peak power of 2 mW and a FWHM of 5 ps. In both XOR gates, a pump signal at 1550 nm is applied to the SOA-MZIs to accelerate the SOAs carrier density response. The power of the pump signal is 10 mW. Reference is made to Appendix B (Section 2) for further details of the VPI simulation setup.

Table 6.1. SOA physical parameters used in simulations of both XOR gates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOA bias current</td>
<td>250 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA length</td>
<td>600 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA linewidth enhancement factor</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous emission factor</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confinement factor</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial carrier density</td>
<td>3.5x10^{24} 1/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier density transparency</td>
<td>1.5x10^{24} 1/m³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6.10. The incoming TTL field (1101000) is depicted in Fig. 6.10.(a), whereas the output of the subtractor (1100111) is depicted in Fig. 6.10.(b). The LSB enters first in time into the subtractor. As it can be seen, the architecture works properly (a set of bits being replaced by their conjugates, beginning with the LSB up-to-and-including the first “1” bit: 1101000 – 1 = 1100111). In order to equalize the power levels of the output signal, a saturable absorber was used in the results of Fig. 6.10.(c). The performance of the technique is assessed by means of the extinction ratio, obtaining values higher than 10 dB. Although RZ signals are used, the proposed system also works for a NRZ TTL input provided that RZ control pulses are injected into the XOR gates.
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Fig. 6.10. Simulation results (LSB bit enters first in time).

After that, in order to validate the cascading functionality, the output of a first subtractor was used as the input of a second one and so on up to four iterations. Fig. 6.11 shows the obtained results. As it can be seen, the TTL field is decremented by 1 each time from an initial value of (100) in Fig. 6.11.(a) to a final zero (i.e. 000) value in Fig. 6.11.(e).
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Fig. 6.11. Example of recursive TTL decrementing reaching zero.
The TTL decremented field emerged with a time delay of 29 ps in our simulations. This delay does not depend on the number of bits, but on the XOR gate processing time. Basically, the TTL processing time slightly increases the latency of the optical node.

As the TTL field is used to estimate the possible signal quality degradation (OPM technique) in terms of router hops, when this field reaches zero a control signal could be generated so that the router drops the packet or sends it to a regeneration element. To this end, an optical flip-flop circuit may be used [Cla04].

Finally, in order to test the performance of the proposed technique, the Q-factor is measured at the output of the subtractor for several recursive operations. The performance of the proposed architecture is dependent on the number of stages. The simulation results are depicted in Fig. 6.12, where the Q-factor of the output of the subtractor is depicted as a function of the iterations.

![Graph showing Q-factor of the TTL field as a function of the number of subtraction operations.](image-url)
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As it can be seen in Fig. 6.12, the Q-factor is reduced when increasing the number of iterations due to the accumulated ASE noise introduced by the SOAs. Therefore, the 1-bit subtractor may be limited for a high number of operations. Obviously, the maximum number of subtractions (TTL field initial value) depends on specific parameters of the SOA-MZI devices and the ASE noise generated. Experimental demonstrations [Yux01] showed that up to 11 cascaded SOA may be used with good performance.

These simulation results are provided as a proof of concept and should be confirmed during the experimental phase. As said in Chapter 5, SOA-based architectures are very attractive to implement XOR logic gates as well as allowing photonic integration. In fact, architectures based on cascaded SOA-MZIs provide potentially to build a fully-integrated circuit. To this end, a photonic-integrated feedback loop is required in the first XOR gate [Mar06]. Short loops have long been a major deterrent for feedback based optical logic. The maximum overall loop delay allowed by the gate is given by 1/R, where R is the bitrate (100 ps @ 10 Gbit/s, or 25 ps @ 40 Gbit/s). To obtain a 100-ps round-trip time in the feedback loop (10 Gbit/s operation), small radius waveguide bends are needed which can be achieved employing high-index silica waveguides (~1-mm radius) or other fabrication technologies such as a deep/shallow double etching process (~100-μm radius) [Hill05]. For 40 Gbit/s operation and beyond, the use of new promising technologies such as two-dimensional photonic crystal (2D-PC) slabs for manufacturing ultra-small PICs are a suitable choice to implement the proposed architecture solving the speed constraint of the feedback loop [Tan02].

6.4. Conclusions

In typical IP networks packets incorporate a “time-to-live” (TTL) field to reduce the network congestion caused by misrouted packets. To this end, the TTL field is decremented by one at each hop within the network and when this value reaches zero, the packet is dropped. Following this concept, the proposed TTL technique is also a valuable technique for optical performance monitoring in packet-switched networks. Every time a packet goes through one hop in the network its quality is reduced. So the maximum degradation that a packet can support matches a maximum number of router hops (TTL value). Moreover, this field can be used to provide service-differentiation functionalities. Then, packets entering the network must be analyzed to determine their QoS requirements, and thereby setting the corresponding TTL value.

To begin a move toward all-optical routing within the network core, it may be necessary to implement this TTL decrementing process in the optical domain. In this Chapter, a novel TTL method based on the use of optical logic XOR gates has been proposed. The 1-bit subtractor is based on two cascaded SOA-MZIs in XOR configuration. The first XOR incorporates a feedback loop structure, as explained in
Section 2. The proper interconnection between the two XOR gates leads to the desired subtraction operation.

To perform the all-optical TTL decrementing, a binary subtraction algorithm based on decrementing-via-inversion has been proposed. The implementation of this algorithm results in a set of bits being replaced by their conjugates, beginning with the LSB up-to-and-including the first “1” bit.

Simulation results have shown that SOA-MZI devices acting as logic XOR gates can be used as the main functional blocks to implement an all-optical TTL subtractor. If the value of the TTL field within the packet is nonzero, the TTL is decremented via a decrementing-via-inversion process and the packet passes through the module. If the TTL field reaches zero, however, the module generates a signal that can be used to drop the packet or send it to a regeneration element. This technique is independent of the length of the TTL and packet, demands no electronic control, and requires no guard time between the end of the TTL field and the rest of the packet.

The technique has been validated at 10 Gbit/s, although it may be also extended to higher bitrates. To this end, a photonic-integrated feedback loop is required in the first XOR gate. Moreover, another way to extend the bitrate operation of the TTL subtractor is by using a differential scheme placed at the input of the SOA-MZI. This solution enables the operation with 40 Gbit/s data signals as shown in [Web03].

The performance of the architecture has been assessed by using the extinction ratio, obtaining values higher than 10 dB. Furthermore, in order to validate the cascading functionality, the Q-factor has been measured at the output of the subtractor for several recursive operations, showing that the performance of the architecture is dependent on the number of iterations. The simulation results show that the Q-factor is reduced by increasing the number of bits, mainly due to ASE noise introduced by the SOAs. Obviously, the maximum number of subtractions (TTL field initial value) depends on specific parameters of the SOA-MZI devices and the ASE noise generated.
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Chapter 7

PMD monitoring using RF tones

7.1. Introduction

In the Chapter 5 the importance of monitoring the Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD) has been stated, especially when considering high-speed networks. In fact, PMD is considered one of the most important sources of transmission degradation, strongly limiting the performance of such next generation networks [Sun02]. PMD is different from other impairments due to its time-dependent variation which requires the monitoring of signal quality in an optical system in order to either dynamically tune a compensator or for network control and management. Thus, for the efficient compensation of PMD, the monitoring techniques should be able to accurately estimate the PMD value.

Unlike conventional optical communication, optical channels in OPS networks may consist of different packets. They could originate from diverse sources and traverse different optical links. In such a dynamic scenario, PMD must be monitored on a packet-by-packet basis and in real time.

As explained in Chapter 3, many monitoring techniques use spectral-tone-based RF spectrum measurements for signal quality monitoring. These techniques are very attractive due to their potential fast response time (sub-ms), its simplicity, and the fact that these spectral tones travel the complete optical path with the baseband signal so that are subject to the same degradations as the baseband signal.
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Among the parameters that these techniques can monitor, it has been reported the PMD monitoring with high-frequency tones [Ros00, Nez01, Ji04] and also with the clock tones [Nez04a, Nez04b, Liz06]. The former techniques have some limitations, including: a) the spectral tone could interfere with the spectral components of data and cause power penalty, b) there are difficulties in making the effect of chromatic dispersion (CD) and PMD independent, c) the system performances could be deteriorated by the cross-gain modulation (XGM) of an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and/or stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) due to the ghost tone creation, and d) using high-frequency tones demand high bandwidth electronic devices [Sun97, Chu00]. The last techniques, based on clock tones, solve some of these limitations since they do not introduce any extra tone, but for high bitrates they still require high-frequency devices, increasing the cost of the system. To avoid the use of these high-frequency devices, in the Chapter 5 an all-optical PMD monitoring technique has been investigated. However, given the simplicity of the concept of RF spectrum measurements, in this Chapter, two clock-tone-based PMD monitoring techniques, which are CD and OSNR-insensitive, are proposed. The main feature of these techniques is that they provide a cost-effective solution appropriate for the high-speed networks.

Both PMD monitoring techniques are based on adding an additional optical carrier shifted with respect to the data carrier to create at very low frequencies new RF tones generated by the beating between the clock tone and this additional optical carrier. Unlike the other monitoring techniques presented in this Thesis, the first-order PMD monitoring methods proposed in this Chapter perform the monitoring by measuring the RF tone power. In previous chapters it has been explained that a specific field (i.e. monitoring field) is inserted into the optical label for monitoring purpose. However, the use of this concept in the RF spectrum measurement has an undesirable impact. If the monitoring-field length is too short, for example few bits, the sensitivity of the RF spectrum measurement is not quite accurate. Conversely, with just a slight increment in the length, e.g. 1% of the length of the packet, the monitoring field means an overhead that makes the efficiency of the transmission worse. There is then a trade-off between the sensitivity of the measurement and the efficiency of the transmission. To overcome these problems, the proposed techniques extract the PMD value from the measurement done over the whole packet. Thereby the overhead is avoided and the sensitivity of the technique is improved.

In this Chapter, Section 2 addresses a simulation study about the applicability of the monitoring techniques based on RF spectrum in OPS networks in terms of synchronization issues, time response, and sensitivity. Section 3 describes the principle of operation and the simulation results of the first PMD monitoring technique based on adding an additional optical carrier shifted with respect to the data optical carrier. In Section 4 another PMD monitoring method is explained. It is also based on adding a new optical carrier, but this time at the orthogonal polarization state. The proposed architecture is tested by means of simulations, and experimentally validated confirming the successful monitoring operation.
Finally, Section 5 gives the main conclusions derived from the work presented in this Chapter.

7.2. Study of the applicability of the monitoring techniques based on RF spectrum measurement in optical packet-switched networks

OPS networks are characterized by dynamic traffic scenarios where packets follow their own route along the network, being necessary the monitoring on a packet basis. Additionally, these networks require monitors with fast response and wide dynamic range. In this section, a study about the applicability of the monitoring techniques based on RF spectrum measurements is carried out. The analysis considers that the monitoring is performed on a packet basis which adds new challenges in terms of synchronization issues, time response of the monitor, and measurement sensitivity.

7.2.1. Synchronization issues

The monitoring system must exactly know when the packet arrives at the node in order to perform the monitoring tasks on the short time of one packet. In other words, the RF measurements must be done packet-by-packet.

In practice, synchronization function in the optical packet switching node can play a major role to control when a packet is present. The monitor should then cooperate with the synchronization function and the packet header processing unit should recover the clock on the packet, and in turn provides the timing information to the monitor to locate the packet. From now on, let us suppose that packet switching nodes have the capability of detecting the position of the packet for synchronization issues. As an example, in Chapter 3 it has been presented how the packet node can recover the packet clock and extract the monitoring-field [Bin02].

7.2.2. Response time

In OPS networks it is necessary to obtain fast response time for monitoring the optical packets. The monitoring techniques based on RF spectrum normally measure the RF tone power to extract the signal quality.

An RF power detector can directly measure the RF power in a frequency range. By using a fast RF power detector, a response time in the range of few
nanoseconds can be obtained. For example, commercial power detectors, such as a crystal detector, offer a time response of about 10 ns [Yi06].

### 7.2.3. Sensitivity analysis

Apart from requiring fast response time, monitoring techniques applicable to OPS networks should provide wide dynamic range which means exhibiting high sensitivity even with short packets. To analyze the sensitivity of the RF-spectrum-based techniques, a simulation study is carried out. The objective is to determine what the minimum packet length required by obtaining accurate measurement is. To this end, the simulation study is based on sending an RF tone attached into the packet. By varying the packet length, the impact of this parameter on the RF tone power is measured. In particular, Fig. 7.1 shows the dynamic range, which is measured as the extinction ratio of the RF tone, as a function of the packet length.

![Fig. 7.1. Dynamic range measured as the extinction ratio of the RF tone vs packet length.](image.png)

From Fig. 7.1 it can be seen that the dynamic range and, therefore, the measurement sensitivity increase when increasing the packet length. From a packet length higher than 1 Kbyte, the dynamic range stabilizes, obtaining good sensitivity for packets longer than 500 bytes. Note that the usual IP packet length varies between 500 bytes and 1500 bytes.
The next step is to study the sensitivity of the RF-tone-based monitoring technique versus the packet length taking into account different fiber degradations, such as CD and PMD. The effect of both CD and PMD on the RF tone power is the reduction of its power as these degradations are more present in the transmission link. Fig. 7.2 shows that for each CD value the higher the packet length is, the higher the sensitivity, and in turn the dynamic range. As a result, the monitoring errors decrease when increasing the packet length. Similar to the previous case, the dynamic range stabilizes when the packet length is longer than 500 bytes.

![Graph showing the extinction ratio of the RF tone as a function of the packet length for different CD values.](image)

**Fig. 7.2.** Variation of the extinction ratio of the RF tone as a function of the packet length for different CD values.

As far as PMD is concerned, Fig. 7.3 shows the same behaviour as in the case of considering CD and thus the same conclusions can be drawn.
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![Graph showing variation of extinction ratio with packet length for different PMD values.](image)

**Fig. 7.3.** Variation of the extinction ratio of the RF tone as a function of the packet length for different PMD values.

After the simulation study, it seems that the RF-spectrum-based monitoring techniques can be applied to the OPS networks since they provide fast response time and good sensitivity for the usual packet lengths travelling along the network.

In following sections, the principle of operation of the proposed first-order PMD monitoring techniques will be explained in more detail, and the simulation results and the experimental validation will be presented.

### 7.3. DGD monitoring using an additional shifted optical carrier

Given the stochastic nature of PMD, it is desirable to monitor PMD in order to dynamically tune a compensator and also to isolate the PMD effects from other physical impairments such as CD. As said previously, several PMD monitoring techniques based on pilot tones and clock tone power detection have been reported in the literature. Nevertheless, these techniques suffer from the requirement of high-speed electronics per-channel, while being bitrate or format-dependent - making them unsuitable for the future applications. In this section, a clock tone-based PMD monitoring technique which is CD and OSNR-insensitive is presented. Moreover, it provides a cost-effective solution appropriate for the high-speed networks.
7.3.1. Description of the DGD monitoring technique

The proposed first-order PMD monitoring technique is based on adding an additional optical carrier shifted with respect to the data carrier. Therefore, after detection, the added carrier beats with the upper and lower clock tones of the data generating beat signals at frequencies $R_b \pm f_{shift}$ ($R_b$ is the bitrate and $f_{shift}$ is the shift between the data carrier and the additional carrier). The resulting RF power of these beat signals depends on the PMD value. PMD causes orthogonal polarization modes to propagate at different velocities so that the upper and lower sidebands of the signal experience a phase difference that decreases the received RF clock tone power. This behaviour is described by the following equation [Ishi98]:

$$P_{RF} \propto 1 - 4\gamma(1 - \gamma)\sin^2(\pi f_{RF} DGD),$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)

where $\gamma$ is the power ratio between the fast and slow axes, and $f_{RF}$ is the frequency of the RF tone.

Hence, without DGD, the phase delay is equal to zero; so that the clock tones and the optical carrier remain in phase resulting in a maximum RF power. Conversely, as the DGD increases, the power of the beat RF tones decreases. In addition, it should be noted that a very low-frequency beat tone can be selected after detection by properly selecting $f_{shift}$. Therefore, the power of the $R_b - f_{shift}$ tone can be used for DGD monitoring of high-speed data with a low-speed detector providing a cost-effective solution. A conceptual diagram of the proposed technique is illustrated in Fig. 7.4.

![Conceptual diagram of the PMD monitoring technique.](image-url)
On the other hand, since the upper and lower optical clock tones are asymmetric with respect to the added shifted carrier, CD can only affect the phases of these new RF tones but not the amplitude. As a consequence, accurate CD-insensitive DGD monitoring is performed.

As commented in Chapter 3, due to the periodic nature of (7.1), DGD monitoring techniques based on clock tones have a limited monitoring range given by

$$DGD_{\max} = \frac{1}{2R_b},$$

(7.2)

where $R_b$ is the frequency of the clock tone.

From (7.2) it can be seen that the monitoring range is inversely proportional to the frequency used for monitoring. Thus, using the $R_b - f_{\text{shift}}$ tone provides a high monitoring range, however, the sensitivity of the measurement is then reduced drastically.

For high bitrate data monitoring the RF power changes should be very sensitive to a small DGD values to obtain high accuracy; otherwise, the monitoring errors become significant. The fact of using the low beat (i.e, the $R_b - f_{\text{shift}}$ tone) for monitoring purpose, thus, is a limitation because the RF tone power remains almost constant in a wide monitoring window (see Fig. 7.5). To overcome this drawback, a large-DGD element is intentionally introduced at the monitoring module to increase the total DGD value and thereby shifting the RF tone response to a monitoring window with improved sensitivity [Lu05].

![Diagram showing RF Power and DGD relationship for high and low RF frequencies.](image)

$$DGD_{\max} = \frac{1}{2f}$$

Fig. 7.5. Introduction of a DGDoffset to shift the RF tone response.
As said previously, by properly selecting $f_{\text{shift}}$, a low-frequency beat can be generated. Consequently, the additional shifted optical carrier should be placed close to one of the clock tone. At this point, there are two options: a) in-band, or b) out of band. By simulations, an analysis of the behaviour of the RF power depending on the position of the added optical carrier is carried out. The simulation results show that in the first option the data is modulated by the additional carrier, making the reception difficult. Conversely, if the extra optical carrier is placed outside the band of the data, the data can be received without any degradation (see Fig. 7.6). Therefore, the offset between both optical carriers was set to 45 GHz to obtain a low-frequency beat around 5 GHz.

**Fig. 7.6.** Optical data spectrum including the added optical carrier and eye diagram of the received data. The added optical carrier is placed a-b) inside the data bandwidth; c-d) placed out of band.
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7.3.2. Simulation results

The proposed PMD monitoring technique is validated by means of simulations using the Virtual Photonics Inc. software. Fig. 7.7 shows the module for PMD monitoring. At the transmitter, a mode-locked laser at 1551.7 nm is externally modulated by a 40-GHz intensity modulator to generate the 40-Gbit/s RZ signal (A VPI Tx pulse module has been used to generate pulses of FWHM = 5 ps). An additional DFB laser at 1552.1 nm is combined with the data using a coupler. The frequency difference between both optical carriers is around 45 GHz and the peak power of each laser is set to 1mW. This signal is then passed through the tunable CD and DGD emulators and sent to the DGD module which consists of a large-DGD element, a low-speed detector (5-GHz) and an RF spectrum analyzer. The RF power at low frequency content (i.e. \( R_b - f_{\text{shift}} \approx 5 \text{ GHz} \)) is measured for DGD monitoring. The CD has been modelled with a span of Nonlinear Fiber (Fiber NLS) in which different CD values can be emulated (The dispersion parameter of the fiber is set to 17 ps/nm \( \cdot \) km and the length of the fiber is changed from 0 to 6 km for covering the CD range up to 100 ps/nm. The losses of the fiber and the second order of CD are not taken into account). On the other hand, the DGD is emulated as follows. A polarization beam splitter divides the incoming signal in two orthogonal polarization components equally and a delay is introduced in one of the components leaving the other component without any delay. Then, both components are combined by a polarization beam combiner [Yas03]. The values of the delay are changed to cover the DGD range from 0 to 15 ps.

As 40-Gbit/s RZ data has a tolerance to PMD of less than ± 15 ps, a known \( DGD_{\text{offset}} \) of 85 ps is introduced to shift the monitoring window towards a region with an improved sensitivity (i.e. close to the minimum RF power given by \( DGD_{\text{min}} = \frac{1}{2 \cdot 5 \text{GHz}} = 100 \text{ ps} \)). Fig. 7.8 shows the RF power in the presence of DGD, obtaining an RF power margin around 40 dB for the DGD range from 0 to 15 ps.
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Fig. 7.8. RF power variation in presence of DGD.

Additionally, the impact of CD on the RF tone power is measured. In Fig. 7.9 it can be seen that under different CD values, from 0 ps/nm to 100 ps/nm, the variation of the RF power is less than 0.5 dB. These results are in agreement with the expected CD-insensitivity of the proposed technique, as explained before.

Fig. 7.9. RF power measured under different CD values and in presence of PMD.
The technique is also applicable to non return-to-zero (NRZ), carrier-suppressed return-to-zero (CSRZ) and advanced modulation formats such as RZ-differential phase shift keying (RZ-DPSK) and RZ-differential quadrature phase shift keying (RZ-DQPSK), as shown in Fig. 7.10. The simulation setup is the same as Fig. 7.7 but changing the transmitter module in each case.

![Fig. 7.10. Variation of the RF tone power in presence of DGD for different modulation data formats.](image)

Depending on whether the modulation format is NRZ or RZ, some differences on the results can be observed. That is why the amplitude of the clock tone in the optical spectrum for RZ data is higher than that for NRZ data so that the efficiency of the generation of the RF tone is greater for RZ data and in turn they have better dynamic range. On the other hand, there are also some differences depending on whether the modulation format is On-Off Keying (OOK) or the data information is carried in the optical phase (DPSK, DQPSK). As phase modulations have more robustness to fiber impairments, the RF power in such modulations is lower than that for OOK modulation.

In the previous results it has been assumed that the polarization axes of both DGD elements were aligned. In practise, the polarization axes could not be aligned so that the RF power could be affected, causing monitoring errors. Therefore, the cascade of two DGD elements should be expressed as an overall DGD element
whose value depends on the coupling angle between these DGD components, as it will be explained in the next section.

7.3.3. Modelling of the cascade of two DGD elements

The Jones formalism, which describes the polarization states of polarized light, is used to model the cascade of two DGD elements and to obtain the overall DGD [Hec90, Cas94]. Concretely, the Jones formalism is based on the representation of the states of polarization by means of the amplitudes of the electrical field components and the phase difference between them. Then, the polarized light is represented by a Jones vector, and linear optical elements are represented by Jones matrix. When light passes through an optical element the resulting polarization of the emerging light is found by taking the product of the Jones matrix of the optical element and the Jones vector of the incident light.

Following this concept, the overall DGD is obtained by calculating the Jones matrix of the system composed of the first DGD element, a polarization rotator representing the coupling angle, and the second DGD component, Fig. 7.11.

\[
M_{total} = M_{DGD_1} \ast M_{rotator} \ast M_{DGD_2}
\]

Fig. 7.11. Modelling of the cascade of two DGD elements by means of Jones matrices.

The Jones matrices of the DGD elements and the rotator are given by [Pen99]:

\[
M_{DGD_1} = \begin{bmatrix}
\exp(j\pi fDGD_1) & 0 \\
0 & \exp(-j\pi fDGD_1)
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(7.3)
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\[ M_{\text{Rotator}} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta & -\sin \theta \\ \sin \theta & \cos \theta \end{bmatrix}, \quad (7.4) \]

where \( \theta \) represents the coupling angle.

\[ M_{DGD_2} = \begin{bmatrix} \exp(j\pi fDGD_2) & 0 \\ 0 & \exp(-j\pi fDGD_2) \end{bmatrix}, \quad (7.5) \]

and the system is represented by the multiplication of these three Jones matrices:

\[ M_{\text{total}} = M_{DGD_1} M_{\text{rotator}} M_{DGD_2} = \begin{bmatrix} \exp(j\pi fDGD_1) & 0 \\ 0 & \exp(-j\pi fDGD_1) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta \exp(j\pi f(DGD_1 + DGD_2)) & -\sin \theta \exp(j\pi f(DGD_1 - DGD_2)) \\ \sin \theta \exp(-j\pi f(DGD_1 - DGD_2)) & \cos \theta \exp(-j\pi f(DGD_1 + DGD_2)) \end{bmatrix} \quad (7.6) \]

From the equations above, the intensity of the electric field at the output of the system can be calculated by using the following expression:

\[ E_{out} = M_{\text{total}} * E_{in}, \quad (7.7) \]

The phase delay between the electrical field components gives the overall DGD value experimentedy by the optical signal as a function of the coupling angle. In case of only considering the optical carrier, the phase delay is expressed as

\[ \text{Phase delay} = \frac{\exp(j2\pi fDGD_2) [\exp(j2\pi fDGD_1) * E_y \cos \theta + E_x \sin \theta]}{E_x \cos \theta - \exp(j2\pi fDGD_1) E_y \sin \theta}, \quad (7.8) \]

From (7.8), the maximum and the minimum overall DGD value depend on the coupling angle. When the coupling angle, \( \theta \), is 0º or 180º (i.e. the polarization axes of both elements are aligned), the overall DGD is equal to the sum of the \( DGD_1 \) and \( DGD_2 \). Conversely, when the coupling angle is 90º, a minimum overall DGD is obtained which is determined by the subtraction of the two DGD elements. The Table 7.1 summarizes the conclusions of this modelling.
Table 7.1. Overall DGD definition depending on the coupling angle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coupling Angle (Degree)</th>
<th>Overall DGD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>θ = 0°, 180°</td>
<td>( DGD_{overall} = DGD_1 + DGD_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ = 90°</td>
<td>( DGD_{overall} = DGD_1 - DGD_2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In case of considering not only the optical carrier but also the clock tone component, the resulting electrical field components are described by:

\[
E_t = M_{total} \ast E_{carrier} + M_{total} \ast E_{sideband}, \text{ where (7.9)}
\]

\[
E_{carrier} = \begin{bmatrix} E_{cx} \exp(-j2\pi f_c t) \\ E_{cy} \exp(-j2\pi f_c t) \end{bmatrix}, \text{ and}
\]

\[
E_{sideband} = \begin{bmatrix} E_{sx} \exp(-j2\pi f_s t) \\ E_{sy} \exp(-j2\pi f_s t) \end{bmatrix}, \text{ (7.10)}
\]

being \( f_s = f_c - f_{clock} \)

where \( f_c \) is the frequency of the optical carrier, \( f_{clock} \) is the frequency of the clock tone, and \( f_s \) is the frequency of the new sideband. \( E_{c,i} \) and \( E_{s,i} \) are the electric field components of the optical carrier and the sideband, respectively.

As before, the maximum overall DGD is obtained when both elements are aligned and corresponds to the sum of DGD1 and DGD2. The minimum overall DGD, however, is represented by the subtraction of the DGDs in cascade when the polarization axes are misaligned 90°. Then, to monitor PMD while taking into account the coupling angle, a polarization controller (PC) is scrambled in front of the large-DGD element for improving the sensitivity. To this end, in the simulations a polarization rotator is placed between both DGD elements and the coupling angle is swept from 0° to 180°. The polarization scrambling changes the input state of polarization in order to cover all the coupling angle possibilities. Later, the RF tone power (i.e. the maximum RF tone power, \( P_{max} \), and the minimum RF tone power, \( P_{min} \)) is measured by an RF spectrum analyzer [Par02]. Fig. 7.12 shows the monitoring scheme with two DGD components in cascade and the PC scrambling. The parameters of the simulations are the same as before but including the sweep of the coupling angle.
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Fig. 7.12. Setup used for simulation study in the case of considering the coupling angle between the two DGD elements.

The modulated signal is polarization-scrambled so that the state of polarization of the data is rotated periodically before passing through the large-DGD element. Due to the PC scrambling, there are some coupling angle values whereby the state of polarization of the signal is aligned with one of the polarization axes so that the effect of PMD is completely eliminated. In this case, the detected RF power is maximized and this value is used for normalization, $P_c$ [Lee01, Ono00]. On the other hand, the effect of PMD is maximized when the power of both principal polarization states is balanced (i.e., $\gamma = 0.5$). In this case, the detected RF power can be then expressed as

$$P_{RF} = \left\{ \cos^2 \left( \pi f_{RF} DGD_{overall} \right) \right\} \times P_c , \quad (7.11)$$

At this point, the overall DGD will be maximized when the polarization axes are aligned whereas it will be minimized for a misalignment of 90°. Then, depending on the overall DGD value, the measured optical power, $P_{RF}$, varies periodically (i.e. from a maximum to a minimum value). Therefore, by measuring the maximum or the minimum detected power, the overall DGD can be estimated. As the large-DGD element is known, the DGD imposed by the fiber is monitored.

$$\theta = 0^\circ, 180^\circ \rightarrow DGD_{overall} = DGD_1 + DGD_2 \rightarrow P_{RF} \text{ min}$$
$$\theta = 90^\circ \rightarrow DGD_{overall} = DGD_1 - DGD_2 \rightarrow P_{RF} \text{ max} , \quad (7.12)$$

$$DGD_{overall} = \frac{\cos^{-1} \left( 2P_{RF} / P_c - 1 \right)}{2\pi f_{RF}} , \quad (7.13)$$

As expected from (7.13), the ratio between the maximum and the minimum power increases with PMD.

Simulation results show that for a given DGD value, the detected RF power varies between a maximum and a minimum value as a function of the coupling angle. Fig. 7.13 shows the RF power variation with the PC scrambling for different
DGD values. Note that these results are obtained by considering the ideal case, i.e. the DGD elements are aligned. As explained before, the minimum power is measured for coupling angles of 0° and 180°, whereas the maximum power appears with a misalignment of 90°. Then, by normalizing these values with respect to $P_c$ (i.e., without PMD effect), both the overall DGD and the DGD of the fiber are calculated (using (7.13)). Table 7.2 shows the RF power corresponding to the coupling angle of 180°. From these values, the DGD can be monitored with accuracy better than ±1 ps.

Table 7.2. Estimated DGD of the fiber obtained by scrambling the PC when the polarization axes are aligned. ($DGD_{\text{offset}} = 85$ ps).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$DGD$ Emulated</th>
<th>RF Power (dBm)</th>
<th>$DGD_{\text{overall}} = DGD_{\text{fiber}} + DGD_{\text{offset}}$</th>
<th>Estimated $DGD_{\text{fiber}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$DGD= 0$ ps</td>
<td>− 75</td>
<td>85 ps</td>
<td>0 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DGD= 5$ ps</td>
<td>− 78.2</td>
<td>89.53 ps</td>
<td>4.53 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DGD= 12$ ps</td>
<td>− 88</td>
<td>96.6 ps</td>
<td>11.6 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DGD= 15$ ps</td>
<td>− 100</td>
<td>99.16 ps</td>
<td>14.16 ps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7.13. RF power variation with the PC scrambling for different DGD values. The polarization axes are aligned.
Now, it is considered a misalignment between DGD components of $-20^\circ$. In this case, the position of the maximum and the minimum RF powers are shifted to coupling angles $70^\circ$ ($90^\circ - 20^\circ$) and $160^\circ$ ($180^\circ - 20^\circ$), respectively (see Fig. 7.14). As before, the value of the DGD imposed by the fiber is estimated from the minimum detected power with an error of less than 1 ps. Table 7.3 shows the RF power corresponding to the coupling angle of $-20^\circ$.

**Fig. 7.14.** RF power variation with the PC scrambling for different DGD values. The polarization axes are misaligned (coupling angle= $-20^\circ$).

**Table 7.3.** Estimated DGD of the fiber obtained by scrambling the PC when the polarization axes are misaligned (coupling angle= $-20^\circ$). ($DGD_{offset} = 85$ ps).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DGD Emulated</th>
<th>RF Power (dBm)</th>
<th>$DGD_{overall} = DGD_{fiber} + DGD_{offset}$</th>
<th>Estimated $DGD_{fiber}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$DGD= 0$ ps</td>
<td>$-76$</td>
<td>84.75 ps</td>
<td>$-0.25$ ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DGD= 5$ ps</td>
<td>$-79.2$</td>
<td>89.5 ps</td>
<td>4.5 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DGD= 12$ ps</td>
<td>$-89$</td>
<td>96.6 ps</td>
<td>11.6 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DGD= 15$ ps</td>
<td>$-100$</td>
<td>99.05 ps</td>
<td>14.05 ps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additionally, it should be noted that this technique can also be applied to other 
modulation formats such as NRZ, CS-RZ, RZ-DPSK and RZ-DQPSK, as 
commented in the case of not taking into account the coupling angle.

As said before, if the added optical carrier is placed inside the data bandwidth, 
it is difficult to recover it correctly. For this reason, the additional optical carrier is 
set out of band. However, it is highly desirable to put it in-band due to the following 
reasons: first, the transmitted signals can be distorted by the band-limiting caused 
by the cascading of optical filters [Kra08, Jia09]. Since the combined frequency 
response of the cascaded filters is the product of the individual frequency 
responses, the effective bandwidth is reduced as the number of cascaded filters is 
increased. Therefore, the presence of cascaded filters in the transmission links 
could affect and even filter the additional optical carrier. Second, for data recovery, 
a filter placed before the receiver is needed to suppress the optical carrier used for 
monitoring purposes. Owing to these drawbacks, a new DGD monitoring technique 
using an additional orthogonal shifted optical carrier is proposed.

7.4. DGD monitoring using an additional orthogonal shifted 
optical carrier

The proposed first-order PMD monitoring technique is also based on adding an 
additional optical carrier shifted with respect to the data carrier, but at the 
orthogonal polarization state in order to be in-band with the data and not to affect 
their recovery. As before, after detection, the added carrier beats with the upper 
and lower clock tones of the data generating beat signals at frequencies $R_b \pm f_{\text{shift}}$ 
($R_b$ is the bitrate and $f_{\text{shift}}$ is the shift between the data carrier and the additional 
carrier), whereby the resulting RF power of these beat signals depends on the 
PMD value.

7.4.1. Description of the DGD monitoring technique

The first-order PMD causes different propagation velocities for the signal travelling 
on two orthogonal states of polarization. Due to DGD, the polarization states of the 
both clock tones are rotated $\pm \theta$ degrees with respect to the optical carrier. The 
rotation is given by:

$$\theta = 2\pi \Delta f \text{DGD} ,$$

(7.14)

where $\Delta f'$ is the frequency difference between the clock tones and the optical 
carrier [Nel99].
Thus, without DGD, the rotation is equal to zero; so that the clock tones and the optical carrier remain orthogonal resulting in no beat RF tones at the receiver. Conversely, the DGD depolarizes the clock tones and the optical carrier increasing the power of the beat RF tones significantly. In addition, by placing the added optical carrier close to the clock tone, a very low-frequency beat tone (i.e. \( R_b - f_{\text{shift}} \) tone) can be selected, and used for DGD monitoring of high-speed data with a low-speed detector, providing a cost-effective solution. A conceptual diagram of the proposed technique is illustrated in Fig. 7.15. On the other hand, since the upper and lower optical clock tones are asymmetric with the added shifted carrier, accurate CD-insensitive DGD monitoring is performed.

![Fig. 7.15. Conceptual diagram of the PMD monitoring technique based on adding an additional optical carrier at the orthogonal polarization.](image)

### 7.4.2. Simulation results

The proposed PMD monitoring technique is validated by means of simulations using the Virtual Photonics Inc. software. Fig. 7.16 shows the scheme used for DGD monitoring.

![Fig. 7.16. Setup used for simulation study.](image)
At the transmitter, a 40-Gbit/s RZ signal is generated by using the VPI Tx Pulse module. Using this module a modulated RZ pulse signal with FWHM of 5 ps is generated. Then, an additional DFB laser is combined with the data using a polarization beam combiner (PBC), placing it in the orthogonal polarization state. The frequency difference between both optical carriers is around 37.5 GHz to generate a low-frequency tone which is measured for PMD estimation. The peak power of both lasers is set to 1 mW. The DGD monitor consists of a low-speed detector (2.5-GHz) followed by an RF spectrum analyzer.

First of all, the performance of the received data is tested. As shown in Fig. 7.17, even in presence of the shifted carrier, a clear diagram is obtained.

Fig. 7.17. a) optical spectrum showing the data together with the added optical carrier placed in-band; b) Eye diagram of the received data.

Fig. 7.18 shows the response of the RF power in the presence of DGD for RZ and RZ-DPSK, obtaining an RF power increment around 20 dB in the DGD range from 0 to 25 ps. The DGD is emulated as explained in the previous section. Note that, in this case, the technique is quite sensitive for low values of DGD which is very interesting for high-speed data monitoring.
Fig. 7.18. RF power response as a function of the DGD for RZ and RZ-DPSK data formats.

As a remark, the technique is also applicable to NRZ, CSRZ and advanced modulation formats such as RZ-DQPSK.

7.4.3. Experimental results

Once validated the proposed DGD monitoring technique by means of simulations, the experimental demonstration of the method for 40-Gbit/s RZ data is performed by the setup shown in Fig. 7.19. At the transmitter, a continuous-wave laser at 1551.7 nm is externally modulated by a 40-GHz intensity modulator and then an RZ pulse carver driven by a 20-GHz clock source generates the 40-Gbit/s RZ signal. An additional DFB laser at 1552.005 nm is combined with the data using a polarization beam combiner (PBC) so that they are in orthogonal polarization states. The frequency difference between both optical carriers is around 38 GHz. The signals are then coupled with amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise to adjust the OSNR values. These channels are then passed through the tunable CD and DGD emulators. The DGD monitor consists of a low-speed detector (2.5-GHz) and an RF spectrum analyzer. The RF power at low frequency content (i.e. $R_b - f_{shift} \sim 2$ GHz) is measured for DGD monitoring.
First, the principle of operation is tested, observing a minimum RF power when no DGD is present. In contrast, as PMD increases, the RF power increases as well. Fig. 7.20 shows the RF power for DGD values of 0 and 80 ps. The 80-ps DGD value has been obtained by using a fiber span of polarization-maintaining fiber (PM fiber) characterized to introduce such DGD value. An RF power difference of more than 20 dB is obtained.

After that, to optimize the generation of the RF tone due to the PMD for a specific PMD value, it is analyzed how the ratio between both optical carriers
affects the RF tone power. To this end, the power of the data is kept constant while
changing the power of the extra optical carrier to cover a power difference from -10
dB to 0 dB. As shown in Fig. 7.21, the RF tone power is maximized when both
optical carriers have the same power.

![Figure 7.21](image)

**Fig. 7.21. RF tone power for different ratio between both optical carriers
when the DGD is equal to 80 ps. The resulting RF tone is maximized
when both carrier have equal power.**

Then, the RF power at low frequency component (i.e. $R_b - f_{shift} \approx 2$ GHz) is
monitored in the presence of DGD. In absence of DGD, the power is very low and
closer to the noise floor of the RF spectrum analyzer, whereas the RF power
increases significantly as the DGD gets higher due to the DGD-induced
depolarization, showing that the RF power change in the beat signal is a feasible
indicator of the DGD imposed by the fiber. Concretely, the RF power under
different DGD values of 1.25 ps, 3.4 ps, 8.3 ps, 12.4 ps, 14.5 ps, 17.8 ps, 23 ps
and 25 ps is measured. The different DGD values have been generated by using
different fiber spans of PM fiber. As shown in Fig. 7.22, an RF power increment
around 18 dB is obtained for the DGD range from 0 to 25 ps.
Additionally, the RF power under different CD values of 0 ps/nm, 160 ps/nm, 440 ps/nm and 860 ps/nm is measured, detecting a variation of less than 1 dB as shown in Fig. 7.23. The CD values have been generated by using different single-mode (SMF) fiber spans with a dispersion parameter of 17 ps/nm.km. The length of these SMF fiber spans are 9.4 km, 25.8 km, and 50.5 km, respectively. Also, the performance of the technique while changing the OSNR value is tested. The OSNR value can be adjusted from 15 to 25 dB by combining the signal with an ASE noise source at different power levels to emulate different OSNR scenarios. As shown in Fig. 7.24, the RF tone power is also insensitive to OSNR.
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Fig. 7.23. RF power under different CD values (0 ps/nm, 160 ps/nm, 440 ps/nm, 860 ps/nm) for a DGD of 23 ps.

Fig. 7.24. RF power under different OSNR values (from 15 to 25 dB) for a DGD of 23 ps.
Finally, the technique is validated using the generation of a RF tone in the MHz range. Fig. 7.25 shows that the RF tone appears when DGD is present, although the dynamic range is reduced by some decibels.

![Graph showing RF power under a DGD value of 23 ps when the RF tone appears at very low frequency (~ MHz).](image)

**Fig. 7.25.** RF power under a DGD value of 23 ps when the RF tone appears at very low frequency (~ MHz).

### 7.5. Summary and conclusions

The future dynamically reconfigurable optical networks based on packet traffic have provided the main driver to develop new techniques for optical performance monitoring with fast response and on a packet-by-packet basis. Ideally, a single monitor should allow the independent measurement of physical degradations providing a cost effective solution. In particular, PMD is notably critical for next generation high bitrate optical networks.

Given the stochastic nature of PMD, it is desirable to monitor PMD in order to dynamically tune a compensator and also to isolate the PMD effects from other physical impairments such as CD. Several PMD monitoring techniques based on RF spectrum measurements have been reported in the literature, but these techniques have some disadvantages that limit their applicability in OPS networks.

In this Chapter, two clock-tone-based PMD monitoring techniques have been presented. The major advantage of the proposed techniques is that they allow independent PMD monitoring as well as providing a cost-effective solution even with high-speed data.
Instead of inserting a monitoring-field into the optical header for monitoring as in the previous techniques presented in this Thesis, these techniques use the RF spectrum of the whole packet. The concept of using the RF spectrum of one packet to perform the monitoring on a packet basis has been validated by simulations. In fact, the simulations have confirmed the applicability of the pilot-tone-based techniques in OPS networks. Synchronization is provided by the optical packet switching node. Moreover, by using fast RF power detectors, response times could be around ns. Regarding measurement sensitivity, a simulation study has been carried out, showing that for packet length longer than 500 bytes the dynamic range is appropriate for such networks.

Both proposed techniques are based on adding a new optical carrier shifted with respect to the data carrier to generate new RF tone at very low-frequencies. The first technique described in this Chapter adds an extra DGD element, $DGD_{offset}$, to increase the sensitivity of the measurement, allowing reliable PMD monitoring with low-speed detectors. The cascade of DGD elements has been modelled by the Jones formalism taking into the account the coupling angle between them. The simulation results derived from the modelling show that the PMD imposed by the fiber can be estimated with an accuracy better than ±1 ps and the measurement is CD-insensitive. However, the fact of placing the added optical carrier out-of-band to properly recover the data introduces some drawbacks which the second proposed technique overcomes.

The second proposed technique is also based on adding a new optical carrier, but this time at the orthogonal polarization state. This means that the extra optical carrier can be placed in-band without affecting the data recovery. The proposed architecture has been tested by means of simulations as well as experimentally validated, confirming the successful monitoring operation. An RF power range of 18 dB is obtained for the DGD range from 0 to 25 ps. Furthermore, the measurements are insensitive to CD and to OSNR as well, observing power variations of less than 1 dB. Finally, the monitoring principle with generated clock tones at a frequency of MHz has also been presented.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

8.1. Introduction

In this Thesis, two key topics have been addressed. The first one has dealt with the
design of an all-optical packet-switched network and the definition of migration
scenarios from the current optical circuit-switched (OCS) networks towards future
optical packet-switched networks (OPS). The proposed migration strategies are
based on hybrid networks which combine different types of switching technologies.
The second and main topic has been focused on how to perform optical
performance monitoring (OPM) in the frame of OPS networks.

In this Chapter, the contributions and the main conclusions of this Thesis are
summarized, and recommendations for future work are also given.

8.2. Summary of the work

Optical networks are evolving towards all-optical solution to avoid the bottleneck
imposed by electronic processing. All-optical label switching (AOLS) technologies
are believed to be key for increasing the throughput of future OPS networks and
have been proposed as a viable approach to resolve the mismatch between fiber
transmission capacity and router packet forwarding capacity [Blu00, Lis00].
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In this context, two possible network architectures based on the AOLS concept have been proposed. The former approach consists of a pure packet-switched network where OPS nodes are connected directly using WDM links. The second approach is based on a mixed packet-circuit solution where packet nodes are connected using circuits provided by the circuit layer. In both architectures two node functionalities (core and edge functionalities) have been addressed.

Although the all-optical architecture is particularly beneficial for transparent high-speed packet switching and forwarding, the deployment of a truly all-optical network is expected to be a reality in the long term [Cae06]. Awaiting for this new network, hybrid network architectures must be defined. In this Thesis, several migration scenarios based on hybrid OCS/OBS/OPS technologies have been proposed. In the node per node strategy, there is a gradual replacement of the existing network nodes with the nodes of the future network. Of course interfaces should be foreseen so that the different nodes can communicate and traffic throughput is guaranteed. The island based migration is a similar approach but now sub-networks of the future network are introduced in the original network. Also mixed network scenarios have been proposed. It has been differentiated between the ORION approach in which the idle periods on optical circuits are filled with overspill packets to reduce the packet loss and the OPS scenario with underlying OCS. In the latter scenario OCS provides the light path connections to transport the packets. Among all the scenarios presented, an architecture integrating completely two network technologies optimizes the overall network operation since the resulting architecture shares the same bandwidth resources in the same network simultaneously. However, this implies an increase in the complexity. Hence, a more realistic and feasible approach consists of an OCS layer and an OPS layer in parallel. In such a solution, an intelligent edge node employs the different network technologies individually, or in combination, in order to optimally serve customer service requirements.

Emerging services such as voice-over-IP, video streaming, and high definition TV demand stringent network requirements in terms of latency, data integrity, and availability [Cae07]. Such requirements are very important from a network operator’s perspective because if fulfilled, they enable the operator to deliver guaranteed services to different types of user groups. Hence, it is desirable to include additional functionalities responsible of performance monitoring and fault management inside the intermediate nodes of future optical networks [Tei09]. In this Thesis, the design of the optical network architectures considers the integration between the control plane and management plane so that the network nodes perform new functions, intimately correlated with performance monitoring and recovery schemes.

Given the increasing interest in optical OPM, in this Thesis it has been investigated how to perform signal quality monitoring in OPS networks. Such networks bring about new challenges to the research in OPM since the monitoring must be done on a packet-by-packet basis. In this Thesis, all-optical approaches
for OPM in OPS networks have been presented. These techniques are based on using a specific word (monitoring field, Q-field) inserted into the packet header which is processed in each intermediate node for monitoring purposes. Thus, when the packet arrives at the node, it enters into a circuit responsible of extracting the monitoring field and the signal quality of the incoming packet is estimated later from the extracted Q-field [Stam05]. The main conclusions related to OPM are summarized below.

A novel OSNR monitoring technique based on optical correlation has been proposed. The monitoring field suffering from impairments imposed by the network links is correlated with an undegraded version of this reference signal. As a result, the degree of degradation can be extracted from amplitude statistics of the autocorrelation pulse produced at the correlator output. In fact, by using the noise statistics of the autocorrelation pulse peak power, the OSNR of the incoming packets can be calculated.

To experimentally verify the proposed OSNR monitoring technique, an optical correlator based on fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) has been fabricated [Hau03]. Experimental results show that for an OSNR in the range of 15 dB to 25 dB the OSNR can be estimated with an error lower than 0.5 dB. The advantages of the technique using optical correlator are in-band ASE noise measurements, quality signal estimation with relaxed speed requirements with respect to typical sampling techniques, and simple implementation. Furthermore, the following practical applications of the proposed OSNR monitor have been presented:

1. The OSNR monitor could be deployed as part of QoS to ensure that packets are properly treated along the network according to their QoS level.

2. The monitoring information obtained from the optical monitor could be included when calculating new routes for data signals. Indeed, signal quality monitoring information could be added as an additional factor in the routing decision in order to keep the level of QoS promised to customers.

3. The OSNR information could be utilized for path monitoring for restoration functions.

Moreover, a DGD monitoring technique based on a logic XOR gate implemented in an integrated SOA-MZI has been presented. The monitoring system consists of a XOR-based DGD monitor and an all-optical 1x2 packet switch. The DGD monitor detects the delay differences that the two orthogonal states of polarization of the signal suffer along the fiber, obtaining an increment of the XOR output power as DGD increases. The output of the XOR gate acts as the control signal for the optical switch, which operates in a similar way to an optical flip-flop. Hence, when the XOR gate estimates a large DGD, the input packet is
switched to the dropping port of the switch to reduce the network traffic load. This operation leads to the possibility of taking real-time routing decisions and in-line PMD compensation.

The architecture has been tested by simulations, showing the proper operation of the proposed technique. Furthermore, experimental results have been carried out to demonstrate the XOR-based monitoring subsystem, obtaining similar behaviour to the simulation results. Although the DGD monitoring technique has been experimentally validated at 10 Gbit/s, it may be also extended to higher bitrates by using a differential scheme placed at the input of the XOR gate [Web03]. Furthermore, the proposed scheme allows real-time DGD monitoring at the optical domain, offering a promising solution due to its simplicity, scalability, and integration capability.

On the other hand, the concept of the “time-to-live” (TTL) field within the label of a packet originated from IP networks has been used for monitoring purposes. Every time a packet goes through one hop in the network its quality is reduced. So the maximum degradation that a packet can support matches a maximum number of router hops (TTL value). Then, the monitoring technique operates as follows. If the value of the TTL field within the packet is nonzero, the TTL is decremented and the packet passes through the module. If the TTL field is zero, however, the module generates a signal that can be used to drop the packet or send it to a regeneration element.

An all-optical TTL subtractor has been implemented with the cascade of two SOA-MZI devices acting as logic XOR gates and a 1-binary subtraction algorithm based on decrementing via inversion has also been defined. The proposed TTL decrementing technique has been tested by simulations to demonstrate the subtraction operation employing practical devices. Simulation results at 10 Gbit/s show the feasibility of the proposed scheme. The performance of the architecture has been assessed by using the extinction ratio, obtaining values higher than 10 dB. Furthermore, in order to validate the cascading functionality, the Q-factor has been measured at the output of the subtractor for several recursive operations. The results show that the Q-factor is reduced by increasing the number of bits, mainly due to ASE noise introduced by the SOAs. Obviously, the maximum number of subtractions (TTL field initial value) depends on specific parameters of the SOA-MZI devices and the ASE noise generated [Yu01]. This technique is independent of the length of the TTL and packet, demands no electronic control, and requires no guard time between the end of the TTL field and the rest of the packet. Moreover, the TTL concept can be used to provide service-differentiation functionalities.

Apart from the proposed all-optical monitoring techniques, in this Thesis some concepts derived from the RF-spectrum-based monitoring techniques have been extended for their applicability to OPS networks. In fact, two PMD monitoring techniques based on RF spectrum measurements have been proposed. The main
features of both techniques are that they perform the monitoring on a packet basis and they provide a cost-effective solution appropriate for high-speed networks. On the other hand, instead of inserting a monitoring-field into the optical header for monitoring as in the proposed techniques presented previously, these techniques use the RF spectrum of the whole packet for the sake of a better sensitivity.

Both proposed techniques are based on adding a new optical carrier shifted with respect to the data carrier to generate a new RF tone at very low-frequencies. The first technique described adds an extra DGD element to increase the sensitivity of the measurement, allowing reliable PMD monitoring with low-speed detectors. The cascade of two DGD elements has been modelled by the Jones formalism taking into account the coupling angle between them. The simulation results derived from the defined modelling show that the PMD imposed by the fiber can be estimated with accuracy better than ±1ps and the measurement is CD-insensitive. However, the fact of placing the added optical carrier out-of-band to properly recover the data introduces some drawbacks which are overcome with the second proposed technique.

The second proposed technique is also based on adding a new optical carrier, but this time at the orthogonal polarization state. This means that the extra optical carrier can be placed in-band without affecting the data recovery. The proposed architecture has been tested by means of simulations, and experimentally validated, confirming the successful monitoring operation. An RF increment of 18 dB is obtained for the DGD range from 0 to 25 ps. Furthermore, the measurements are insensitive to CD and to OSNR as well, observing power variations of less than 1 dB.

8.3. Future work

Once finished this Thesis, there are several issues related to the topic of OPM in OPS networks that remain opened. Possible extensions of the work performed are proposed in this section.

- In the proposed OSNR monitoring technique presented in Chapter 4, the FBG-based correlator was designed with unequal grating spacing, i.e. with different time intervals. By means of simulations, a study of the correlator output as function of the pattern written into the FBG array was carried out in order to decide which one provided better performance and less overhead. At this point, the pattern can be also chosen to improve the auto/cross-correlation properties. This means that the proper selection of codes with special properties can lead to an increase in the difference between the autocorrelation output and the cross-correlation outputs, allowing the provision of QoS applications. In the literature, longer and sparser aperiodic Quadratic
(QC) and Extended Quadratic Congruence (EQC) codes have been used because they have better performances than other typical codes [Mar93]. Experiments using QC and EQC codes for the pattern written into the FBG-correlator are currently under investigation and will be presented in future works. In addition, an improvement on the design of the OSNR monitoring technique based on optical correlation will be addressed in order to enhance the correlation output’s sensitivity to other impairments.

- The DGD monitoring technique based on a XOR gate implemented in an integrated SOA-MZI has been tested at the lab at a bitrate of 10 Gbit/s. The next step will be to experimentally validate the monitoring technique at higher bitrates [Yu01]. To this end, a differential scheme at the input of the gate could be used.

- The all-optical decrementing subtractor has been implemented with the cascade of two SOA-MZI, one of which in a feedback configuration. This system has been tested by simulations and will be confirmed during the experimental phase. To this end, a photonic-integrated feedback loop is required in the first XOR gate [Mar06]. Hence, future work will be focused on the design of an integrated version of the whole architecture and subsequent experimental validation.

- The techniques based on RF measurements proposed in this Thesis have been focused on PMD monitoring. As a future work, it is planned to export the ideas used for the PMD monitoring to perform CD and/or OSNR monitoring. Furthermore, simultaneous monitoring of different physical parameters as well as monitoring for multi-channel operation will be addressed. Apart from using an additional optical carrier for monitoring functions, new monitoring techniques based on coherent detection and on using slices of signal spectrum will be analyzed for their applicability in OPS networks [Hui07].

On the other hand, as a result of the development of this Thesis, new ideas and proposals, which could be carried out in the near future, have raised. These proposals can be divided into two topics.

- Simultaneous CD, PMD, and OSNR monitoring at high speeds.
  Although numerous OPM techniques have been proposed for monitoring various parameters in dynamic optical networks, the majority of these methods suffer from requiring the measurement of one parameter in the absence of the other. However, it would be highly interesting to propose a single monitor which allows for simultaneous and independent measurement of CD, PMD and OSNR as well as providing a cost effective solution for multi-channel operation [And09].
In addition, at high speed it is necessary to have monitors with ultrafast response time. At this point, techniques using optical nonlinearities seem to be a very promising solution for future systems operating at 160 Gbit/s and beyond. To date, the proposed monitoring techniques based on nonlinear effects are, however, only capable of single parameter monitoring. Future work will be focused on improving the current techniques to allow simultaneous monitoring of CD and PMD.

- Monitoring for advanced modulation formats and polarization multiplexing.

In the near future, optical networks are expected to utilize various types of multi-level modulation formats, OFDM, and polarization multiplexing to increase the spectral efficiency [Yan09]. These networks will also utilize 100 Gbit/s channels, which can endure virtually no dispersion and PMD. Thus, these technical advances demand further development of OPM techniques to satisfy the increased requirements as well as providing additional functionalities needed in the next-generation optical networks. At this point, new ways of performance monitoring will be studied in order to meet the requirements of such scenarios. To date, although there has been little reported on this subject, it is expected that will become a hot topic.
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Appendix A

Matrix transfer approach

A.1. Introduction

Different theoretical models are used to analyze the optical properties of Bragg gratings written in optical fibers. One of the most developed and widely utilized is the couple-mode theory. It is based on obtaining the solution of the fields inside the grating as a perturbation of the fields propagating inside a fiber without grating, by linking ones with the others through the corresponding coupled differential equations. Apart from uniform gratings, for which the solution is analytical, solving these equations requires the use of numerical methods. Then, for the analysis of the spectral properties of complex structures (non-uniform gratings), matrix methods, such as the transfer matrix method, are preferred.

A.2. Transfer matrix of uniform FBG

The simulation of the spectral properties of the gratings shown in this Thesis has been performed utilizing the transfer matrix approach.
In this method, a nonuniform grating is divided in sections in which the variations of the effective index and the period are considered negligible, hence assuming that each section behaves as an individual uniform grating. Each section is described by a transfer matrix whose elements are obtained via the analytical solution that the coupled mode theory provides for uniform gratings. A global matrix, calculated as product of the individual matrices, defines the complete grating.

In order to obtain the transfer matrix of a uniform section of the grating, the transversal electric field in a position $z$ is considered as a combination of the propagating and counter-propagating coupled modes:

$$\tilde{E}_t(x,y,z;t) = E_+(z)e^{j(wt-\beta_+z)} + E_-(z)e^{j(wt+\beta_-z)}, \quad (A.1)$$

where $E_+(z)$ and $E_-(z)$ are the complex amplitudes of the incident and reflected field, respectively. $\beta_+$ and $\beta_-$ are their corresponding propagation constants while $\tilde{e}_+^t$ and $\tilde{e}_-^t$ are the transversal field distributions of the propagating and counter-propagating modes, respectively. Borrowing the formalism of the theory of transmission lines, given a Bragg grating of length $L$, its scattering matrix is defined as:

$$\begin{pmatrix} E_-(0) \\ E_+(L) \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} S_{11} & S_{12} \\ S_{21} & S_{22} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} E_+(0) \\ E_-(L) \end{pmatrix}, \quad (A.2)$$

where $E_+(0)$ and $E_+(L)$ are the complex amplitudes of the propagating field at the origin and at the end of the grating, respectively. In the same way, $E_-(0)$ and $E_-(L)$ are the amplitudes of the counter-propagating field at the origin and at the end of the grating, respectively.

In the case of a uniform grating, the perturbation of the refractive index $n_{eff}$ along the propagation axis $z$ is given by the following expression:

$$\delta n_{eff} = \delta n_{eff}(z) \left\{ 1 + \nu \cos \left[ \frac{2\pi}{\Lambda} z + \phi(z) \right] \right\}, \quad (A.3)$$
where $\delta n_{\text{eff}}$ is the ‘dc’ index change spatially averaged over a grating period, $\nu$ is the fringe visibility of the index change, $\Lambda$ is the nominal period, and $\phi(z)$ describes the grating chirp.

Near the wavelength for which reflection of a mode of amplitude $E_+(z)$ into an identical counter-propagating mode of amplitude $E_-(z)$ is the dominant interaction in a Bragg grating, the resulting coupled-mode equations for a uniform grating are:

$$\frac{dR}{dz} = -j\hat{\sigma} R(z) - jk S(z)$$
$$\frac{dS}{dz} = j\hat{\sigma} S(z) + jk^* R(z)$$

where the $R$ and $S$ amplitude are:

$$R(z) \equiv E_-(z) e^{(-j\hat{\sigma} - \frac{\phi}{2})},$$
$$S(z) \equiv E_+(z) e^{(j\hat{\sigma} + \frac{\phi}{2})},$$

respectively. In these equations $k$ is the ‘ac’ coupling coefficient and $\hat{\sigma}$ is a general ‘dc’ self-coupling coefficient defined as

$$\hat{\sigma} = \delta + \sigma - \frac{1}{2} \frac{d\phi}{dz},$$

The detuning, $\delta$, which is independent of $z$ for all gratings, is defined to be

$$\delta \equiv \beta - \frac{\pi}{\Lambda} = \beta - \beta_D = 2\delta n_{\text{eff}} \left(\frac{1}{\lambda} - \frac{1}{\lambda_D}\right),$$

where
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where \( \lambda_D = 2 \pi n_{\text{eff}} \) is the ‘design wavelength’ for Bragg scattering by an infinitesimally weak grating with a period \( \Lambda \). When \( \delta = 0 \), \( \lambda = 2 \pi n_{\text{eff}} \) and is the Bragg condition.

If the grating is uniform along \( z \), then \( \delta n_{\text{eff}} \) is a constant, and \( \frac{d \phi}{dz} = 0 \), and thus \( k, \sigma \), and \( \delta \) are constants. Thus, (A.4) are coupled first-order ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients, for which closed-form solutions can be found when appropriate boundary solutions are specified. With the solution of the fields at the end of the grating, the scattering matrix elements \( S_{ij} \) of the uniform grating as well as the reflection coefficient are obtained. In particular, the reflectivity can be found by assuming a forward-going wave incident from \( z = -\infty \) [i.e. \( R(-L/2) = 1 \)] and requiring that no backward-going wave exists for \( z \geq L/2 \) [i.e. \( S(L/2) = 0 \)]. Thus, the amplitude and power reflection coefficients are:

\[
\rho = S_{11} = \frac{S(-L/2)}{R(-L/2)} = \frac{-k \sinh(\sqrt{k^2 - \delta^2} L)}{\delta \sinh(\sqrt{k^2 - \delta^2} L) - j \sqrt{k^2 - \delta^2} \cosh(\sqrt{k^2 - \delta^2} L)}, \quad (A.9)
\]

\[
r = |\rho|^2 = \frac{\sinh^2(\sqrt{k^2 - \delta^2} L)}{\cosh^2(\sqrt{k^2 - \delta^2} L) - \frac{\delta^2}{k^2}}, \quad (A.10)
\]

respectively. From (A.10), the maximum reflectivity, \( R_{\text{max}} \), for a Bragg grating can be extracted by:

\[
R_{\text{max}} = \tanh^2(kL), \quad (A.11)
\]

Then, the transmission coefficient becomes

\[
t = S_{21} = \frac{R(L/2)}{R(-L/2)} = \frac{\sqrt{k^2 - \delta^2}}{\sqrt{k^2 - \delta^2} \cosh(\sqrt{k^2 - \delta^2} L) - j \sqrt{k^2 - \delta^2} \sinh(\sqrt{k^2 - \delta^2} L)}, \quad (A.12)
\]

From the solution of the coupled-mode equations, the corresponding scattering matrix of a FBG can be calculated. The scattering matrix is then used to obtain the elements of the transmission matrix, \( F \), which supplies the fields at the end of the section ( \( z = L \) ) from the fields at the beginning ( \( z = 0 \) ):
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\[
\begin{pmatrix}
E_+ (L) \\
E_- (L)
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
F_{11} & F_{12} \\
F_{21} & F_{22}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
E_+ (0) \\
E_- (0)
\end{pmatrix},
\]
where

\( F_{11} = S_{21} - \frac{S_{22}}{S_{12}} S_{11} \)
\( F_{12} = \frac{S_{22}}{S_{12}} \)
\( F_{21} = -\frac{S_{11}}{S_{12}} \)
\( F_{22} = \frac{1}{S_{12}} \),

(A.13)

By applying the appropriate boundary conditions and solving the coupled-mode equations similar to the previous procedure, the transfer matrix of a FBG can be obtained.

\[
F_{FBG} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cosh(\gamma L) + j \frac{\hat{\sigma}}{\gamma} \sinh(\gamma L) & j \frac{k}{\gamma} \sinh(\gamma L) \\
- j \frac{k}{\gamma} \sinh(\gamma L) & \cosh(\gamma L) - j \frac{\hat{\sigma}}{\gamma} \sinh(\gamma L)
\end{bmatrix},
\]
where \( \gamma = \sqrt{k^2 - \hat{\sigma}^2} \)

(A.15)

With the transfer matrix of a FBG, it is also possible to extract the reflection and transmission coefficients by the relations:

\[
\rho = -\frac{F_{21}}{F_{22}},
\]
\[
t = \frac{1}{F_{22}},
\]

(A.16)


To model the spacing between gratings inside the FBG array, a phase-shifted matrix, \( F_L \), is used. Then, a \( F_L \) is inserted between two gratings. For Bragg gratings the phase-shift matrix is of the form
where $\phi_i$ is the shift in the phase of the grating itself due to the propagation of the fields along the fiber span introduced between gratings, and is given by

$$\phi_i = \frac{2\pi n_{\text{eff}}}{\lambda} L_{\text{span}},$$

(A.18)

being $L_{\text{span}}$ the separation between two gratings.
Appendix B

VPI simulation parameters and schematics

B.1. Introduction

This appendix shows the simulation schematics and also summarizes the main parameters used in the simulations performed in the Virtual Photonics Inc. software for validating the proposed techniques in Chapters 5 and 6.

B.2. Simulation schemes

B.2.1. PMD monitoring using XOR gate

In Chapter 5 a PMD monitoring technique has been proposed. The key component in this system is the XOR-based DGD monitor implemented in a SOA-MZI. To validate the principle of operation of this DGD monitor some simulations have been carried out.

The XOR-based DGD monitor simulation has been performed in two steps: first, considering that the label was extracted from the data packet previously, the input label is generated and the PMD waveform distortion is emulated using the VPI block called “PMD Emulator”. Second, the XOR gate based on SOA-MZI
device is configured in order to validate the PMD monitoring.

Fig. B.1 shows the generation of the input label and the PMD emulation. To this end, a Gaussian pulse transmitter is used for the 8-bit label generation at 10 Gbit/s ($\lambda=1556$ nm). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the source pulse is 10 ps and the label peak power is 10 mW. Note that the input label is launched at 45º onto the tunable DGD emulator so as to emulate the worst case of 1st order PMD. For this purpose, a polarizer is placed before the PMD emulator. Then, the PMD distortion is emulated in the range from 0 to 50 ps using a PMD emulator. Afterwards, the input label is split in two orthogonal polarization modes using a polarization beam splitter (PBS) and the resulting signals are sent to the SOA-MZI. The inclusion of the optical amplifiers in each input of the XOR gate (Label TM and Label TE) is not necessary for the simulation presented in Chapter 5. They only have effect on the experimental validation since the incoming signals arriving at the XOR gate should have the same peak power to avoid power fluctuations. In the simulation case, after the PBS, the signals have the same power as they are launched at 45º onto the DGD emulator.

![Fig. B.1. Schematic used in simulation studies for label generation and PMD emulation.](image)

In the schematic used for PMD monitoring validation, shown in Fig. B.2, the incoming label travelling in the two orthogonal polarization modes (TE and TM) is launched into the XOR gate based on a SOA-MZI, whose architecture is depicted in Fig. B.3. The SOA-MZI has four inputs and two output ports. Each of the MZI couplers has a -3dB splitting ratio. A transmission-line laser model technique is applied to model the SOAs and their physical parameters values are shown in Table B.1. In the simulations, a CW light ($\lambda_{CW} = 1553.6$ nm) in counter-propagation is used as the control signal and a pump signal at 1550.4 nm is also applied to the
XOR gate to accelerate the SOAs carrier density response. The power of the CW is 1mW and the power of the pump is also 1mW.

Fig. B.2. Schematic used in simulation studies for PMD monitoring using a XOR gate implemented in a SOA-MZI device.

Fig. B.3. Detail of the architecture of the SOA-MZI-based XOR gate.
Table B.1. SOA parameters used in simulations of XOR gate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOA bias current</td>
<td>250 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA length</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA linewidth enhancement factor</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous emission factor</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confinement factor</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial carrier density</td>
<td>3.5x10^{24} 1/m^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier density transparency</td>
<td>1.5x10^{24} 1/m^3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the XOR gate, an optical pass-band filter to suppress the ASE noise is used. Finally, the output of the XOR gate is sent to two different modules: a) a scope for visualising the optical pulses which appear at the output of the XOR gate; b) a power meter to measure the energy of these pulses. The simulation results of the whole architecture have been shown in Chapter 5.

Once validated by simulations that the presence of DGD has a clear effect on the output of the XOR, the output of the DGD monitor is used as the control signal for the all-optical latching circuit. The schematic used for validating the principle of operation of the optical switch is shown in Fig. B.4.

As commented in Chapter 5, the optical switch is based on a SOA-MZI device with a feedback loop. The optical delay introduced by the feedback loop is considered to be 100 ps. The coupling factor of the optical coupler inside the feedback loop is set to 80% in order to optimize the output power of the optical switch. The SOAs in the MZI are characterized by the physical parameters shown in Table B.2.
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Fig. B.4. Schematic used for simulating the optical switch based on SOA-MZI with feedback loop.

Table B.2. SOA parameters used in simulations of optical switch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOA bias current</td>
<td>400 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA length</td>
<td>500 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA linewidth enhancement factor</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous emission factor</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain coefficient linear</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{-20}$ m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confinement factor</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial carrier density</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^{24}$ 1/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier density transparency</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{24}$ 1/m³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the VPI simulation scheme shown in Fig. B.4, a Gaussian pulse transmitter is used as a data generator to produce the 40 Gb/s return-to-zero (RZ) pulse train ($\lambda_{\text{data}} = 1556$ nm). The data packets are then injected into one of the ports of the
SOA-MZI. The CW light is injected through another port ($\lambda_{CW} = 1553.6$ nm). Moreover, the data signal entering the SOA-MZI has much less power than the CW carrier so that the data packets can then pass through the optical switch in a transparent way ($P_{CW} = 16$ mW; $P_{data} = 1$ mW). The Set and Reset pulses coming from the output of the XOR gate act as the control signals. Initially, the packets are routed to the Port A. When a Set pulse is launched into the SOA-MZI, the state of the flip-flop is toggled and the packets are routed to the Port B. The introduction of the Reset pulse closes the switching window and the packets are routed to the Port A again. Therefore, input set and reset pulses applied to the flip-flop induce a change in the switch state if a minimum threshold of optical pulse energy is exceeded. As the wavelengths of the CW carrier and the data signal are different, 1-nm optical filters are used to stop the 1553.6-nm CW power.

The simulation results of the switching operation have been presented in Chapter 5.

**B.2.2. All-optical TTL decrementing using XOR gates**

In Chapter 6, a novel all-optical TTL decrementing method based on the use of optical logic XOR gates has been proposed. The 1-bit subtractor is based on two cascaded SOA-MZIs in XOR configuration. The first XOR incorporates a feedback loop structure, whereas the second one follows the configuration explained in the previous section.

The TTL decrementing simulation has been performed in two steps: first, the validation of the XOR gate with feedback loop is performed. Second, the interconnection between both XOR gates is optimized to obtain the desired 1-bit decremented TTL field.

Fig. B.5 shows the VPI scheme used to validate the operation of the first XOR gate. As commented in Chapter 6, the input TTL signal at 1558 nm is generated by externally modulating at 10 Gb/s an RZ Gaussian pulse source (FWHM = 5 ps). Then, the power of the incoming TTL signal is split: one fraction enters the first XOR gate (XOR$_1$) after a 1-bit time delay (100 ps), whereas the other enters the second one (XOR$_2$). The XOR gate architecture is the same as that presented in the previous section (Fig. B.3), but in this case the XOR output is redirected to the control input by means of the feedback loop. The parameters of the optical amplifier and the optical delay composing the feedback loop are optimized to obtain a gain loop of 1 and for the synchronization with the incoming TTL, respectively. The SOAs in the MZIs are characterized by the physical parameters shown in Table B.3.
An initial 1-bit pulse generated by a pulse source is used to initiate the XOR operation. After initiating the XOR operation, the output of the SOA-MZI is acting as the control signal. A CW pump signal of 10 mW at 1550 nm is applied to the MZI in order to accelerate the SOAs carrier density response.

Table B.3. SOA physical parameters used in simulations of both XOR gates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOA bias current</td>
<td>250 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA length</td>
<td>600 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA linewidth enhancement factor</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous emission factor</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confinement factor</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial carrier density</td>
<td>3.5x10^{24} 1/m^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier density transparency</td>
<td>1.5x10^{24} 1/m^3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following the 1-bit binary subtraction algorithm explained in Chapter 6, the first XOR gate provides the ‘1’ bits needed for the following conjugation operation. This XOR gate output acts as one of the inputs of the second XOR gate. The other input is the TTL generated in the simulation scheme shown in Fig. B.5. Fig. B.6 illustrates the simulated scheme for the second XOR gate. The output of the first XOR gate is attenuated (Att = 2.2 dB) and synchronized with the TTL input (optical delay = 90 ps). The SOAs parameters are the same as the previous case (Table B.3). The control signal is a Gaussian pulsed source at 1558 nm with a peak power of 2 mW. A CW pump signal at 1550 nm is also applied to the MZI. Finally, the output of the second XOR is filtered with a 1-nm optical filter.

![Fig. B.6. Schematic used for simulating the second XOR gate.](image)

The simulation results of the whole architecture have been shown in Chapter 6.
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